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Model Shown: CR-V SE 1.6 i-DTEC 2WD Manual in Passion Red Pearl at £26,610 On The Road (OTR). Terms and Conditions: New retail CR-V ordered from 04 January 2016 to 31 January and registered by 31 January 2016. Subject to model
and colour availability. Offers applicable at participating dealers and are at the promoter’s absolute discretion. Not to be used along with any other offers currently available. *Honda Deposit contribution: £3,500 Honda deposit contribution on
CR-V models purchased through Honda Aspirations. Honda Aspirations (PCP): Minimum customer deposit 0%, maximum customer deposit 30%. You do not have to pay the Final Payment if you return the car at the end of the agreement and
you have paid all other amounts due, the vehicle is in good condition and has been serviced in accordance with the Honda service book and the maximum annual mileage has not been exceeded. Indemnities may be required in certain
circumstances. Finance is only available to persons aged 18 or over, subject to status. All figures are correct at time of publication but may be subject to change. Honda Franchise Dealers are credit brokers, not lenders. Credit provided by
Honda Finance Europe Plc. Cain Road, Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 1HL. Honda Finance Europe plc is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, Financial Services Register number 312541. **5 Years’ Complimentary
Servicing (not linked to finance) includes: All scheduled servicing, as detailed in the vehicle’s service book, will be covered for 5 years or 62,500 miles, whichever comes first. 5 Years’ Complimentary Servicing is optional, (usual value
is £1,200 - £1,430 including VAT, resulting in a saving up to £1,430 for the customer) and is available to finance or non-finance customers. Please note, should you sell the vehicle during the period of cover, the package remains with the vehicle.

How do youmake the
world’s most popular
SUV even better?

How about 5 years’ free
servicing and we give you
a really great finance offer?
Ah, that’s how.

honda.co.uk/SUVEvent

Fuel consumption figures for the CR-V SE 1.6 i-DTEC 2WD Manual in mpg (l/100km): Urban 61.4 (4.6), Extra Urban
67.3 (4.2), Combined 64.2 (4.4). CO2 emissions: 115g/km. Fuel consumption figures sourced from official EU-regulated
laboratory test results, are provided for comparison purposes and may not reflect real-life driving experience.

Representative
Example OTR Deposit Deposit % Amount

of Credit
HUK

Contribution
36 Monthly
Payments of

Total
Amount
Payable

APR
Representative

Option to
Purchase
Fee

Annual
Contracted
Mileage

Excess
Mileage
Charge

CR-V 1.6 i-DTEC SE
(Honda Connect)
2WD Manual

£26,610 £4,615.48 30% £18,494.52£3,500 £249

Final Payment
inc Option

Fee

£12,289.92 £29,369.40 5.9% £10 10,000 6p

Interest
Rate pa
Fixed

5.77%

HONDA SUV EVENT
Ends 31st January

£3,500 Deposit Contribution* on a newCR-V. 5 Years’ Free Servicing.**
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First drive verdict on
Ford’s new Focus RS

THE Ford Focus RS is one of the
most eagerly awaited new cars
of 2016 – and we’ll finally be
able to tell you exactly how it
drives online this week.

Log on to our website from
4.00pm on Monday (18 January)
for our review of the 345bhp
four-wheel-drive stormer. Will it
leave the Honda Civic Type R for
dead? We’ll have all the answers.

And don’t miss next week’s
magazine for more coverage
of one of the most keenly
anticipated hot hatches ever.
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Tell us about your car
Driver Power is the UK’s biggest
motoring satisfaction survey.
Every year we need you to tell
us about your car. Good or bad, your
feedbackhelps us tell EVERY motor manufacturer
what YOU want... and believe us, they’re listening!

ASwe reveal on Page 17, 2015was a record
year for car registrationswith over 2.6million

cars getting their plates last year. But that doesn’t
mean 2.6million cars foundhomes last year. There
are tens of thousands of cars on forecourts or in
fields, registered, counted, butwithout an owner.
Take a look on the classified sites ofmanymajor
manufacturers and search for cars under a year old
andwith under 1,000miles on the clock – you’ll be
amazed at howmany 15 and 65-plate carswith few
miles are for sale. Andwith somedealers cutting
costs by advertising one nearly new carwhen they
have two or three for sale, it’s the tip of the iceberg.
Whocould be buying these cars and very quickly
putting themup for sale?Not normal buyers.
Of course, the pre-registration game is nothing
new, butwe’re concernedwith the current scale of
it – industry pricing expert CAP reckons up to 15 per
cent of registrations in somemonthswere pre-reg.
But is that such a bad thing? They can be a great
buy – as long as they’re sold as second owner cars.
These cars can’t be profitable for the carmakers
(although it’s cheaper to ‘sell’ a car at a loss than slow
factory production). And at a timewhen industry
transparency is being called into question –Auto
Express talked on your behalf to the Transport Select
Committee on the very subject thisweek –
shouldn’twe see the true state of themarket?
Undoubtedly, themarket over the past year
has been strong – and that’s fantastic news. But by
giving an inflated idea of just how strong can cause
other problems. For example, the Bank of England
will be looking closely at the figures as it seeks to
balance our economy. Andwe knowwhat happens

if things look too rosy –
interest rates go up.
That’s one reasonwe
think it’s important to
see real sales figures.
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It’s been a great 12 months for
the car industry, so we’re told

What do you think
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Here at Auto Express we are always seeking
to improve, and we’d love to hear your thoughts.
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your say and help shape the future of the magazine.
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Goodyear winter tyres worth up to £1,000!
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“Mercedes is
labelling its new
5 Series rival as
the most intelligent
saloon in the
business class”

Wraps off Mercedes’ hi-tech new E-Class
With baby S-Class looks and raft of innovations, new exec is set to take fight to 5 Series and XF in spring

THE all-new Mercedes E-Class has been
revealed at the Detroit Motor Show,

ahead of its launch in the UK this spring.
Mercedes is labelling its new 5 Series

rival as “the most intelligent saloon in the
business class”, packed with technology
that’s sure to filter down the range in future.
Its longer shape is more aerodynamic than
before, and it comes with a brand new,
four-cylinder diesel engine, which claims
to give best-in-class CO2 emissions.

Unsurprisingly, the new E-Class adopts
a mini S-Class look, with a bold grille and
oversized Mercedes badge. You’ll find the
familiar LED headlights and a coupé-like
roofline, too, as well as a short front
overhang. The fifth-generation saloon is
43mm longer than the outgoing model
overall, with an extra 65mm added to the
wheelbase for increased passenger space.

Inside, the E-Class features an integrated
infotainment set-up that sits flush in the
dash. Entry-level cars get an 8.4-inch
screen, although a sleek 12.3-inch set-up
is also available at extra cost – a Mercedes
insider told us this upgrade is likely to be
around £1,600, although higher-spec cars,
and those with more powerful engines,
will get the bigger screen as standard.

Arguably, the most desirable option
will be the virtual instrument display, which
replaces the conventional dials in favour
of a fully customisable set-up. This will
give owners a widescreen cockpit that
Mercedes says “appears to hover in thin
air”, but is only available as an option.

Elsewhere, the BMW 5 Series rival adopts
the usual scroll wheel and touchpad control
for the navigation and infotainment system,

fitted as standard, with the clock flanked by
a series of buttons on the centre console.
As you’d expect, there’s lots of gloss black
plastic, as well as swathes of leather, and
aluminium trim on the doors and dash.

In addition, Mercedes has added touch-
sensitive buttons to the steering wheel,
which respond to horizontal and vertical
swipes – just like your smartphone. It allows
the driver to control the entire infotainment
system without taking their hands off the
wheel. Voice control is also standard, and
you can even open the doors via an app.
Wireless phone charging features, too.

But the new E-Class isn’t all about design
and technology quirks. Long criticised for
its rattly diesel engines, Mercedes has
developed an all-new diesel powertrain,
which will feature here for the first time.
The E 220d uses a 2.0-litre four-cylinder
unit with 192bhp. It’ll do 0-62mph in 7.3
seconds, while giving the best efficiency
in class, with CO2 emissions of 102g/km
and 72.4mpg economy. The cleanest
Jaguar XF, for example, claims 104g/km
and 70.6mpg, while BMW’s 5 Series
delivers 114g/km and 65.7mpg.

This will be the only UK engine from
launch, although a small E 200 2.0-litre
petrol will be available in other markets. A
larger, more powerful 258bhp E 350d will
join the range in the summer, alongside the

■ Stylish new saloon revealed, and it’s packed with technology
■ E 220d diesel set to offer class-leading efficiency from launch

EFFICIENT
At launch, UK
buyers will
only be offered
192bhp 2.0-litre
four-cylinder
diesel, claiming
class-leading
102g/km CO2
emissions

OFFICIAL
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“The new E-Class adopts
a mini S-Class look, with
bold grille and oversized
Mercedes badge”High-quality cabin is trimmed in leather and aluminium, while

the new E-Class promises plenty of head and legroom as well

Top story

f Mercedes’ hi-tech new E-Class
-Class looks and raft of innovations, new exec is set to take fight to 5 Series and XF in spring

COMFORT
All cars promise
a smooth ride,
while adaptive
suspension
option will
bring a choice
of Comfort, Eco,
Sport, Sport+
and Individual
driving modes

E 350e plug-in hybrid before the end of
the year. The line-up will be completed by a
smaller, fleet-friendly diesel at the start of
2017, ahead of a bonkers Mercedes-AMG
E 63 in the not-too-distant future.

Some prospective buyers will be
disappointed to learn Mercedes is not
planning a manual gearbox option for the
new E-Class, however. Instead, all cars will
come with a new nine-speed 9G-Tronic
automatic transmission – similar to that
found in the new GLC SUV. It’ll help towards
the impressive fuel economy figures, and
should ensure superior noise levels at
motorway speeds. All UK cars will come
with ‘Comfortable Avantgarde’ suspension,
lowered by 15mm for a sportier character.
Adaptive ‘multi-chamber’ air-suspension
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Body is longer
than before, and
influence of the

latest S-Class
is clear to see

BUTTONS Touch-sensitive buttons respond
like your smartphone. Voice control
is also included as standard

TECHNOLOGY Traditional analogue clock
is accompanied by smart looking, chrome-
lined buttons on practical centre console

10 13 January2016 www.

Body is longer
than before, and
influence of the

latest S-Class
is clear to see

10 13 January2016

will also be an option, which Mercedes
claims is a class first. Comfort, Eco, Sport,
Sport+ and Individual modes allow owners
to set the car up to suit their driving
preferences, although the brand says
it offers soft base suspension, but still
with good stability and decent handling.

The Air Body Control system also has a
self-levelling function, which automatically
controls the ride height depending on
speed. It hunkers down on motorways
to reduce drag, and can raise the chassis
on rough roads at the push of a button.

We’d be surprised if the E-Class didn’t
at least match the outgoing model for
boot space and rear legroom, especially
given the stretched wheelbase. If the
S-Class is anything to go by, the sloping
roofline is unlikely to affect headroom.

Like other models in the range, the
new E-Class comes loaded with safety
kit. Included as standard is Active Brake
Assist with pedestrian detection as well
as Attention Assist to prevent
drowsiness. Other

systems include speed-limit recognition,
with Active Lane-Change Assistant, although
these are only available at extra cost.

Drive Pilot is an optional package that
Mercedes says represents the next step in
autonomous motoring. It allows drivers to
follow the car in front at a safe distance, at
speeds of up to 130mph. The car can slow
to a complete stop, as well as steer round
‘moderate’ bends. It recognises surrounding
vehicles, too, and even works when there
are no lines in the road. The new technology
claims to “see around corners and through
obstacles”, by using other drivers’ mobile
phone signals and data to warn of
imminent danger or congestion.

Prices and exact specifications will be
announced later this month, but a two to
three per cent price increase is predicted
across the range – so expect an entry-
level diesel to cost around £35,000.

CONTROLS
Touchpad and
scroll wheel allow
owners to access
sat-nav and other
media on central
screen; all models
get nine-speed auto,
with no manual
option available

DISPLAY Virtual instrument display
gives a widescreen cockpit that
“appears to hover in thin air”



Luxury that never compromises safety
With an advanced VAI system that allows drivers to track vehicle alignment and
aerodynamic sidewalls that minimise noise and vibration levels, the Ventus S1 evo²
delivers the promise of performance and enhanced fuel efficiency.

Hankook Tyre UK Ltd, Fawsley Drive, Heartlands Business Park, Daventry, Northamptonshire NN11 8UG
Tel: +44 1327 304 100 Fax: +44 1327 304 110

Be one with your tyres, and the road will be one with you.
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Gesture control i8 waves in a new era for BMW

Reporter Dow tries Airtouch, which lets drivers scroll through menus on central screen using simple gestures

“Gesture control has three sets of sensors across length of
dash so driver and passenger have individual touch points”

THE annual Consumer Electronics Show
(CES) in Las Vegas is all about tech, but

that didn’t prevent BMW using the event to
reveal a doorless i8 roadster concept.

As you’d expect, the car – called the
iVision Future Interaction concept – was
full of innovations, many of them relating
to autonomous driving. But its focus is on a
new interior infotainment system that relies
on cloud-based services and integrates
Airtouch – the next step in gesture control
functionality, which replaces all switchgear.

Yet designers haven’t forgotten about
the exterior, creating a radical roadster that
also points towards a production version
of the i8 Spyder, which could be revealed
later this year to mark BMW’s centenary.

The gesture control in the concept is a
more advanced version of the tech found in
the BMW 7 Series, and features three sets of
sensors across the length of the dash so the
driver and passenger – in more comfortable
lounge-style seats – have individual touch
points from which to control the long
high-resolution display in the dash.

Airtouch anticipates the driver’s intended
selection from the gesturing position. They
then choose from the soft button on the left
of the steering wheel, illuminated in white.
The passenger makes selections from an
illuminated point to the right of their seat.

Head of user experience Marcus Behrendt
explained that the iVision “essentially
combines as many options of control as
possible” to give all customers multiple
choices behind the wheel. In addition to

■ Autonomous i8 supercar
leads tech stars at CES
■ Gesture control hints
at future of interior tech

the gesture control, the menu
can be scrolled through on
the touch-sensitive centre
armrest, which replaces
the iDrive control wheel in
current models. The concept
also features an illuminated
steering wheel; it lights up in
blue to show when the car is in
autonomous mode and red when
the driver is required to take control.

The instrument cluster has adopted
a different 3D appearance and acts like a
personal assistant, offering route options
to maximise efficiency. It even tells the
driver the maximum speed for a particular
corner. It can also select the best route for
an autonomous drive, then take control
of the steering, throttle and brakes, and
drive along at an adjustable speed.

Speaking at CES, Dr Klaus Froehlich, board
member for research and development at
BMW, said: “Real-time data from the cloud
opens up almost endless possibilities.”
While the brand was unable to specify
when this technology would hit production,
Froehlich added that we’ll see more some
time in “the not-so-distant future”.

As for an i8 Spyder production car, it’s
apparently been delayed by difficulties in
removing the roof from the carbon-reinforced
body, but we expect to see it at a major
motor show before the end of this year.

CONTROL
Steering wheel
lights up blue
when car is in
autonomous
mode; it glows
red when the
driver needs
to take control

Tech showcase was revealed
in striking open-top, doorless
version of the hybrid BMW i8

OFFICIAL

CatDow
Cat_Dow@dennis.co.uk
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Gesture control i8 waves in a new era for BMW

Mirrors out, cams in

Cameras replace mirrors, making i8 more aerodynamic

THE iVision Future Interaction hogged the CES limelight,
but BMW also displayed a Mirrorless i8 at the show.

It has wide-angled cameras mounted on each door
and the rear window which feed back to a 300cm x 85cm
screen that sits in place of the rear-view mirror.

The set-up has been designed to eliminate blindspots
entirely, while at the same time making the i8 more
aerodynamically efficient. However, BMW currently
has no plans to put the concept into production.

“Car can select the
best route for an
autonomous drive,
then take control”

Production of Spyder held up by
complexity of chopping roof from

carbon-reinforced bodywork
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SamNaylor
Sam_Naylor@dennis.co.uk

@SamNaylor_AE

OFFICIAL

Audi’s dash of the future revealed

Budd-e maps out electric blueprint for VW

OFFICIAL

VOLKSWAGEN has revealed a new all-
electric concept car at the Consumer

Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas,
called the Budd-e. The Microbus-style
model is based on the brand’s new MEB
(modular electric drive kit) platform, which
will be used to underpin a host of future
electric models from the Volkswagen Group.

Despite VW playing down rumours of
a Microbus concept ahead of the event,
chief exec Herbert Diess pulled the wraps
off the four-wheel-drive Budd-e, which is
powered by two electric motors – one at the
front and another at the rear. VW claims a
range of 233 miles on a single charge, and
that it’ll get from 0-60mph in 6.9 seconds.
The MEB platform allows for extra space
inside thanks to the placement of the motors.

The Budd-e is longer than VW’s
Touran, but shorter than the
Caravelle – yet it’s wider than both.

Thanks to a sliding side door
the opening is wide, revealing a
lounge-like interior. The seats are
configurable and can even be
arranged to allow passengers
to face one another. At the
front is a large VW badge and
a transparent panel backlit by
LEDs. The headlamps are high
and slim, with C-shaped LED
running lights as a nod to VW’s
current crop of electric cars.

Along with the new electric
drivetrain, the focus for the company is
on the tech inside. VW describes it as a
mobile home, although it clearly has more

ALSO at CES, Audi showcased a new
interior concept, previewing its vision
for future cabin design and tech.

Previewed in the Audi e-tron concept,
the new interior focuses on large
touchscreen displays and gesture control
– features which could first be seen on
the new A8 saloon due later this year.

“We are developing our successful Audi
virtual cockpit into the Audi virtual
dashboard and creating a new world
of experience for our customers,” Ricky
Hudi, Audi’s vice president for electronic
development told us. “In the future, the
entire system will get to know the customer
and their habits and preferences.”

Meanwhile, Audi is pushing forward
with its research on autonomous driving,
showing a new version of the computer
that controls its self-driving cars.

■ SYNC UPDATED FORD has
confirmed that a new version of
its SYNC software will be released
this year. CEO Mark Fields
announced a host of updates for
the third-generation SYNC system,
which will bring a raft of new
features, including Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto smartphone
connectivity. Owners will also
be able to check fuel levels and
other data from an app. SYNC3
will even be able to connect
to smart devices at home.

■ Budd-e makes debut at CES
■ Based on new MEB platform

BUDD-E
Microbus-style
model sits in
between Touran
and Caravelle in
terms of size

Audi is set to develop
virtual dashboard, with
large touchscreen displays
and gesture recognition
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CES round-up News

CES
inbrief

Driverless Kias on road by 2030

Budd-e maps out electric blueprint for VW

200-mile Chevy Bolt
set for showrooms
CHEVROLET revealed the production
version of its Bolt electric car (above) at
CES. The EV aims to be more affordable
than the BMW i3, while offering a
class-leading range of up to 200 miles.

A single electric motor driving the
front wheels means it’ll do 0-60mph
in around seven seconds. The Bolt
will take nine hours to charge from
a 240-volt mains socket, with fast
charging capability expected. It’ll
cost around $30,000 (£21,000) in
the US, with no plans for UK sale.

Latest touchscreens
masters of illusion
BOSCH revealed a concept at CES
with haptic feedback touchscreens
covering the entire dashboard.

The displays even descend down the
centre console and cascade between the
seats, showcasing a fully interactive
interior. The screens use pressure-
sensitive triggers to trick the user
into thinking they’re touching real
buttons, allowing the driver to activate
functions without looking at the screen.

Wild 986bhp EV
supercar unleashed
US-based Faraday Future unveiled a
striking concept of an electric supercar
at CES (below). Dubbed the FFZERO1,
the single-seat EV pumps out 986bhp
and does 0-60mph in under three seconds.

But it’s not just a styling exercise,
as underneath there’s an adaptable
platform that can be made longer or
shorter for different bodystyles. The
batteries can be easily added or
removed as and when required.

VW claims the Budd-e
will do 233 miles on

a single charge

to offer than the VW Campers of old. There’s
a new interface for the driver, and plenty of
connectivity – the car can connect to your
home as part of the ‘Internet of things’. This
means you can control items like lights,
heating and even your TV from the car.

The driver can use touch and gesture
control for every command, without a
button in sight. Even the mirrors have

been replaced by cameras and hi-res
displays. VW says this represents its vision
of the ‘car of 2019’. Like the Budd-e, the
‘car of 2019’ will have a 15-minute charge
time, be able to order parts – like tyres –
that it knows are required by itself, have
full smartphone connectivity, and even
remind drivers what’s in the fridge at
home via their phone or smartwatch. VW

added that the Budd-e would provide the
option of being driven autonomously.

Elsewhere at CES, VW also introduced
the e-Golf Touch, featuring a new 9.2-inch
touchscreen infotainment system for the
brand’s electric hatchback. It features a
configurable home screen, an improved
voice control system and the ability to read
and reply to text messages while driving.

KIA has revealed its future autonomous car
technology will sit under a new sub-brand
called Drive Wise. The announcement was
made at CES and forms part of Kia’s plan to
introduce a fully autonomous car by 2030.

The vision has several stages, starting
at the Geneva Motor Show in March,
where some of the key technologies will

be displayed. By 2020 Kia says it will
have a partially autonomous car on the
roads, which would be able to negotiate
motorways and traffic jams by itself.

Kia showcased some of the new
tech in an ‘I-Cockpit’ display at CES,
which features fingerprint and gesture
recognition to display a customised cabin

in front of the driver – one that changes
based on who is sitting behind the
steering wheel. It can also set the music
and climate control automatically.

The autonomous technology is
currently being tested in Nevada on
a Soul EV, with Kia having been
granted a licence to test in the state.

BIG FUTURE
Tech will allow
Kia to park itself
via smartwatch,
New ‘i-Cockpit’
has fingerprint
recognition

“The new MEB platform will be used to underpin a host
of future electric models from the Volkswagen Group”

Seats are configurable;
cabin features no buttons;
Budd-e pairs with smartwatches
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News VW Tiguan GTE Active Concept

“Interior gets 9.2-inch
touchscreen that uses
gesture control tech in
place of knobs and dials”

OFFICIAL

Off-road Tiguan GTE steals show
VOLKSWAGEN has taken to the Detroit
Motor Show to debut its new Tiguan

GTE Active Concept. A beefed-up, off-road
version of the all-new Tiguan, the model
could make its transition into dealers as
soon as later this year – with VW claiming
the “off-road design elements are
feasible as options for production cars”.

But the GTE Active Concept is more than
a set of chunky bumpers and off-road tyres,
as it’s been fitted with the brand’s next-
generation infotainment system. Made
up of a 9.2-inch touchscreen, the set-up
uses gesture control technology in place
of conventional knobs and dials.

It’s expected that the facelifted Golf –
due later this year – will be the first model
to feature the tech, but VW also confirmed
that a long-wheelbase, seven-seat version
of the Tiguan designed primarily for the
US and Chinese markets will feature the
new set-up when it arrives in 2017.

The concept has been raised by 45mm
over the normal model to accommodate the
big off-road tyres, with ground clearance up
to 225mm. Approach and departure angles
have improved for tackling tough terrain,
while underbody protection finished in
matt aluminum has been added to the front
and rear bumpers for more protection.

Despite its rough and tough appearance,
as the name suggests, the GTE Active is

■ VW reveals plug-in hybrid SUV
at Detroit with gesture control

actually a plug-in hybrid. It uses the
same powertrain as the recently launched
Passat GTE, which comprises a 1.4-litre
turbocharged engine and two electric
motors that combine to deliver 222bhp.
VW claims that when the engine and motors
work together to produce the maximum
power, the show star can do 0-62mph in
just 6.4 seconds and go on to 120mph.

The Active Concept has four-wheel drive,
with power sent through a six-speed DSG
gearbox. If there is enough battery power,
the car will always start in EV mode. The
Tiguan claims a range of 20 miles on
electric power alone and a top speed
of 70mph. Six driving programs – On-
road, Off-road, Sport, Snow, Charge
and Battery Hold – alter how power is
distributed, while green E-mode and
performance GTE modes are selected via
separate buttons on the centre console.

We’ll learn more about the concept –
including official production feasibility and
UK on-sale dates – in the coming months.

POWER
Hybrid’s engine
and electric
motors combine
for 222bhp –
enough for a
6.4-second
0-62mph time

JAGUAR has introduced a four-wheel-drive option on its new XF saloon.
Available to order now with the 178bhp 2.0-litre Ingenium diesel and
automatic gearbox, the intelligent system can shuffle power to the
front wheels when slip is detected. Jaguar claims the system helps
preserve the XF’s agility. It also adds an ‘adaptive surface response’
mode to the Drive Control system to help in wet conditions.

Prices start from £36,350 with deliveries expected in the spring.
At the same time, the 178bhp diesel manual XF can now be
specified with Adaptive Dynamics continuously variable dampers.

Jag gives XF saloon more grip with 4WD

JonathanBurn
Jonathan_Burn@dennis.co.uk

@Jonathan_burn
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VW Tiguan GTE Active Concept News

STYLING
GTE Active
Concept gets
new chunky
bumpers and
side skirts,
while VW’s
next-generation
infotainment
dominates the
dashboard

Off-road Tiguan GTE steals show Top five best sellers of 2015

OFFICIAL

Car sales hit record
high... or do they?

CAR registrations in the UK reached a
record 2.63 million in 2015, with the

six per cent growth exceeding forecasts.
However, up to 15 per cent of those could
be pre-registered cars, which leaves
thousands of unsold motors sitting
on forecourts and skewing figures.

The Society of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders (SMMT) revealed 2015 was the best
ever year for car sales, and that last month
was the strongest December in history, but
our study suggests dealers are pre-registering
cars at record levels to hit targets.

Our investigation highlighted the vast
number of 2015 model cars on offer on
manufacturers’ approved used schemes,
with just a handful of miles on the clock.

Ford – the UK’s biggest-selling brand –
had hundreds of its Fiesta and Focus cars
for sale with just 25 miles chalked up, as did
Volkswagen for the Polo and Golf. Vauxhall
had more than 400 Corsas and 200 Astras
for sale with limited mileage, too.

A Ford spokesman said these are former
staff cars and cars that were damaged
between factory and dealer, but also
admitted to including “cars which are pre-
registered and sold as used by Ford-owned
dealers in support of their retail activities”.

Some of the biggest improving brands
also had a high number of available 2015
models. Mercedes, which has shown 16
per cent growth over the past 12 months,
had hundreds of A, C and E-Class cars
available, while Renault – sales up 14 per
cent – had hundreds of Clios and Capturs.

Mike Hawes, SMMT chief executive,
admitted it wasn’t a new tactic, either.
“This is something that has always
happened,” he said. “Any manufacturer
will have a volume target to reach, and they

■ Over 2.6 million cars
were registered in 2015

■ But pre-registered cars
don’t reflect figures properly

have a variety of channels at their
disposal to hit those volumes.”

But there’s also an impact on the
consumer. Pre-registered cars come with
many benefits of buying new, but for a
fraction of the price. Philip Nothard, retail
and consumer specialist at CAP, explained:
“While manufacturers fight shy of reporting
figures officially, dealers know they can use
these vehicles to create attractive deals.

“Large volumes of pre-registered cars
can put pressure on the nearly new market,
yet a savvy dealer will manage this to
differentiate the offers and hit their targets.”

Record year boosts McLaren jobs
BOOMING registrations extended to McLaren, which enjoyed its best
ever year in 2015, and this has led to the creation of 250 new jobs and
a second production shift at its Production Centre in Woking, Surrey.

The British sports car manufacturer believes the introduction of
the new Sport Series range (comprising the 540C and 570S models)
will boost these numbers further, and could account for up to two-thirds
of annual sales when the range is complete in 2017. Currently, McLaren
produces 14 cars per day, which will increase to 20 by the middle of
the year with the second production shift beginning late next month.

TARGETS
Dealers are
using various
different
measures to
meet their
sales targets

Ford has hundreds of
used approved cars with
limited mileage for sale

MANUFACTURERS
Best-selling brands

Ford 335,267
Vauxhall 269,766
Volkswagen 223,784
BMW 167,391
Audi 166,709

MODELS
The UK’s most popular cars

Fiesta 133,434
Corsa 92,077
Focus 83,816
Golf 73,409
Qashqai 60,814

Jag gives XF saloon more grip with 4WD
Jag claims
4WD will
maintain
XF’s agility
even in
wet and
slippery
conditions

Likes of 675LT have helped McLaren sales

STYLING

JoeFinnerty
Joe_Finnerty@dennis.co.uk

@AE_Consumer
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Rolls-Royce’s official teaser image shows how the brand’s first high-riding SUV could
look when it’s released in 2018. It will also feature an all-new aluminium platform

OFFICIAL

Hyundai’s Prius
beater is ready

WE’VE seen spy shots and design
sketches, but now Hyundai has

revealed the first official images of its
new Ioniq – the car with which it hopes
to topple the Toyota Prius. It will go on
sale in UK showrooms in September
as a hybrid and full-electric model,
with a plug-in hybrid appearing later.

The Korean manufacturer claims
the design of the Ioniq delivers “class-
leading aerodynamic performance”
thanks to the slippery shape and
moving flaps in the front grille, which
direct airflow around the car. It’s
a lot less dramatic inside, where
Hyundai’s familiar centre console
design and logical dash are fitted.

But the real innovation is under
the skin. This is set to be the world’s
first production car with all-electric,
hybrid and plug-in hybrid powertrain
options in the range. The hybrid uses
a 104bhp 1.6-litre naturally aspirated
Kappa petrol engine, which Hyundai
claims has “the world’s highest thermal
efficiency”, at 40 per cent. It’s paired
with a magnetic electric motor, which
provides an additional 47bhp.

According to Hyundai, the lithium-
ion battery that powers the electric
motor is said to offer “outstanding

charge and discharge performance”
compared to the nickel-metal battery
pack used in the hybrid Prius. A seven-
speed dual-clutch transmission also
features, but no official economy
figures have been revealed as yet.

“Our vision for future mobility
focuses on choice, with a variety of
powertrain options to suit customers’
varied lifestyles without compromising
on design or driving enjoyment,” said
Woong-Chul Yang, Hyundai’s research
and development boss. “Ioniq is the

fruit of our efforts to become the
leader in the global green car market.”
To that end, Hyundai has based the
newcomer on an entirely new platform,
which has been specially developed to
house the lithium-ion batteries on board.

The name Ioniq is a combination
of the word ‘ion’ – an electronically
charged atom – and the word ‘unique’.

Prices and specs will be announced
closer to the car’s launch in the summer.
A Prius starts from £21,995, so expect
the Ioniq to cost around the same.

■ First official images of Ioniq revealed ■ Will be offered with hybrid, EV and plug-in hybrid power

‘magic-carpet’ ride on a variety of surfaces,
and that it’s resilient to extreme weather
conditions”. Speaking to Auto Express at
last year’s Frankfurt Motor Show, company
boss Torsten Müller-Ötvös revealed that
the upcoming Rolls-Royce SUV would be
launched in the second half of 2018.

He was confident about progress
being made on developing the
brand’s first high-riding 4x4 model,
yet he prefers to call it an all-terrain
vehicle. Müller-Ötvös also hinted
that the newcomer will stick with the
Cullinan name, which refers to the
world’s largest ever rough diamond.

ROLLS-Royce has unveiled an offical teaser
image of its new SUV, and the brand’s
boss has also confirmed testing of a
new aluminium platform has begun.

The car has been dubbed Project Cullinan
and is likely to use that name for production,
while we’ve been told that engineering
mules “will be assessed on public roads
around the world”. As well as underpinning
the SUV, the aluminium space-frame
architecture will form the basis of
the next-generation of models from
Rolls-Royce, including a new Phantom.

The testing phase will ensure the SUV
still “delivers Rolls-Royce’s trademark

First glimpse of new Rolls-Royce ‘Cullinan’ SUV

LawrenceAllan
Lawrence_Allan@dennis.co.uk

@LobAllan

Ioniq will be based on an
all-new platform that caters
for lithium-ion batteries

Hyundai’s rear design hints
at Prius, which it aims to
topple in hybrid charts

Smart dash and centre
console design have been
lifted from other Hyundais

“Rolls-Royce boss revealed SUV will get Cullinan name,
which refers to the world’s largest ever rough diamond”
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CHANGE
OF HEART
VW Group CEO
Matthias Müller
had said VW
owners would
get compensation,
but UK owners
will get nothing

news
inbrief

It’s back in Black for
special Honda CR-V
HONDA has revealed a new Black Edition
of its CR-V SUV. Starting at £29,995 with
a 2.0-litre petrol engine, the car (above)
gets side running boards, a boot spoiler,
19-inch black wheels and gloss-black
detailing on the grille and skid plates.

The leather interior features embossed
logos and smarter carpet mats. Also new
is a Civic Limited Edition based on the
1.4-litre petrol model, adding 16-inch
rims and body-coloured trim for £14,995.

Driverless Renault-
Nissans on the way
THE Renault-Nissan alliance has
announced it’ll be launching “more
than 10” models with autonomous
driving capabilities by 2020. They will
be available across Europe, the US,
Japan and China, and the tech will
be launched on “mainstream, mass-
market” cars in three stages.

‘Single-lane control’ will arrive this
year, allowing autonomous motorway
driving, while 2018 will see ‘multiple-
lane control’ to negotiate hazards.
City driving tech arrives in 2020.

And Kicks is South
America’s ‘Duster’
MEANWHILE, Nissan has confirmed it
will build a budget crossover for the
Latin American market. The Kicks will be
made in Brazil as part of a £131million
investment that will create 600 new jobs.

It’ll be slightly longer and wider than
the Juke and promises a lower list price,
while “ongoing studies for other regions”
may mean a launch in Europe. It’ll be
based on the Kicks concept (below)
from the 2014 Sao Paulo Motor Show.

■ EDGE HITS UK AT LAST
FOLLOWING its debut at last year’s
Frankfurt Motor Show, the Ford
Edge is finally on sale in the UK.

Prices start at £29,995 – around
£1,000 less than an entry-level
BMW X3. That gets you a 178bhp
2.0 TDCi diesel engine with a six-
speed manual box in Zetec trim.

The better-equipped Titanium
models cost a further £2,250, while
Sport cars top the range – starting
at £34,495. The only other engine
option is a 208bhp twin-turbo 2.0-
litre diesel with a six-speed auto.

VW’s compensation U-turn
UK owners of Volkswagen cars affected by
the emissions scandal will not receive
compensation, as previously announced
by CEO Matthias Müller in December.

Müller had said at a press conference
that all customers would get money back
for the reduction in value of their cars, but
that’s now not the case for UK owners. A

spokesman told Auto Express that the
confusion had been caused by “a slight
mistranslation”, and “the indications are
that residual values are unaffected”.

In certain cases, a “support package”
may be offered – if a customer living in a
remote area faces a long journey to get the
necessary remedial work done, for example.
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Roads blamed for rise in
suspension breakdowns

New Volvo V90 estate shapes up
THE S90 saloon was a difficult secret for
Volvo to keep, and now it seems the V90
estate is suffering a similar fate.

We’ve seen images of the car in model
form, but now we have a sneaky undisguised
spy shot of the car’s rear in the metal. It isn’t
expected to be revealed for a few months,
and will go on sale at the end of the year.

The rear profile is far less boxy than the
outgoing V70’s, and the rising shoulderline
gives way to trademark Volvo tail-lights.
The back windowline is steeply raked, too,
raising questions over the car’s outright
practicality. Still, expect the Audi A6 Avant
rival to match class leaders for boot space.

As with the S90, the V90 shares its
platform and tech with the seven-seat XC90
SUV, so expect a range of four-cylinder
turbo petrol and diesel engines, as well as
a T8 plug-in hybrid performance model. Spy shot shows V90 estate undisguised, and it’s less boxy than V70 it will replace

You can watch
any of our videos

on your phone

Simply scan
this QR code.

Video round-up of
Detroit show stars

THIS year’s round of motor shows
kicks off in Detroit, with the North
American show staging global
unveilings of a number of major
new cars that will arrive in the
UK over the next 12 months.

As well as the new Mercedes
E-Class (Page 8), key reveals include
the Infiniti Q60 and Lexus LF-LC,
plus the Volvo S90 and BMW M2
make their international debuts. Our
Detroit show video rounds it all up.

Race is on as 911
GT3 meets GT-R

WITH the new Porsche 911 GT3 RS
getting all the attention, what’s life
like with the slightly less extreme GT3?

We decided to pitch the rear-
wheel-drive car against the cheaper
4WD Nissan GT-R Track Edition to
find out which is quicker around
a damp Rockingham race circuit.

MartinSaarinen
Martin_Saarinen@dennis.co.uk

AE_Consumer
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379,925
BATTERY PROBLEMS
(TOP 2015 BREAKDOWN)

2.2
MILLION CALL-OUTS

6,071
CALL-OUTS PER DAY

1,200
MILES, LONGEST RECOVERY
ROUND TRIP (ISLE OF
SKYE TO HAMPSHIRE)

-out figures e s

James_Batchelor@dennis.co.uk
@JRRBatchelor

James_Batchelor@dennis.co.uo.uk
@JRRBatchtchelor

James
Batchelor

AT youtube.com/Autoexpress
this week, Detroit Motor Show
fever begins and Porsche’s 911
GT3 battles Nissan’s hot GT-R.

Videowatch

are more common than ever as the
technology becomes more widespread.

“With more people choosing a hybrid
as their next vehicle due to the reduced
emissions and economy they offer, it makes
sense that we have had more to fix this
year,” Wilson added. “Speed limiters
and other fuel-saving devices are being
introduced by more fleets in order to
help reduce fuel costs, so the increase
in faults there is something we will be
looking at closely as we go into 2016.”

Despite these advancements posing
new problems to patrols, flat batteries
remain the most common incident for
the RAC, accounting for one in five of
the 2.2 million calls for help last year.

SUSPENSION and spring-related
breakdowns increased by 33 per

cent in 2015, as the poor state of UK
roads took its toll on the nation’s cars,
according to exclusive RAC call-out data.

It was the biggest single increase of
breakdowns, narrowly ahead of hybrid
wiring faults and speed limiter issues – up
30 per cent and 29 per cent respectively.

Figures from the RAC also revealed patrols
attended more than 290,000 incidents
involving punctured tyres or broken wheels
in 2015, making up a tenth of all call-outs.

The Government announced a £6billion
pothole and road repair fund to help tackle
the poor conditions of rural and urban roads
last year, and the RAC Patrol of the Year Ben
Wilson told Auto Express it’s much needed.

“The increase in suspension and spring
faults might well be as a result of the
continuing poor state of local roads – while
motorways and other major routes are
part of one of the biggest improvement
programmes in a generation,” he said.
“Motorists remain concerned about the
condition of local roads and the lack of
ring-fenced funds to improve them.”

Sales of hybrid cars rising by a third
since 2014 have contributed to the
increase in call-outs associated with
wiring issues, while malfunctioning
speed limiter and cruise control problems

■ RAC figures show big spike in
call-outs for suspension faults

■ Hybrid wiring issues rise, too

STRICKEN Stats show flat batteries still
top RAC call-out table, but there was a sharp
rise in suspension breakdowns during 2015
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Watchdog

After a period of premiums
falling, insurance is on rise
– for over-fifties especially

■ CASE STUDY Dealer said X-Trail needed filter; independent sorted it for fraction of price

Nissan quotes £1,240
for DPF fix costing £62

“After weeks of leaving
X-Trail parked, Justin took
it for a spin – and the
warning disappeared”

WHEN drivers have problems with their
cars, we often find that they miss out on help
or goodwill from the manufacturer if they’ve
used an independent garage for servicing
or repairs. In many cases, though, these
garages can save you a great deal of money.

Justin Byrd, from Frittenden, Kent, spoke
to Auto Express after the diesel particulate
filter (DPF) warning light came on in his
2008 Nissan X-Trail. Justin took it to dealer
Motorline Nissan, Tunbridge Wells, which
told him not to drive any further as the
problem was more severe than usual DPF
issues, and wouldn’t be resolved in the
normal way by taking the car for a long drive.

The DPF works by absorbing harmful
particles from diesel exhausts and, like all
filters, will get clogged after prolonged use.
It should clean itself during a long drive when
hot exhaust temperatures burn off the soot.

Justin said: “The dealership told me it
had attempted to force regenerate the DPF
without success, and instead I would now
need a new filter costing £1,240.”

The company believed the oil and DPF
needed to be changed for the vehicle to be
roadworthy. But before forking out, Justin
sought advice from an independent garage,
Mark Lilly in Flimwell, E Sussex. Justin said:
“Staff told me Nissan is charging for a part

REPAIRS
X-Trail was
left on Justin’s
drive for weeks
on the Nissan
dealer’s advice

THE average insurance premium
is on the rise yet again, as the true

extent of the Insurance PremiumTax
(IPT) hike plays out. According tonew
figures fromConsumer Intelligence,
average costs have accelerated since
the IPTwas raised to 9.5 per cent
duringNovember last year.
The increasewas outlined in

ChancellorGeorgeOsborne’s Budget,
following theGeneral Election, and is
a taxonall insurancepolicies. It stands
to reason that these extra chargeswill
be passed down to policyholders.
It’s disappointing, though. Somuch

hardworkhas beendone by insurers
andGovernment to bring premiums
down to amoremanageable level,
which is now feeling like awaste.
The average premiumpeaked

throughout 2014, but followingnew
whiplash legislation andmore fraud
targeting, these prices droppedby
around 10per cent, andwere at their
lowest inMarch 2015. Expect all that
to fade into the distancewith these
current trends and changes to come.
It’s not just youngdrivers paying

more, either. Plenty is being done to
make it easier and cheaper to learn
to drive and get insured, and rightly
so – butwho’s left pickingup the
tab?Now,more than ever, it’s the
over-fifties,with their average annual
premiums increased by 16.4 per cent.
So,while somemotoring costs are

falling,with petrol nowunder £1 per
litre, others go straight backup.Want
to cut downbybuying an economical
car? These savingswill be eroded, too,
as from2017 therewill be newvehicle
excise duty bands. It seems for the
Government, it’s a case ofmoving
money fromonepot to another,with
motorists left tomake endsmeet.

“It stands to reason that
these extra charges will
be passed down directly
to policyholders”

Long drive is
all Justin’s car
needed, not
£1,240 filter

that doesn’t need replacing, and just said to
drive my car in fourth gear on the motorway.”

After weeks of leaving the X-Trail on his
driveway, Justin took it for a spin, and later
booked it in with Mark Lilly. The garage drove
the car, too, and after a short run, the warning
light disappeared. The whole endeavour

cost just £62. “Had I agreed to the Nissan
garage’s claims, I’d have been £1,240 out of
pocket.” Yet Nissan is standing by its dealer.

A spokeswoman said: “The Nissan dealer
took the correct course of action by following
the diagnostic process. The equipment
indicated that the vehicle needed a new
DPF, therefore staff advised Mr Byrd not to
drive the car if this work was not undertaken.

“A regeneration was conducted twice
at the dealership, but it was clear from
the equipment that the DPF was beyond
repair, and would instead need replacing.”
However, Justin has continued to
drive the car without any problems.
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THE following provide help
with motoring problems.
Some services are free,
others charge a fee or
operate on premium-rate
lines (p), while some offer
advice for members only (m).

Legal
AA: 0906 010 1300 (p)
RAC: 0870 5533 533 (m)
Which?: 01992 822 800
Consumer Direct:
0845 404 0506
Local Trading Standards
Local Citizens Advice Bureau

Used car inspections
AA: 0800 085 3007
RAC: 0800 085 2529

Technical advice
AA: 0870 606 1619 (m)

Driving licences
DVLA: 0300 790 6801

Car registration/history
HPI: 01722 422422
AA: 0800 316 3564
DVLA: 0300 790 6802
RAC: 0800 975 5867
Traffic information
AA: 09003 401100 (p)
RAC: 09003 444999 (p)

Problems with dealers
Motor Codes:
0800 692 0825
Consumer Ombudsman:
www.consumer-
ombudsman.org
RMIF: 0845 839 9205 (m)
Scottish Motor Trade
Association: 0131 331 5510

Problems with makers
Motor Codes: 0800 692 0825

Financial problems
Financial Ombudsman:
0800 023 4567

Safety concerns/recalls
DVSA: 0300 123 9000

Useful
Contacts

ContactMartin Saarinen

Oil pressure fault takes
eight weeks to resolve

HOT TOPIC Ford Mondeo Vignale

■ And owner pays £850 in finance during Volkswagen dealer delay

STYLISH
Readers like
the look of
new Mondeo
Vignale, but
aren’t sold on
the high price

Qashqai suffers with
lack of technology

Fitter’s shock bill for
tyres bought online

FROM: Ginger Tomm THERE’S no doubt
the Vignale is a good car, but I think
Ford is making a mistake by keeping
the Mondeo name. It should do
what Nissan and Toyota have
done, and promote Vignale as
a separate, more premium brand.

FROM: Dave T I JUST don’t ‘get’ the
Vignale. Ford had a well respected,
luxury brand in Ghia, but it ruined
the later models by just sticking an
extra badge on to the top-spec editions.
I think the Vignale will be one of the
fastest-depreciating new cars.

FROM: Jeremy Tudgay I’M looking to buy an
SUV, and the Nissan Qashqai caught my
eye, until I found two imperfections.
Firstly, there is no 12V socket in the boot,
so I’d have to run a cable from the front.
It also has just one USB port in the rear –
not good when kids compete for a charge.

FROM: Trevor Hull HAVING bought a set of
winter tyres online, I was surprised when
my local garage charged me a fee of £30
per tyre to fit them. I was told the fee
was more than usual because I had not
bought the tyres from there. Beware of
garages like these when buying online.

FROM: Mike Todhunter I PREVIOUSLY
contacted you about the BMW i3’s
charging problems (Issue 1,358). Last
week I received the promised upgrade,
and it seems to work. Having just read
that BMW will introduce a new battery
with more range, I can only hope existing
customers are offered it as a free upgrade.

FROM: Douglas Schwab THE winning
design in the Aston Martin competition
(Issue 1,400) has deeply depressed
me. Unfortunately, I can’t help but feel
that Aston Martin’s rendering, with
the large bonnet creases and lack of
depth to the front grille, detracts from
the winner’s original design concept.

BMW true to its word
with upgrade for i3

Winning Aston design
was overshadowed

■ “In defence of the Vignale,
its interior does get bespoke
seats, and the dashboard
is fully lined. I hope it will
be successful.” LeeMints

■ “You may think £31,000
is a lot for a Mondeo, but
look past the badge, and
you get a lot of tech, kit
and performance.” Guest

■ “The Mondeo Vignale
is a decent looking car from
the outside, but once again,
the Ford interior design
lets it down.” Boulle

SERVICING and repair work
can sometimes take a couple of
weeks, as garages order in new
parts or struggle to diagnose faults.

But Martin Ray, from Aylesbury,
Bucks, was left questioning the
customer service at his Volkswagen
dealer after he waited 67 days for it
to carry out an oil change and sort
a dash warning light on his Golf R.

Martin told us: “On 13
September, the ‘stop/start’
function stopped working, and an
amber warning light came on the
dashboard. As my car was already
booked in for an oil change, I left
it until then and told the dealer
who was doing the service.”

However, it didn’t prove to be
quite that straightforward, and it
took more than a month for Listers
Volkswagen in Banbury to identify
the fault. It concluded this was
high oil pressure, but this needed
further approval from the dealer.

“The VW technician said the
problem lies with the camshafts
instead, and asked Listers to order
a new one,” Martin added. “At
this point, I had already been
without a car for eight weeks.”

The main concern for Martin was
the £850 in finance instalments
he’d paid while his Golf R was off
the road. After discussions with
the VW finance company, Martin
was told he’d be compensated
for these payments, and that his
warranty would be extended.

Golf R owner was left
without car for around
two months as dealer
traced camshaft fault

MOTORING
LAWYER
Neil Davies
Senior Partner at
Caddick Davies
(www.motordefencelawyers.co.uk)

HOW often do you check your mirrors
when driving, and do you know when is
best to do so? Using mirrors at the right
time gives excellent ‘rearward awareness’,
which helps your critical decision making.

It means you know what’s behind you,
and its approximate speed and position.
You can prepare for close-following traffic
better, through the risk assessing and
planning phases of your driving, and
ensure you have better control, should
you need to signal or brake earlier. This
gives more time and space for other road
users to react. In effect, you bring
another level of safety to situations, as
you are more in control of the outcome.

As a general rule, you must check your
mirrors before you change speed or
direction, before you indicate, and
importantly, before you join a new road.
Plus, you should check your mirrors every
few seconds during normal driving so you
know what’s happening at all times.

Also use your mirrors when stopping,
and leave extra space ahead of you, so
you have a safe space to move into
should the car behind misjudge their
braking. Link every warning sign with
a mirror check – it’s a good habit to
develop so you automatically know
what’s behind as you approach hazards.

DRIVING
DOCTOR
Paul Ripley
www.drd.uk.com

@drpaulripley
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Tackling the motoring issues that matter
Inside story

“It’s misleading to
suggest millions of

cars are being driven
around with lethal faults”

RECALLS COUNTDOWN

2011
Vauxhall 435,580
Honda 163,653
Volvo 138,171

2012
Toyota 289,308
BMW 194,230
Honda 118,573

2013
BMW 313,518
Nissan 252,707
Honda 233,801

2014
Fiat 95,052
Toyota 80,769
Ford 75,451

2015
Toyota 739,870
Honda 461,634
Vauxhall 115,001

2011-2015
Toyota 1,270,615
Honda 994,578
Vauxhall 632,217

Manufacturers topping recall charts in the past five years
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Recalls round-up Inside story
Mark Nichol

Top 3 most common recall causes since 2011
1,733,049
Recalls across all
brands due to
an airbag problem

1,047,254
Cars that were sent
back to dealerships
because of a risk of fire

870,172
Number of vehicles
recalled over brake issues
(including handbrake)

TOTAL
RECALLS
Has your car been called back in the past five years? Our
calculations reveal which makers top the recalls table...

THE five-year picture on UK car recalls is staggering:
almost 6.1 million vehicles have been returned to dealers
since the start of 2011. That’s more than half of the
approximately 11.2m new cars sold in the same period.

Comparing recalls to sales is probably unfair, though,
as those 6.1m recalled cars have build dates going all the
way back to 1997. It demonstrates, however, just how
common recalls are – it’s an extraordinarily high number.

So, should all car owners be worried? We’ve gathered
the statistics from the Government’s official database, held
by the Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA), formerly
VOSA, to see what the most recalled vehicles are and why.

Are recalls a good thing?
ACCORDING to the DVSA code of practice, a car only officially
needs to be recalled if one of its features “is likely to affect
[its] safe operation… without prior warning to the user and
may pose a significant risk to the driver, occupants and
others”. High-profile cases like the recent Takata airbag
scandal and Toyota’s ‘unintended acceleration’ recall
in 2010 both alarmed the public in terms of safety.

Although ‘recall’ is a loaded term, makers say they’re
preventable, and it’s misleading to suggest millions of cars
are being driven around with potentially lethal faults. Still,
the infamous Toyota recall, for example, was clearly a risk –
the possibility of a ‘runaway’ car poses imminent danger.

That issue contributes to Toyota’s number one spot
overall in the recall charts, with the company responsible
for 1.27m vehicles returning to dealers. This is surprising
given the brand’s reputation for build quality and reliability,
which also applies to its Lexus premium arm, and its record
in our annual Driver Power satisfaction surveys. Owners
ranked the Toyota iQ as Britain’s most reliable car in last
year’s poll, while five of the top 10 places in the overall
Driver Power 2015 table were occupied by a Toyota or Lexus.

It’s a similar story for Honda, which called back nearly
one million models and placed second in our recall chart,
yet its Jazz ranked fifth for reliability in Driver Power 2015.

Should all of this worry a Toyota or Honda driver, or
indeed an owner of any car in the recalls top five, which
includes premium brand BMW in fourth place in 2015 and
mainstream favourites Nissan in fifth and Vauxhall in third?
Well, seemingly not, as a Toyota spokesman told us that a
high number of recalls should, in fact, reassure drivers.

“A recall is a preventative measure to fix what may
never be a fault,” he explained. “If a brand had no

recalls, would it mean that all of its cars were perfect, or
just that it’s not checking what may be causing faults?”

Toyota says that an investigation is triggered
when just “a single digit number” of cases of a
specific fault are presented to its dealer network.
This often results in a recall of tens of thousands
of cars for precautionary fixes.

Honda agrees, telling us that “the fact that we,
along with the rest of the automotive industry, can
track all products and contact owners to ensure any
recalls are carried out means that we can deliver on
our promise of safety, comfort and happiness”.

The brand has recalled almost one million
vehicles over the past five years, yet the DVSA

FIVE-YEAR SAFETY ROUND-UP

RECALLS IN NUMBERS

itself backs up Honda’s sentiments, as it stated that
manufacturers are approaching recalls proactively,
rather than simply waiting for hundreds of cars to
present potentially dangerous flaws on the road.

A company spokesman told us: “We have never
had to issue a safety recall enforcement letter
under the General Product Safety Regulations
– all vehicle and component manufacturers have
volunteered safety recalls on their own accord.”

The organisation does, however, take credit
for its own investigation work in initiating safety
recalls. “[Our] intelligence and early warning
work has resulted in 66 of 2014’s 256 recalls
being notified, registered or launched… [and our]

405,690
The number of Vauxhall Corsa D (Mk4)
models recalled in September 2011 due
to faulty brakes – the biggest single
model recall of the past five years

362,411
Toyota’s biggest single recall, in June 2015,
for a faulty passenger side airbag in Yaris
(above), Corolla, Avensis, Verso and Picnic
models built between 2001 and 2007

Zero
Manufacturers Smart (above),
Tesla and Dacia haven’t
issued a single recall in
the past five years

164
In September 2015,
164 Segways were
recalled, as a wiring fault
could result in an electric shock

RS

62 411

RECALLS IN NUMBERS

405,690 3

BE
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Breaking down the figures
ALTHOUGH the DVSA records every single recalled
car, many of them relate to parts used in multiple
models across a range – and in some cases,
across multiple brands, like the Takata airbags.

That’s why it’s difficult to break down Toyota
and Honda’s recalls into specific models. The Jazz,
for example, is cited in 843,586 recalls, but that
figure also includes the Civic, CR-V, S2000 and
Accord. There were ‘only’ 307,723 cases where
just the Jazz was recalled, including 171,000 for
a risk of fire and 136,000 for faulty headlamps.

Source: DVSA

safety defect investigation work has resulted in
nine safety recalls,” the spokesman added.

The Takata effect
RECALLS often make headlines, and one of
the biggest stories to break in recent years
was the Takata airbag scandal. The full extent
of this didn’t become clear until the middle
of 2015 after a spate of airbag-related
deaths in car accidents in the US.

Defective airbag inflator parts, supplied
to myriad car manufacturers by Japanese
company Takata, were found to shoot potentially
lethal shrapnel towards drivers when an airbag
inflated. It became apparent that an estimated
25 million cars globally were fitted with the parts,
many of them in the UK, including the E46-
generation 3 Series, made from 1999-2006.

BMW recalled 291,000 examples of its compact
executive car in 2013, with less than 100 of those
going back in for an issue besides the Takata airbag
fault. Toyota, Honda, Mazda, Chevrolet and Nissan all
recalled thousands of models for the airbag problem.

You’ll notice that Volkswagen Group cars don’t
feature highly on the list despite the dieselgate scandal
and vast recall that followed. It’s not just due to it
being too recent for DVSA figures, but because it’s
not classed as a safety recall, so the DVSA isn’t
involved. VW labelled it a “voluntary return”.

How do I know if a recall notice
has been issued on my car?
A MANUFACTURER must notify the DVSA of a
recall and proceed accordingly. That includes
writing to every registered keeper of the vehicle
and notifying them of the defect, spelling out the
fix required, the consequences if the problem isn’t
remedied and how the owner should proceed.

It will then usually be as simple as contacting
your local franchised dealer and arranging a free
repair (or replacement parts), which is imperative,
because ignoring a safety recall could invalidate
your insurance as well as put yourself and other
motorists at risk. This is also why it’s vital to notify
the Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency if you’ve
bought or sold a vehicle second-hand.

RECALLS IN NUMBERS ...CONTINUED
Biggest recalls over the past five years
Recalls 2011
405,690 1. Vauxhall Corsa Mk3 (braking performance)
136,329 2. Honda Jazz Mk1 (headlights)
90,087 3. Peugeot 207 (pedal obstruction)
53,203 4. Volvo C30, S40, V50, C70 (fluid leak)
35,752 5. Volvo C30, S40, V50, C70 (clutch failure)
35,630 6. Nissan Navara (wheel detachment)
33,719 7. Volkswagen T5, Passat, Golf, Tiguan,

Eos, Scirocco (fuel leak)
26,765 8. Suzuki Swift (steering)
26,586 9. Ford Focus, C-MAX (fire risk)
24,213 10. Citroen C3 Picasso (passenger braking)

Recalls 2012
139,010 1. BMW 5 Series, M5, 6 Series, M6 (luggage area fire)
138,049 2. Toyota Auris, RAV4, Yaris (electric window fire)
77,301 3. Honda CR-V (electric window fire)
65,863 4. Toyota Auris, Avensis, RAV4 (rear suspension)
62,010 5. Toyota Avensis, Corolla, Prius (steering loss)
41,272 6. Honda CR-V (headlights)
38,876 7. Chevrolet Aveo, Kalos, Captiva, Epica, Tosca,

Lacetti, Nubira Optra, Matiz, Spark (brakes)
30,149 8. MINI Cooper S, Clubman, Convertible,

Countryman, JCW (engine fire)
29,866 9. Nissan Navara, Pathfinder (driver seat)
24,873 10. SEAT Ibiza (bonnet closure)

Recalls 2013
291,170 1. BMW 3 Series (airbag)
171,385 2. Honda Jazz (electric window fire)
133,869 3. Nissan Micra (steering wheel)
92,920 4. Nissan Almera, Almera Tino, Navara,

Terrano II, Patrol, X-Trail (airbag)
87,795 5. Hyundai Accent, Tucson, Santa Fe (brake lights)
85,331 6. Toyota Corolla, Corolla Verso, Yaris, Avensis,

Avensis Verso, Lexus SC 430 (airbag)
60,365 7. Honda Jazz, Accord, Accord Wagon, CR-V,

Stream, Civic Coupé (airbag)
49,104 8. Land Rover Freelander 2, RR Evoque (bonnet fire risk)
40,769 9. Kia Soul, Sorento, Sportage, Optima,

Carens, Sedona (brake lights)
24,187 10. Suzuki Alto (air-con fire)

Recalls 2014
91,463 1. Fiat 500 (lighting)
69,490 2. Vauxhall Adam, Corsa (steering loss)
61,337 3. Audi A4 (airbags)
43,238 4. Nissan Qashqai (towbar detachment)
41,443 5. Ford Fiesta (vehicle fire)
34,008 6. Ford Focus, C-MAX (electrical fire)
30,788 7. Toyota Prius (loss of power)
26,275 8. Toyota RAV4, Hilux (airbag)
21,343 9. Subaru Legacy, Outback, Impreza,

Forester (brake fluid leak)
20,545 10. Renault Clio (braking)

Recalls 2015
362,411 1. Toyota Yaris, Corolla, Avensis, Verso, Picnic (airbag)
242,653 2. Honda Accord, Accord Tourer, Civic, CR-V,

Insight, Jazz, Stream (airbag)
202,244 3. Toyota Yaris, RAV4, Hilux (airbag rupture)
174,677 4. Honda Civic, CR-V, Jazz, Insight (airbag rupture)
126,110 5. Toyota Yaris, Corolla, Auris, Camry, RAV4,

Highlander, Urban Cruiser (electric window fire)
61,682 6. Mercedes M-Class, SLK, C-Class, E-Class, CLS,

S-Class, CLA, GLA, A-Class, B-Class (oil leak)
49,748 7. Renault Clio (braking)
48,155 8. Vauxhall Astra (vehicle fire)
35,015 9. Land Rover Range Rover, RR Sport (doors opening)
31,320 10. Land Rover Range Rover (braking)

Recalling rare cars

OWNERS of expensive, rare
or exotic cars can expect
their fair share of recalls,
too – even supercars like
the £780,000 Porsche 918
Spyder (above), of which
four models were recalled
in 2014 owing to faulty
suspension parts. Here
we count down the most
prolific recalls by exotic car
makers from 2011 to 2015.

11,243
Aston Martin

4,344
Bentley

3,250
Ferrari

2,315
Maserati

900
Rolls-Royce

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Brake issue
hit Corsa

5 Series recalled
over fire risk

Airbag scandal
hit 3 Series

Yaris recalled
over airbag fault

Lighting glitch saw
500 called back
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New cars LEXUS RX 450h
First UK drive of sharp-
looking new petrol-
electric hybrid SUV.

30

THE Beetle Dune has been hanging
around in one form or another for about

15 years now. It actually started life as a
concept car based on the original ‘New
Beetle’ in 2000. After a couple more
concept cars, the production versions
were revealed at the Los Angeles Motor
Show in 2015, and now we’ve been given
the chance to drive an early prototype.

The Dune is pitched as a jacked-up
version of the standard Beetle, and as
well as the 10mm taller suspension, it has
a wider stance and 18-inch alloy wheels.
The subtle changes have a cumulative
effect, though, and the car looks great –
the larger sills and stickers on the side give
it a dose of crossover styling, and the LED
tail-lights freshen up the design as well.
There’s a new grille surround and a big rear
spoiler, and both lend it a sportier stance.

Don’t expect to be doing any dune-
hopping in this Beetle, though – there’s
no four-wheel drive or even a fancy traction
control system like in the Fiat 500X. It
tackled the bumpy dirt roads of America’s
Mojave desert on our test drive without
any fuss, and because most owners
will never leave the tarmac, it feels
unfair to expect anything more.

Inside, it’s not too different from the
standard car, but the striking bronze paint
scheme makes its way into the cabin via the
doors and dashboard, and there’s matching
yellow stitching on the seats and steering
wheel, too. The new colour looks good, but
it’s hard to shake the ‘unfinished’ feeling
that body-coloured interior parts bring.

Our model was a pre-production US-
spec 1.8-litre petrol Cabriolet. When the
Beetle Dune comes to the UK, it will be
available as a coupé and a convertible,
but we won’t get this larger-capacity

VolkswagenBeetleDune
Price: £23,500 (est)

Engine: 1.8-litre 4cyl petrol

Power: 168bhp

Transmission: Six-speed automatic,
front-wheel drive

0-62mph: 8.5 seconds (est)

Top speed: 120mph (est)

Economy: 34mpg (est)

CO2: 200g/km (est)

ON SALE May

PRACTICALITY Rear passenger space
is quite limited, while the 225-litre boot in
our Dune convertible is about 90 litres
down on the coupé version’s capacity

EQUIPMENT Dials look great, plus US
models get a reversing camera, heated
seats, cruise control and auto lights and
wipers. UK specs have yet to be confirmed

Our US-spec car felt underpowered;
diesels set for UK will be punchier

SamNaylor
Sam_Naylor@dennis.co.uk

@SamNaylor_AE

Body-coloured paint
finish makes its way
on to the dashboard
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VolkswagenBeetleDune

Verdict

MAZDA MX-5 BBR
Tuner gives latest thrilling
roadster a power boost
and more agile handling.

RANGE ROVER SV-A
Verdict on new ultimate
Autobiography version
of SUV with petrol V8.

FORD RANGER
Has raft of tweaks kept
rugged pick-up in touch
with the class leaders?

SSANGYONG TURISMO
New 4WD MPV scores on
space; we see if it’s worth a
look over mainstream rivals.

33 34 36 38

FIRST DRIVE Chunky, jacked-up version of Bug finally hits road, and we drive cabrio in the US

“Even without a wind deflector, on a cold day it’s
possible to enjoy open-top driving in Dune cabrio”

petrol version. Instead, there will be a
choice of a 1.2 turbo or a 2.0-litre diesel
with either a manual or automatic gearbox.

The 1.8 petrol we tested developed
168bhp, but felt underpowered. We
expect the punchy 2.0-litre diesel that
will be offered here to be the one to go
for thanks to the extra torque it will deliver.
The six-speed twin-clutch DSG automatic
transmission is as solid as ever, serving
up quick, smooth gearchanges, too.

On the road the Dune is good to drive,
with well weighted steering and lots of grip.
Despite being a pre-production model the
Cabriolet we tried felt assured, with the
vibrations sometimes associated with
convertible cars kept nicely in check. The
large wheels don’t hurt the ride quality

too much, either, with the Dune feeling
composed and comfortable at speed.

The seats are very comfortable and
the driving position is excellent – after
six hours in the car we felt as comfortable
as we did after six minutes. Drop the
hood in the Cabriolet and there’s a bit
of buffeting, but even without a wind
deflector at the back, on a cold day it’s
still possible to enjoy open-top motoring.

The folding roof is the same as you’ll
find on the standard Beetle Cabriolet,
so boot space is likely to remain
unchanged. VVW has yet to confirm details,
but with about 225 litres it’s much bigger
than the MINI Convertible’s. The opening
isn’t a particularly useful shape, although
there’s enough room for a weekend trip

or a fair number of shopping bags. It’s just
a shame that the Beetle Dune can’t quite
live up to its sporty looks. Volkswagen says
the Dune is a spiritual successor to the Baja
Bugs of the sixties and seventies, which
roared through the desert chasing race
wins – but the Beetle Dune never comes
close to that kind of excitement.

We expect the car to cost from
around £20,500 when it comes to the
UK late in the spring, with the Cabriolet we
drove set to be priced at about £23,500.
There’s likely to be plenty of kit included
as standard, with the car here featuring a
Fender sound system, reversing camera,
cruise control, auto lights and wipers, DAB
radio and smartphone connectivity. There
are no UK specification details yet, though.

The Beetle Dune offers something a
bit different. It’s not quite as much fun to
drive as a MINI Convertible, but it’s more
practical and just as stylish – probably
the most important feature for a cabrio.

WE came away impressed
after our first drive in this pre-
production Beetle Dune. So
long as you discount the US-
spec 1.8-litre petrol engine,
the car is good to drive and
comfortable even on long
journeys, plus it looks great.
We just wish it delivered on that
style with a bit more character –
when sitting inside, you might as
well be driving a Golf hatchback.

★★★★★
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High-quality cabin is even more plush than the outgoing model’s, with a smart-looking widescreen display and intersecting dash

Essentials

LexusRX450h
FIRST UKDRIVE Dramatic look turns heads, but does hybrid SUV add up on British roads?

PRACTICALITY Sloping roofline eats
into headroom, but there’s still enough
space to stretch out in the back thanks
to rear seats that both slide and recline

BOOT SPACE RX only offers a 453-litre
capacity with the rear seats in place, or 924
litres with them folded flat. A Volvo XC90
has a maximum load area of 1,868 litres

LexusRX450hPremier
Price: £57,995

Engine: 3.5-litre V6,
plus electric motor

Power: 308bhp

Transmission: CVT automatic,
four-wheel drive

0-62mph: 7.7 seconds

Top speed: 124mph

Economy: 51.4mpg

CO2: 127g/km

ON SALE Now

“Origami design strikes an imposing stance; gaping
grille stunned New York Motor Show last year”

WITH such a vast range of large premium
SUVs now on the market, it’s easy to

forget about the hybrid-powered Lexus RX.
But last year, the Japanese brand

revealed an all-new version of its 4x4,
complete with more aggressive styling, a
revised interior and more efficient engines.

At first glance, the new origami design
strikes an imposing stance, and the gaping
grille stunned crowds when it was revealed
at the New York Motor Show last year.
But back in Britain – with a number plate
fastened to the front – it’s lost some of its
impact. Still, it’s attracted a lot of attention,
especially around our central London office.

Inside, the RX has taken a leap upmarket.
The old car wasn’t exactly shabby, but this
2016 model raises the game. There’s
leather everywhere you look, and the
intersecting dash is an improvement on the
comparatively mundane set-up you’ll find in
the smaller NX. The widescreen nav looks
great, too; it’s just a shame you have to

operate it using the fiddly mouse-style
controller. The interior isn’t as resolved as
the new Volvo XC90’s, but it’s not far off.

Even the steering wheel feels plusher
than in the NX. You can see the creases
in the high-quality leather, and the
big buttons feel logically laid out. The
analogue clock is another recognisable
Lexus touch, and it adds yet more class.

The seats are supremely comfortable,
too. They offer plenty of support and are
adjustable in countless different directions.
The wheel is also electrically adjustable,
making finding the perfect driving position
very easy. Granted, there’s not as much
room in the back or in the boot due to
that slightly sloping roofline, but knee
and legroom are up to class standard.

Given the strong first impressions, we
were expecting a transformation in the way
the RX drives. The car is available with a

choice of turbocharged petrol or V6
hybrid powerplants, and we tried the
latter here in the UK for the first time.

Fire it up, and you’ll hear, well, nothing.
The powerful electric motor allows you to pull
away in silence, plus it will continue for a
couple of miles on electric power alone. This
makes the car impressively efficient around
town, and despite its bulbous dimensions,
the Lexus doesn’t feel too cumbersome.

On the open road, however, the RX’s
comfort-orientated drive makes its presence
known. It feels soft at high speeds, and
while that’s great on the motorway, it’s less
welcome on twisty roads. The steering is
sharp enough, enabling you to place the
SUV with a pleasing amount of precision.

The CVT box has improved, too. The more
powerful V6 petrol engine makes it feel less
strained than before, and the superior shove
means you spend less time with your foot

SUV feels soft at motorway
speeds, and very little wind
or road noise can be heard

Lexus rides in near-silence
around town, while the
steering is sharp and precise

Richard Ingram
Richard_Ingram@dennis.co.uk

@rsp_ingram
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Caption to go in space here
please Caption to go in space

here please caption here

THE new RX has improved over the
outgoing model in near enough
every way. It’s faster, more efficient
and more luxurious, but somehow
still doesn’t quite hit the spot. This
top-spec car is eye-wateringly
expensive, and it’s still not as good
as rivals from behind the wheel.
Still, it’s supremely comfortable,
and being able to waft around town
in complete silence is a boon. To
some, this will be the perfect SUV;
but for others, it’s not quite right.

★★★★★

on the floor trying to haul around its two-
tonne kerbweight. It’s very quiet at 70mph,
with little wind or road noise – even on
our Premier model’s 20-inch wheels.

However, the impressive urban fuel
economy takes a serious hit on longer trips.
While Lexus claims you’ll return upwards
of 50mpg, we managed a poor 29mpg
over a mixture of motorways and A-roads.
A conventional diesel-powered BMW X5
xDrive30d will regularly deliver 35-40mpg.

It’s a different story when it comes to CO2

emissions, though. Company car drivers
favouring the Lexus will be subject to a
20 per cent Benefit in Kind charge; those
choosing the BMW would be looking at the
comparatively high 29 per cent tax bracket.

Yet it’s hard to ignore the near-£60,000
list price of this 450h Premier. Sure, it comes
loaded with kit – including a heated steering
wheel, LED headlamps and a 15-speaker
Mark Levinson stereo – but so does an
Audi Q7 S line, and that costs £4,000 less.

RX450h
Dramatic look turns heads, but does hybrid SUV add up on British roads?

Performance
0-62mph/top speed

7.7 seconds/124mph

Running costs
51.4mpg (official)

£67 fill-up

Practicality
Boot (seats up/down)

453/924 litres
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ibson

Cabin is as solid and well laid-
out as ever; new wider,

black OZ alloys have
been added

Verdict

Running costs
40.9mpg (est)

£44 fill-up

MazdaMX-5 BBR Newcars

MazdaMX-5BBR
FIRSTUKDRIVE Tunermakes roadstermore powerful and evenmore fun

Essentials

THE first question on everyone’s lips
at the launch of the new Mazda MX-5

was when a faster version would follow. Tuner
BBR is usually first to provide the answer,
and here it is: the MX-5 BBR Super 190.

BBR has been heating up MX-5s for 25
years, and the Super 190 is the brand’s first
go-faster version of the all-new model. As a
base, BBR takes the more powerful 158bhp
2.0-litre model (kits are also available for
the 1.5-litre) and adds a cold air intake and
a stainless steel exhaust. Plus, it tweaks
the ECU to produce an additional 32bhp
and 32Nm of torque – up to 190bhp and
239Nm. The upgrade costs just £1,995.

It sounds promising, and that’s before
you discover that the ride height has been
dropped by 30mm, the springs stiffened
and wider OZ wheels have been added for
extra zip in corners. That shift towards the
tarmac gives the car a far meaner look than
the standard MX-5 – something that’s also
amplified by the alloy wheels’ black finish.

Fire the Mazda up, and the new exhaust
system gives a raspier note, but what’s
less evident is the
impact the shorter

Tweaks under skin have
made the BBR MX-5 even

more agile than standard car

and stiffer springs have on ride quality. The
car is firmer yet compliant and comfortable,
with the excellent damping smoothing out
rutted surfaces. It’s rare for such a small
trade-off in terms of comfort to bring such
huge handling and agility improvements.

Thread the BBR Super 190 through a
series of bends, and there’s precious little
lean, unlike in the standard car. So, you can
use that extra performance to greater effect
– delivering more power, more of the time.

The engine is also far keener to rev,
and as peak torque now comes in around
1,000rpm sooner (at 3,550rpm), the extra
urgency can really be felt – slashing around
half a second off the 0-62mph sprint time.
Crucially, BBR hasn’t overpowered the
MX-5, meaning the roadster holds on to its
fine balance and accessible performance.

The only downside is that the upgrade
invalidates Mazda’s warranty. BBR will
sell you its own for £150 per year, though.

MazdaMX-5
BBRSuper190

Price: £23,295 + £1,995

Engine: 2.0-litre 4cyl petrol

Power: 190bhp

Transmission: Six-speed manual,
rear-wheel drive

0-62mph: 6.8 seconds (est)

Top speed: 138mph (est)

Economy: 40.9mpg (est)

CO2: 161g/km (est)

ON SALE Now

HAND over your MX-5 to BBR, and
you’ll drive away a car that handles,
sounds and performs better than the
already brilliant standard model. BBR
has managed to keep the Mazda’s
famous character intact, but inject
the pace and precision customers
have been craving. At £1,995, the
upgrade comes at a reasonable price,
while performance fans will also be
pleased to hear that the tuner is
working on a 200bhp-plus version.

★★★★★

PRACTICALITY The 130-litre boot is
deep and more spacious than it looks,
although as a two-seat roadster, the
MX-5 isn’t the roomiest car around

STYLE A stainless steel exhaust,
black boot-lip spoiler, alloys and front
splitter provide a racier look. The car is
also 30mm lower for a squatter stance

EQUIPMENT The MX-5 only comes
with a six-speed manual gearbox, but
top-spec Sport Nav models get a limited-
slip diff, climate control and sat-nav

JonathanBurn
Jonathan_Burn@dennis.co.uk

@Jonathan_burn

www.autoexpress.co.uk
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Newcars Range Rover SV Autobiography

Verdict

January2016

RangeRoverSVAutobiography
FIRST UKDRIVE Supercharged short-wheelbase V8 version of SUV is luxurious and great to drive

Essentials

FOR many, the Range Rover already
epitomises the definition of luxury –

with high-grade craftsmanship, a spacious
interior and all the toys one could want.

But the team at Land Rover’s Special
Vehicle Operations (SVO) division
think there’s room for more. Enter this;
the supercharged SV Autobiography.

Last year (Issue 1,396) we drove the
long-wheelbase diesel SV-A, and were
impressed by the unparalleled premium
feel and cosseting ride. But how does the
shorter, sportier, V8 petrol model fare?

From behind the wheel it feels just
as special as its long-wheelbase sibling,
with polished wood on the steering wheel,
dash and centre console. It gets the same
knurled aluminium finish on the gear selector
and buttons, plus swathes of leather.

In the rear, you’ll find plenty of space to
stretch out in, although legroom is down by
186mm on the LWB car. You don’t get the
super-exclusive ‘calf rest’ from the longer
model, either, but even six-footers won’t
struggle for leg or knee room. Land
Rover is marketing this as the
choice for keen drivers, however,
and expects standard-wheelbase
buyers to spend more time
in the front than the back.

Outside, there’s very little
to tell the supercharged SV-A
apart from the normal car.
There’s some dark trim on the
grille and badges, and at the

With 49bhp more than in regular
supercharged Range Rover, V8
delivers devastating acceleration

inch over the LWB model. Plant your right
foot and the whole car tilts backwards as
the 2,500kg kerbweight shifts to the rear,
surging forward at an alarming rate. The 5.0-
litre V8 has been lifted from the Range Rover
Sport SVR, boasting an extra 49bhp over
the normal supercharged Range Rover.

It lacks the SVR’s boisterous bark, and
doesn’t get that car’s suspension or

chassis tweaks, either, but the SV-A
is altogether more sophisticated, and
wafts in a way only Range Rovers know

how. The bigger wheels can send
shocks to the cabin over sharper
bumps or potholes, but this SVA
is a delight – no matter whether
you choose to drive or be driven.

Four tailpipes at rear; our car
was in silver but optional £9,000
two-tone paintjob is available

RangeRover SV
AutobiographyV8

Price: £148,900

Engine: 5.0-litre V8 supercharged

Power/torque: 542bhp/680Nm

Transmission: Eight-speed auto,
four-wheel drive

0-62mph: 5.4 seconds

Top speed: 155mph

Economy: 21.6mpg

CO2: 299g/km

ON SALE Now

AFTER driving the long-wheelbase
diesel SV Autobiography last year,
we questioned why those spending
£150,000-plus on the ultimate
luxury SUV would want to save
mere pennies when it came to
running costs. This proves the V8
is the model to go for – it’s smooth,
fast and refined, and feels just like
the ultimate Range Rover should.
We can’t wait to pitch it against the
Bentley Bentayga later this year...

★★★★★

QUALITY There are lashings of
wood and leather throughout, as
well as premium knurled aluminium
on the keys and the switchgear

PRACTICALITY Despite being
marketed as the choice for keen drivers,
there are only two seats in the back.
Boot remains a decent 550 litres, though

Richard Ingram
Richard_Ingram@dennis.co.uk

@rsp_ingram

back you’ll find four gaping exhaust pipes.
Not very Range Rover, granted, but a hint
at the burbling V8 under the bonnet.

The £9,000 two-tone paint option
remains, although our car featured a more
subtle single shade of silver. The 22-inch
wheels are standard, too – offering an extra

Cabin is as lavish as you would expect, with polished wood on centre console and dash

Running costs
21.6mpg (official)

£108 fill-up



THE ULTIMATE IN
PERFORMANCE UPGRADES
AT DMS AUTOMOTIVE
WE’VE BEEN UNLEASHING
AUTOMOTIVE PERFORMANCE
FOR OVER 19 YEARS

DMS CLS63 AMG (EVO AUGUST ‘14) “ENGINE UPGRADE ADDS HUGE PERFORMANCE AND REAL CHARACTER”

DMS 1M (EVO MARCH 12) “THERE’S A REAL RIP TO THE WAY THE REVS PILE ON ABOVE 4000RPM”

DMS SL65 BLACK SERIES (EVO OCTOBER ‘10) “IT FEELS LIKE THE LOVE CHILD OF AN SL65 AND A PORSCHE GT2”

DMS 135I (BMW CAR MAY ‘09) “THE STANDARD CAR IS GREAT BUT DMS HAVE SOMEHOW MANAGED TO TAKE IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL”

DMS 997 TURBO 3.6 (EVO SEPTEMBER ‘08) “IT’S EPIC, HILARIOUS AND ADDICTIVE IN EVERY GEAR, YET DOCILE WHEN CRUISING”

DMS 997 TURBO 3.8 PDK (EVO JUNE ‘11) “DELIVERY IS ALMOST UNCOMFORTABLY FORCEFUL”

BELOW IS A SMALL SELECTION OF
OUR MORE POPULAR MODELS TO
UPGRADE. WE ARE ABLE TO UNLEASH
PERFORMANCE FROM SMALL FOUR
CYCLINDER DIESEL ENGINES UP TO
V12 SUPERCARS.

AUDI
AUDI RS6 4.0 T V8 » 690+BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
AUDI RS6 V10 » 680+BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
AUDI R8 V10 » 592+BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
AUDI RS4 B7/ R8 » 445 BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
AUDI RS3/RSQ3 » 420+ BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
AUDI S3 / GOLF R » 373+ BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
AUDI 3.0TDi (ALL MODELS) » 315+ BHP
AUDI 3.0 Bi-TDi (ALL MODELS) » 380+ BHP
AUDI Q7/A8 4.2 TDi » 400+ BHP

BMW
M5 V10 » 548+ BHP (205 MPH)
X5M / X6M » 618+ BHP
1M » 411+ BHP
M3 E90/92 » 445 BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
M135i/ M235i » 402 BHP
M4/M3 3.0T » 520+ BHP
M5 F10/M6 (STAGE 1) » 680 BHP
M5 F10/M6 (STAGE 2) » 730 BHP
F10 520D » 240 BHP
F10 530D » 305 BHP
335i/135i/X6 » 370+ BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
123D » 252 BHP

316D/216D/116D » 160 BHP
318D/218D/118D » 225 BHP
330D E90 » 296+ BHP
320D E90 » 215 BHP
420i/320i/220i/120i » 275+ BHP
435i/ F30 335i » 390 BHP
428i/328i » 295 BHP
535D / 335D / X5 SD » 355+ BHP
640D/335D/535D/435D » 390 BHP
730D » 305+ BHP
X5 4.0D / 740D » 370 BHP
X5 3.0D » 305 BHP
X6 X5.0I 4.4 » 500+BHP
X6 M50D/X5M50D/550D » 450 BHP

MERCEDES-BENZ
A200CDi/C200CDi/E200CDi » 175 BHP
A250/C250 » 260 BHP
A45/CLA45 » 420 BHP
C300 HYBRID » 285 BHP
A220CDi/C220CDi/E220CDi » 215 BHP
C350/CLS350/E350/S350 » 315 BHP
E400 /C450 » 420+ BHP
C400 » 400 BHP
‘63’ 5.5 Bi-TURBO ALL MODELS » 690+BHP
‘500’ 4.7 Bi-TURBO ALL MODELS » 498+BHP
S65 (W222) » 780 BHP
SL65 BLACK » 720+ BHP (+DELIMIT)
SL65 AMG » 690 BHP (+DE-LIMIT)
‘55’ AMG KOMPRESSOR » 580+BHP
C63 AMG 6.3 » 530+BHP (+DE-LIMIT)

C63 AMG 4.0T » CALL FOR DETAILS
SL63 AMG 6.3 » 560+BHP (+DE-LIMIT,
RE-MAP & LOWER ABC SUSPENSION)
CL600 Bi-TURBO » 580+ BHP
SLK55 AMG » 420+ BHP (+DELIMIT)
320 CDi V6 » 274 BHP
350 CDi V6 » 312 BHP
420 /450 CDi V8 » 358 BHP

ALL 2015 RANGE ROVERS AVAILABLE
R ROVER SC 5.0 » 580+ BHP
R ROVER 4.4 SDV8 » 395+ BHP
R ROVER 3.0 TDV6 » 315+ BHP
R ROVER 3.0 SDV6 » 345+ BHP
EVOQUE/DISCO SPORT 2.2 DIESEL
» 240+ BHP

PORSCHE
997 TURBO/S 3.8 INC PDK » 611 BHP
997 TURBO 3.6 » 625+ BHP
997 GT2 RS » 670+ BHP
996 TURBO/GT2 » 600+ BHP
997 CARRERA S PDK » 400+ BHP
997 CARRERA S » 376+ BHP
997 CARRERA PDK » 368 BHP
997 CARRERA GTS » 435 BHP
997 GT3 UP » 436 BHP
BOXSTER 3.4S » 336+ BHP
CAYMAN S » 342 BHP
MACAN 3.0D » 315 BHP
CAYENNE GTS » 440 BHP

CAYENNE TURBO 4.8 » 578+ BHP
CAYENNE TURBO S 4.8 » 600+ BHP
CAYENNE 4.2 DIESEL » 450+ BHP
CAYENNE DIESEL » 315+ BHP
PANAMERA TURBO » 600+ BHP
PANAMERA DIESEL » 315+ BHP

EXOTIC / MISC
FERRARI CALIFORNIA » 487 BHP
FERRARI 599 » 647 BHP
FERRARI 430 » 525 BHP
GALLARDO » 546 BHP
LP560 » 608+BHP
LP640 » 707 BHP
HURACAN » 640+ BHP
AVENTADOR » CALL FOR DETAILS
MCLAREN MP4-12C » 700 BHP
MCLAREN 650S » 720 BHP
MURCIELAGO LP640 » 707 BHP
MASERATI GHIBLI 3.0S PETROL » 470 BHP
MASERATI GHIBLI 3.0 PETROL » 400 BHP
MASERATI GHIBLI 3.0 DIESEL » 312 BHP
MASERATI GT/QPORT » 438 BHP
MASERATI GT S / MC » 479+ BHP
BENTLEY 4.0 T V8 » 690 BHP
BENTLEY CGT / F-SPUR (INC 2013) » 680+ BHP
BENTLEY GT SPEED (INC 2013 ON) » 695 BHP
BENTLEY SUPERSPORT » 720+ BHP

FOR ALL OTHER MAKES AND MODELS,
PLEASE CALL US.

UK: 0800 030 5555 INT: +44 800 030 5555

WWW.DMSAUTOMOTIVE.COM
SALES@DMSAUTOMOTIVE /DMSAUTOMOTIVE

FOLLOWUS FOROUR LATESTNEWS

WORLDWIDE OFFICES AND INSTALLATION
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Four-wheel drive and hill descent control
give great off-road ability; cabin is car-like

SamNaylor
Sam_Naylor@dennis.co.uk

@SamNaylor_AE

FIRST DRIVE Can tough new
pick-up compete with rivals?FordRanger

Chunky grille and big headlights
give the latest Ranger a much
more imposing presence

Performance
0-62mph/top speed

10.4 seconds/109mph

Running costs
28.2mpg (official)

£83 fill-up

THERE’S a lot at stake for the new
Ford Ranger, as updated versions of

the Nissan NP300 Navara and Mitsubishi
L200 are already on sale, providing all
the practicality we’ve come to expect but
without the agricultural sensibilities. With
an impressive set of upgrades, this Ranger
looks better than ever, and we got the chance
to try it ahead of its upcoming launch.

Our test drive was on the off-road track at
Ford’s huge facility in Lommel, Belgium, in a
Double Cab model with the most powerful
197bhp 3.2-litre five-cylinder diesel engine.
A more economical 158bhp 2.2-litre diesel
will also be made available, and there’s a
choice of manual or automatic gearboxes.

Ford’s updates have made the Ranger
more modern, with a chunky grille and
large headlights that definitely look the
part. Our Double Cab has five seats, while
there are also two-seater Regular Cab and
four-seater Super Cab models available.

Like the Navara and L200, the new
Ranger feels much more car-like inside,
especially with the plush leather trim in
our Wildtrak test car. A new eight-inch
touchscreen sat-nav and infotainment
system are embedded in the dash, so
you’d be forgiven for thinking you’re
in a high-riding SUV, rather than a
hard-working pick-up.

The steering wheel and gear
selector are straight from Ford’s
existing car range, and while
there are still hard plastics
around the dash, there’s a
more upmarket feel inside.
The engine sounds smooth at
idle, too, without the clattery
noise you tend to find in older
pick-ups, like the Isuzu D-Max.

Thanks to the four-wheel-drive
system, low-range gearbox, hill descent
control and locking differential, the Ranger
is impressive when it comes to off-roading.
The 3.2-litre engine has 470Nm of torque,
and pulls strongly, which bodes well for
towing. In the UK, that’s a key factor for
pick-up buyers, and with a 3,500kg towing
capacity, the Ranger is on par with the best.

However, it trails on economy, claiming
just 28.2mpg. We’ll have to wait for a UK
test to see how it fares on the road.

NEED TO
KNOW
Ford offers two-
seat Regular Cab
and four-seat
Super Cab models
alongside our
five-seat Double
Cab, plus a choice
of two diesels

“Climb aboard, and you’d
be forgiven for thinking
you were in a high-
riding SUV, rather than
a hard-working pick-up”

Newcars Ford Ranger
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Verdict

Verdict

SamNaylor
Sam_Naylor@dennis.co.uk

@SamNaylor_AE

New 4WD Galaxy
offered plenty of
grip on our drive

New 4WD Galaxy
offered plenty of
grip on our drive

FordGalaxyAWD
FIRST DRIVE Four-wheel drive gives seven-seater extra grip for winter weather

Essentials

Essentials
FordRangerWildtrak

Price: £32,370

Engine: 3.2-litre 5cyl diesel

Power/torque: 197bhp/470Nm

Transmission: Six-speed automatic,
four-wheel drive

0-62mph: 10.4 seconds

Top speed: 109mph

Economy: 28.2mpg

CO2: 265g/km

ON SALE Now

FORD has focused a lot of this
update on the interior, and the
cabin feels welcoming, with a
large touchscreen, new dash and
better-quality materials making
all the difference. Our short off-
road drive proved how good the
Ranger is on tough terrain, and
the engine seems quiet and
refined, too. We’ll have to wait
until we test it on the road before
we can compare it with Nissan’s
new NP300 Narava, but initial
impressions are promising.

★★★★★

PRACTICALITY All models get
an impressive load area, although
you’ll need to invest in a cover to
gain the same protection from the
elements offered by full-size SUVs

EQUIPMENT Switches let you select
low-range gearbox, for impressive mud-
plugging ability, as our off-road test
route proved. Wildtrak models feature
a touchscreen and high-quality dash

FordGalaxyAWD
Price: £31,945

Engine: 2.0-litre 4cyl diesel

Power: 148bhp

Transmission: Six-speed manual,
four-wheel drive

0-62mph: 12.2 seconds

Top speed: 122mph

Economy: 52.3mpg

CO2: 139g/km

ON SALE Now

AS with the S-MAX AWD, the
Ford Galaxy AWD is difficult to
justify in the UK market due to
its higher running costs and
purchase price. It’s still good
to drive, practical and has plenty
of equipment on board, so don’t
be put off the seven-seater as a
whole. We’d just save some
money and go for the front-
wheel-drive version instead.

★★★★★

PRACTICALITY Seven-seater is
the roomiest MPV in Ford’s range; it
has a 300-litre boot with all the seats
in place, and expands to a maximum
of 2,339 litres with the rears folded

TRACTION Intelligent AWD system
can send up to 100 per cent of the
engine’s torque to the front or rear
wheels to suit conditions, and it shows
what it’s doing in instrument display

FORD’S all-wheel-drive range continues
to expand, with this new Galaxy AWD

being added to the line-up just in time
for the cold snap to hit most of the UK.

When we drove the S-MAX AWD earlier
this month (Issue 1,403), we decided it
wasn’t worth the extra money over a regular
front-wheel-drive model unless you expect
to be spending a lot of time in challenging
conditions. And unsurprisingly, it’s the
same story with the new four-wheel-drive
Galaxy, which costs around £1,500 more
than the otherwise identical 2WD car.

The extra 58kg added by the AWD
system means efficiency takes a hit: the car
claims 52.3mpg fuel economy compared to
56.5mpg and 139g/km emissions instead
of 129g/km, so it will be more expensive to
run. It’s slower, too, getting from 0-62mph
in 12.2 seconds compared to 10.9 seconds
for the equivalent front-driven version.

Around Ford’s proving ground
in Lommel, Belgium, the four-
wheel-drive Galaxy served
up plenty of grip, even
over the slippery
cobblestone

NEED TO
KNOW
In a bid to boost
refinement, Ford
has fitted the
Galaxy with
noise-absorbent
headlining and
acoustic glass

section. There’s quite a bit of body roll in
corners, but that’s to be expected from a
large MPV like this – and it’s partially the
result of a more comfort-biased suspension
set-up. The steering is well weighted, too,
and while wind noise at motorway speeds
is noticeable, it’s not overly intrusive.

All of this is true of the standard front-
wheel-drive car as well, though. The boot
capacity is unchanged at 300 litres with all
seven seats in place and 1,301 litres with
the third row of seats folded flat, which is
good news. However, you really don’t get
much for your £1,500 extra if most of your
driving takes place on normal British roads.

Very few cars in this class have four-
wheel drive, so the Galaxy fills a niche
where Ford clearly sees potential
customers – but for most people we’d
recommend the standard front-wheel-
drive model, and we’d push those who
do want to head off-road in the direction
of a Land Rover Discovery Sport.
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Comingsoon

SsangYongTurismo
FIRSTDRIVENewMPV scores on space, but not a lot else

BMW M2
SUMMER
THE hardcore M2
will launch this year
with 364bhp. Fewer
than 500 will come
to the UK, priced
at £44,070 each.

SUPERMINIS
Ford Ka Plus 2017
Ford Fiesta 2017
Kia Rio 2018
Nissan Micra summer
RenaultTwingo GT mid 2016
Renault 5 late 2017
SEAT Ibiza 2017
Smart ForTwo Brabus mid 2016
SuzukiSwift 2017
Suzuki Baleno May
Volkswagen Polo 2017

FAMILY CARS
Alfa Romeo Giulia late 2016
Alfa Romeo Giulia Estate 2017
Audi A3 three-cylinder mid 2016
BMW 3Series Plug-in spring
FiatTipo mid 2016
Honda Civic late 2016
Honda FCV late 2016
Kia Optima estate 2017
KiaSportage February
Jaguar XESportbrake late 2016
Mazda largeSUV 2017
MG5 2020
MINI Countryman late 2016
Nissan Leaf 2017
Porsche Panamera late 2016
Porsche Panamera estate 2017
Renault Mégane summer
Subaru Impreza late 2016
Tesla Model III late 2016
Toyota Prius spring
Vauxhall Insignia 2017
VauxhallInsigniaSportsTourer late 2017
VW Beetle Dune mid 2016
VW Golf CC late 2016

SPORTS CARS
Abarth 124Spider 2017
Alfa 4CStradale mid 2016
Aston Martin DB11 late 2016
Aston MartinV8Vantage 2018
Audi A5 mid 2016
Audi A9 2018
Audi RS4 late 2016
AudiS4 mid 2016
AudiTT RS mid 2016
AudiTTSportback 2017
AudiTTQ 2017
BMW i8 Plus late 2016
BMW M2 summer
BMW M4 GTS summer
Bugatti Chiron 2017
Caterham sports car 2018
Ford Focus RS April
Ford GT late 2016
Ford Mustang GT350 late 2016
Honda CR-Z 2017
Honda NSX late 2016
Infiniti Q60 November
Jaguar F-TypeSVR late 2016
Jaguar XE R summer
Kia GT4Stinger 2017
Lamborghini Asterion LP910-4 2017
Lamborghini Huracán RWD March
Lexus RC February
Lexus LF-LC April
Maserati Alfieri 2017
Maserati GranTurismo late 2017
McLaren 540 C spring
MercedesC450 AMGSport early 2016
Mercedes-AMG C63 Coupé early 2016
MGTF replacement 2020
MINI Clubman JCW 2017
Nissan Pulsar Nismo mid 2016
Peugeot 308 R HYbrid mid 2016
Peugeot 408 GT 2018
Porsche 718 Boxster April
Porsche Mission E 2020
Porsche Pajun 2018
Renault Alpine late 2016
Toyota FT-1 (Supra) 2017
VW Golf R400 late 2016

TVR sports car 2017
VW Golf GTI Mk8 2019

SUVs
Abarth 500X 2017
Alfa RomeoSUV late 2016
Aston Martin DBX 2017
Audi Q1 late 2016
Audi Q5 late 2016
Audi Q6 2018
Audi Q8 2020
Audi RSQ1 2017
Bentley Bentayga Coupé late 2016
BMW 1SeriesSport Cross 2017
BMW i5 2017
BMWX2 2017
BMWX3 late 2016
BMWX7 2018
Citroen Grand Cactus 2017
Dacia Duster facelift March
DS3SUV 2018
Ford Edge spring
Infiniti QX30 mid 2016
Jaguar F-Pace April
Jaguar ‘Baby’ F-Pace 2017
Kia B-SUV 2018
Kia Niro Hybrid July
Lamborghini Urus 2018
Land Rover Defender 2018
Land Rover Discovery 5 2017
Maserati Levante summer
Mazda CX-4 late 2016
Mercedes-AMG GT four-door 2017
Mercedes GLCCoupé June
MG GS summer
Mitsubishi ASX spring 2017
MitsubishiShogun 2017
Nissan Juke summer 2018
Peugeot 3008 2017
Porsche Cayenne Coupé 2017
Qoros 2SUV mid 2016
Qoros 3 CitySUV 2017
Renault Alaskan pick-up late 2016
Renault seven-seatSUV 2017
Rolls-Royce Cullinan 2018
SEATSUV late 2016
Skoda seven-seatSUV late 2016
Skoda CoupéSUV 2017
Skoda Yeti 2017
Suzuki Ignis 2017
Tesla ModelX summer
Toyota C-HR summer
VolkswagenTiguan April
Volkswagen GolfSUV 2017
Volvo XC40 2017
Volvo XC60 2017

PEOPLE MOVERS
BMW 2Series Plug-in spring
RenaultScenic late 2016
VauxhallZafira late 2016

CABRIOLETS
Audi R8Spyder May
BMW i8Spyder late 2016
BMW M2 Convertible 2017
Ferrari 488Spider spring
Fiat 124Spider summer
Jaguar XE Convertible 2017
LamborghiniHuracánSpyder April
MercedesC-ClassCabriolet mid 2016
MercedesS-ClassCabriolet March
MercedesSLC April
MINI Convertible March
RangeRoverEvoqueConvertible February
Rolls-Royce Dawn March
VW Beetle Dune cabriolet late 2016

LUXURY CARS
Audi A8 2017
BMW 5Series summer
Cadillac ELR mid 2016
Infiniti Q80 2017
Mercedes E-Class mid 2016
Rolls-Royce Phantom 2017
VW Phaeton 2018
VolvoS90 summer

THE Tivoli may be SsangYong’s star at
the moment, but the brand has also

updated its huge Turismo MPV with a more
efficient diesel engine that complies with
Euro 6 regulations. This seven-seater can now
be had with a seven-speed auto box, too.

The new 2.2-litre drivetrain boosts economy
from 34.9mpg to 36.2mpg in our four-wheel-
drive auto test car, while CO2 emissions drop
by 7g/km to 205g/km. Power has increased
from 150bhp to 176bhp, while torque
jumps to 400Nm from 360Nm. It’s a healthy
amount, but the 2.1-tonne kerbweight
means the Turismo isn’t exactly fast.

It has enough grunt in the lower gears,
helped by the smoother-shifting automatic
gearbox, yet overtaking needs to be planned
well in advance, as the SsangYong feels
rather breathless when accelerating. This
is understandable given the car’s sheer
size, which often makes it difficult to park.

You won’t enjoy how it handles, either,
with ponderous steering and lots of body
roll. The ride is soft, but the bodyshell
doesn’t feel very stiff, causing vibrations
through the frame over bumpier roads.

Nothing else has changed, so you still get
loads of kit, yet the peculiar exterior styling
and oddly designed, cheap-feeling dash
also remain. However, the Turismo’s biggest
selling point is its staggering amount of
interior space. Seven adults can be seated
comfortably, and even with all three rows
of seats up, there’s a giant 875-litre boot.

IN entry-level spec, the Turismo deserves
another star for its impressive value for
money and masses of space. But the four-
wheel-drive version is a niche choice here,
and despite the decent kit count, there are no
curtain airbags and still no Euro NCAP rating.
Combine this with ungainly looks, below-
par efficiency and poor handling, and you’ll
wish you paid a bit extra for a Ford Galaxy.

★★★★★

SsangYongTurismo4x4
Price: £24,995

Engine: 2.2-litre 4cyl diesel

Power: 176bhp

Transmission: Seven-speed auto,
four-wheel drive

0-60mph: 10.0 seconds (est)

Top speed: 116mph

Economy: 36.2mpg

CO2: 205g/km

ON SALE Now

NEED TO KNOW
Not only is the Turismo
one of the biggest MPVs
on the market, it’s among
the cheapest, with prices
starting from £18,995

LawrenceAllan
Lawrence_Allan@dennis.co.uk

@LobAllan

Turismo’s dashboard is made up of cheap-feeling materials;
interior space is impressive, with plenty of room for seven
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OFF-ROAD LEGENDS
GO HEAD-TO-HEAD
Toyota has cleaned up its
Land Cruiser, but can it
beat Land Rover in dirt?

50
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front?Out in
With a fresh look and new engine,
the revisedMercedes A-Class diesel
takes the fight to Audi and VW rivals

Pictures: Otis Clay Location: Longcross Proving Ground, Chobham, Surrey

Mercedes A 200d
Sport DCT
Price: £25,660

Engine: 2.1-litre 4cyl, 134bhp

0-60mph: 8.8 seconds

Test economy: 47.9mpg/10.5mpl

CO2: 103g/km Annual road tax: £20

Audi A3 Sportback 2.0
TDI Sport Nav S tronic
Price: £25,965

Engine: 2.0-litre 4cyl turbodiesel, 148bhp

0-60mph: 8.1 seconds

Test economy: 45.4mpg/10.0mpl

CO2: 119g/km Annual road tax: £30

Volkswagen Golf 2.0
TDI Match Edition DSG
Price: £24,840

Engine: 2.0-litre 4cyl turbodiesel, 148bhp

0-60mph: 8.5 seconds

Test economy: 48.2mpg/10.6mpl

CO2: 117g/km Annual road tax: £30

LIVINGWITH A...
HONDA CR-V
Latest report reveals
whether SUV is delivering
on its efficiency promise.

LIVINGWITH A...
CATERHAM SEVEN
After 1,500miles, we
get ‘made to measure’
tune up in sports car.

58 60

THE Mercedes A-Class has been an
alternative choice in the compact

executive hatch sector ever since the
third-generation model was launched in
2012. With its sporty bodywork and neat
detailing, it looks the part, but has failed
to upset the front runners in the class.

Now the A-Class range has been
updated, with revised looks, a new model
line-up and different engines under the
bonnet. Here we test one of the new
additions to the range – the A 200d. It
replaces the A200 CDI and is equipped
with a new, more efficient diesel engine.

But competition in this market is fierce,
and we’ve lined up two rivals that will
provide a stern challenge. First up is the
Audi A3 Sportback. This five-door has a
slightly longer body than the three-door,
boosting versatility, while the 2.0 TDI
diesel blends pace and economy well.

Our final contender, the Volkswagen
Golf, shares the same platform as the
Audi. We tried the new Match Edition
model, promising good value for money.

Can the new Mercedes prevail over its
already strong rivals, or is this update
too little, too late for the German hatch?
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MODEL TESTED:Mercedes A 200d Sport DCT
PRICE: £25,660 ENGINE: 2.1-litre 4cyl, 134bhp

WE’VE already pitched the sporty A 250AMG
against the VWGolf GTI, but it fell a little short.

Can thenewdiesel versionmake amends? It’s
competitively priced, and the seven-speed auto
model is pretty efficient, too, so it should give
the competition a decent run for theirmoney.

Styling 4.1/5
OFall the compact hatchbacks on sale, it’s arguable
that theMercedesA-Class is one of thenicer looking
designs.With its low-slungbody, longnose and
sharp styling cues, it certainly stands out from the
Audi and Volkswagenhere, and is a far cry from
theMPV-like looks of the original A-Class.
Themid-life refresh is pretty subtle, though,

with the biggest difference being revised lights, at
the front and rear, plus thenewbadging at the back,
designed to identify diesel or hybridmodels easier.
Go for a Sport version, like the one testedhere, and
you get a diamondpattern grille,with 18-inchwheels
fitted as standard, although it forgoes the chrome
finish seen onhigher-spec versions of theA-Class.
While the Sport-spec Audi test car gets sports

suspension, theA 200d Sport features a standard
set-up,while the bodywork is identical to the
lower-spec SEmodel. At the rear, there are twin
exhaust pipes that add another racy touch.
Aswith the rest of the range, there’s a variety of

metallicpaintsonoffer, frombrightgreenandpurple,
for £575, tomatt grey for £1,795. Even in standard
white, theA-Class looks the sharpest of the three.
Inside, theMercedes remains largely unchanged,

with big updates coming in the formof revised trim
levels. TheA 200d Sport has the same chequerboard
finish to the dash as you’ll find in othermodels,while
the trio of circular air vents add amodern touch.
The tablet-style infotainment screen is easy

enough tonavigate via the rotary controls on the
centre console, but looks like it’s an aftermarket
fitting, compared to VW’s integrated display and the
Audi’s slick pop-up screen.Man-madeArtico leather
comes as standard, too, although its slightly harder
feelmeans you cannotice the difference between
that and the optional hide in our test A3.
Build quality in the cabin is first rate, but some

of the plastics do feel rather hard, especially those
for thewindowswitches and infotainment controls,
although a bankofmetal buttons below the
multimedia controls gives a slightly classier feel.
Standard kit is reasonable,with climate control,

a reversing camera andBluetooth all included.
However, sat-nav andDAB radio are options,while
both rivals have themas standard, plus desirable kit
such as LEDheadlights and adaptive cruise control
is only available as part of expensive optionpacks.

Driving 3.4/5
WHILE this car is badged theA 200d, the engine is
actuallyMercedes’ trusty 2.1-litre unit. It gives 134bhp
in this instance, but that’s 14bhpdownon either rival
here, and it sounds pretty gruff in comparison, too.
The engine also has a 40Nmtorque shortfall, and

as a result, theA-Classwas slower than either rival in
our acceleration tests.Wemanaged a best 0-60mph
timeof 8.8 seconds,whichwas true to the brand’s
original 0-62mph claim, but thiswas still three
tenths downon theGolf, and seven tenths behind
theA3. Its two rivalsmaintained their gap over the
A 200d in the 30-70mph test, too. The seven-speed

DCT auto delivers smooth shifts, but they’re still not
as fast as the changes in theA3 orGolf. Seventh is
relatively long geared, so it kicks down readily at
motorway speeds, but doesn’t jerk between ratios.
Mercedes has alsofitted itsDynamic Select

system, letting you choose betweenEco, Comfort,
Sport and Individualmodes. Eco blunts the throttle
response enough to be frustrating,while Sportmode
holds on to gears for longer to boost acceleration,
although that doesmean the engine soundsharsh.
There are paddles on thewheel to allowyou to take

manual control, but the plastic shifters aren’t that
pleasant to use, and,most of the time, the electronics
do a good enough job of finding the right ratio.
In corners, theA 200d continues to be a bit of

a letdown. Thenumb steering doesn’t offer any
feedback,while the chassis lacks the agility found
in either rival here. TheMercedes sufferswith far
more understeer than either theAudi or theGolf,
leaving youuninspired by its driving dynamics.

Ownership 3.6/5
INourDriver Power 2015 satisfaction survey, the
A-Class placed 119th,whichwaswell behind theA3
andGolf in 27th and 30thpositions respectively. It
was a different story forMercedes’ dealers, however:
thenetwork came21st – fourplaces aheadof Audi’s
andnine ahead of Volkswagen’s. That’s still not
great, though, given the brand’s premiumstatus.
The car earned afive-star EuroNCAP crash test

rating, although its adult and child protection scores
were lower than those for either rival. You get six
airbags, tyre pressuremonitors and collision
prevention assist, but cruise control is a £260option,
and goodies such as lane keeping and traffic sign
recognition are only included inpricey optionpacks.

Running costs 4.0/5
AT £25,660, theA 200d Sport is £305 less than the
A3 Sportback, but £820more than theGolfMatch
Edition. The standardmodel comeswith a good
selection of kit and technology, yet adding sat-nav,
heated seats and adaptive cruise control, tomatch
the standard equipment includedwith theGolf,
bumps the price upby a substantial £2,490.
Wemanaged47.9mpg economyon test,which

wasmarginally behind the VW, butwith lower
CO2 emissions of 103g/km, theA-Class is a cheaper
company car choice, savinghigher-rate business
users £238 a year. Residuals of 48.6 per cent are also
pretty goodwhen compared to theA3,while the
Golf sits in themiddle groundbetween the two.

Mercedes A 200d

Testers’ notes
“The A-Class has always had a bit of an identity
crisis, as its sporty looks have never really been
backed up with an involving drive. Unfortunately,
nothing has changed with the updated model.
This Sport edition rides reasonably well, although
it’s not any better than either rival in that regard,
but the lifeless chassis and vague steering are
a letdown. Add in the sluggish engine offered by
Mercedes, and the A-Class is still disappoints.”

James Disdale Road test editorJame

Technology
STANDARD spec is reasonable,
but options are expensive.
Infotainment system feels like
an afterthought versus rivals
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!Mercedes A 200d CO2/tax
103g/km

£20 or 18%

Practicality
Boot (seats up/down)

341/1,157 litres

Performance
0-60/30-70mph
8.8/8.4 seconds

Braking
70-0/60-0/30-0mph

54.8/35.8/10.8m

Running costs
47.9mpg (on test)

£53 fill-up

Handling
DESPITE suspension upgrades, Mercedes
lacks rivals’ agility, while the soft steering
gives little feedback. As engine trails on
torque, A-Class is the slowest car here

Testers’ notes
“The A 200d has clearly been tailored for
business users, as the 103g/km emissions
figure cuts its company car costs. However,
if you add options to match the Golf, you’ll
soon cancel out any tax savings.”

Dean Gibson Deputy road test edDean
Interior
BUILD quality is good, but hard plastics, man-
made leather and flimsy controls feel cheap.
Circular vents and metal buttons add class

Practicality 3.5/5
THE racy looks of this A-Class are appealing, but
the price youpay for them is a relatively cramped
interior. A boot capacity of 341 litres is nearly 40
litres downon theGolf andA3 Sportback,while
a high sill andnarrow tailgate openingmean
it’s even trickier to load large items in andout.
Rear legroom is tighter than in either rival, too,

while the smallwindows andblackmaterials used
throughout the cabinmake it feel claustrophobic.
There’s plenty of seat andwheel adjustment to help
you get comfortable, andwhile the viewout the back
is restrictedby the smallwindowsand thickC-pillars,
a reversing camera is included as standard. You get
a decent-sized glovebox and armrest cubby, too.
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MODEL TESTED: Audi A3 Sportback 2.0 TDI (150) Sport Nav S tronic
PRICE: £25,965 ENGINE: 2.0-litre 4cyl, 148bhp

Audi A3 Spor

THE third-generationAudi A3was launched in
2012, and itwas thefirstmodel from the VW

Group to use the latestMQBplatform. Thefive-door
Sportback version arrived early in 2013with a slightly
altered body shape designed to createmore space
inside.Herewe test themid-spec Sportmodelwith
148bhp 2.0 TDI power and a six-speed S tronic auto.

Styling 4.2/5
WHENcompared to theA-Class, theAudi A3
Sportback looks pretty restrained.Overall, the
car’s shape is fairly generic, but it’s the details
that help to define the design. It features the
same large grille and four-ring logo as the rest of
theAudi range,while the angular lights add to the
familiarity.Our car featured the £1,250 xenon light
option,which also adds distinctive LEDdaytime
running lights to give somevisual interest up front.
You’ll alsofind the Sportback’s roof rails on the

options list, in silver or black for £250, although they
look a bit awkward compared to the rest of the car’s
relatively sporty lines. The tail-lightswrap around
the rear end, and there’s a pair of chrome exhaust tips
protruding fromone side of the back bumper.
Our Sportmodel gets stiffer sports suspension,

but the exterior appears identical to the lower-spec
SE version’s – you only get a sharper bodykitwith
S line trim.Overall, theA3 is rather uninspiring,
especially if you go for a dark colour scheme like
the car in our pictures, but the tight shut lines
and smart detailing give it a solid look.
Climb aboard, andwhile newerAudis such as

the TT andR8 take cabinminimalism to another
level, theA3’s interior is still simple to get alongwith
and ismore user-friendly than theMercedes’. The
MMI controlwheel is fitted as standard, and the
large rotary controller and set of buttonsworkwell,
so it’s easy tonavigate through the assortedmenus
on the pop-up infotainment and sat-nav screen.
Everything feelswell built, and the combination

of soft-touchplastics andmetal-trimmed controls
means theA3 is a step ahead of theA-Class for
quality. Plus, thewoodgrain-effect plastic trim
on the centre console is a novel addition.
As thename suggests, SportNavmodels get sat-

nav as standard,whileDAB radio also puts it ahead
of theA 200d Sport. Youhave to raid the options list
if youwant tomatch theGolf’s kit list, but at least
Audi allows you to spec individual items, rather than
just going for optionpacks like on theMercedes.

Driving 4.4/5
IT’S clear as soon as youfire up theAudi’s 2.0 TDI
that it’smore refined than theMercedes’ diesel. The
A3 is alsomore powerful,with 148bhp compared
to 134bhp for theA-Class,while a 340Nmtorque
figure is 40Nmahead of theMercedes’.
Combine this power advantagewith a lower

kerbweight, and the result is faster acceleration
across the board.We completed the 0-60mph
sprint in 8.1 seconds,whichwas seven tenths
ahead of theA 200d and two tenths faster than
Audi’s claimed0-62mph time. TheA3was faster
through the gears from30-70mph, too, thanks in
part to the six-speed S tronic gearbox’s quicker shifts.
Due to the transmission’s shorter ratios, the

carwas quicker than theGolf aswell, even though
they feature the same 148bhp engine.However,
theAudi has a longer sixth gear, so its TDI revs

at 1,900rpmat 70mph, compared to 2,100rpm
in the VW, enhancingmotorway refinement.
It’s a shame that theA3’s stiffer sports suspension

takes the edge off the ride, although you can specify
the SEmodel’s standard set-up to boost comfort.On
the other hand, you can addMagnetic Ride adaptive
dampers for £995, and these canbe changedbetween
soft andfirmsettings at the touch of a button to
improve comfort or dynamic ability as you choose.
Whichever suspension setting you go for, the

A3 delivers engaginghandling that theA-Class
struggles tomatch. The steering is sharp,while
the chassis is quick to react to your inputs and
respondswillingly to direction changes, thanks
to the electronic diff lock. This subtly applies the
brakes to either frontwheel, boosting cornering
ability andkeeping thenose of theA3 close to the
apexwhen theA-Class has already runwide.
It features a three-stageDSP system, but even

with all the aids switched on, there’s still enough
leeway in the system to let you explore the limits
of grip before the electronics take over.

Ownership 3.7/5
APRESTIGEbrand likeAudi should be able to deliver
first-class customer service, but as ourDriver Power
survey reveals, owners seem far fromsatisfied. The
company came 25th in the 2015makers’ chart, four
places behindMercedes, andwhile its dealers look
slick, it seems somemembers of staff don’t live up
to the promise. Still, at least thenetwork did a better
job than VW’s franchises; it ranked 25th out of 31.
TheA3 Sportback is safe car. It earned afive-star

EuroNCAP rating, and achievedhigher percentage
scores than theA-Class. Safety highlights include
seven airbags, stability control and tyre pressure
monitors,while Audi’sDriver Assistance package
canbe added for £1,450. This includes Pre Sense
crashpreparation, adaptive cruise control, lane
assist and a suite of other safety electronics.

Running costs 4.2/5
OUR£25,965A3Sportback2.0TDISport is £305more
than theA 200d, but the price advantage switches in
theAudi’s favour as soon as you add sat-nav andDAB
radio to theMercedes tomatch the kit tally.
Elsewhere, economyof 45.4mpgon testwasn’t as

good as the identically enginedGolf’s, while 119g/km
emissionsmean steeper company car bills, too.
Servicing is cheaper than theMercedes’, but theA3

will beworth slightly less than theA-Class after three
years, and group 23 insurance is the highest here.

Testers’ notes
“While Audi is gaining a reputation for building
more efficient cars, it’s more normally associated
with quattro four-wheel drive. The set-up is
available on the A3, but not on the car tested
here. If you want the 148bhp TDI with quattro,
you have to choose the manual model, which
costs £25,915. If you must have an auto, you
need to upgrade to the 182bhp TDI, which
costs £28,665 and emits 127g/km of CO2.”

James Disdale Road test editorJame

Dashboard
A3 doesn’t get the Virtual Cockpit
display found in other Audis, but
instruments are still very clear.
And the interior feels as solid
as you’d expect from the brand
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!Audi A3 Sportback CO2/tax
119g/km

£30 or 21%

Practicality
Boot (seats up/down)

380/1,220 litres

Performance
0-60/30-70mph
8.1/7.5 seconds

Braking
70-0/60-0/30-0mph

51.6/35.8/10.0m

Running costs
45.4mpg (on test)

£53 fill-up

On the road
SPORTBACK was the quickest car on test;
its diesel has the same output as the Golf,
but its S tronic box shifts faster. Handling is
sharp and responsive, and alloys look great

Testers’ notes
“Adding the £250 optional roof rails gives
the A3 Sportback a look that’s more estate
than hatchback. Overall, it’s not entirely
successful, and personally I prefer the
cleaner lines of the standard three-door.”

Dean Gibson Deputy road test ed.Dean
Space
BOOT capacity matches the Golf’s with seats in
place, but trails when they’re folded. Passengers
in rear have more room than those in Mercedes

Practicality 3.8/5
THESportbackhas a slightly different body shape
to the standard three-doorA3, and this has boosted
boot space. You get aGolf-equalling 380 litreswith
the back seats in place,which is nearly 40 litres up
on theA-Class. In addition, thewide boot opening,
low load lip andflat boot sidesmean it’s easy to
get items in andout.Unlike theA-Class, a through-
load facility isn’t standard; it’s a £150 option.
Back seat space is better than in theMercedes,

while the light-colouredheadlining andbigwindows
and rear quarterlightsmean the cabin feels spacious.
Up front, it’s easy to get comfortable at thewheel,

plus there’s plenty of practical storage,with deep
door bins, a central armrest cubby and a glovebox.
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Volkswagen Golf

MODEL TESTED: Volkswagen Golf 2.0 TDI (150) DSGMatch Edition
PRICE: £24,840 ENGINE: 2.0-litre 4cyl, 148bhp

Practicality 4.0/5
LIKE theA3 Sportback, theGolf has a squarer body than the
A-Class,whichmeans there’smore space in the back. The 380-
litre boot capacitymatches theAudi’s, and is 39 litres bigger than
theMercedes’, while the large backwindows and integrated
quarterlights let in plenty of light, although the thick rear pillars
meanover-the-shoulder visibility isn’t quite as good as in theA3.
Space up front is excellent, and there’s awide range of seat

andwheel adjustment, so it’s easy for drivers to get comfortable.
Storage includes a deep compartment ahead of the gearleverwith
aUSB socket, two cup-holders and a good-sized armrest cubby,
while the glovebox anddoor bins are bigger than theA-Class’.

THE VolkswagenGolfwas one of thefirst
front-wheel-drive compact hatchbackswhen

itwas introduced as a replacement for the Beetle in
themid-seventies. The seventh-generationmodel
arrived soon after theA3 in 2012, andherewe test the
recently launchedMatch Edition,which addsmore
kit for a small premiumover the regularMatch.

Styling 3.9/5
COMPARED to theA-Class, theGolf looks pretty
ordinary,withoutmuch in theway of flamboyant
design orneat detailing.However, for some
buyers, that is part of the car’s appeal.
TheMatch Edition is identical to theMatch

model from the outside, so you get straightforward
lines and the only silver trim is reserved for a strip
on the lower part of the grille. A set of 16-inch
five-spoke alloywheels is fitted as standard,
although the version in our pictures has been
upgradedwith £690 17-inch two-tone alloys,
which add somevisual interest.Our car’s Carmen
Redmetallic paint is £540, and is by far themost
appealingmetallic finish in the palette, as the rest of
the range comprises dull blues and greys. The only
standard colour for theGolf isUranoGrey,while
solid black, red orwhite finishes cost £260.
Climb inside, and the restrainednature of the

exterior is carried over to the cabin. There’s plenty
of dark grey plastic,which is brokenupby gloss
blackfinishers on the dash and aluminium inserts
above the glovebox andon the doors. You can also
specify light beige cloth trim for no cost, although
this is likely to provemuchmore difficult to keep
clean than the black upholstery. And if youwant
leather, it’ll set youback you a steep £2,115.
Considering theGolf’smass-market roots,

it’s good to know that build quality ismore than a
match for theMercedes’. There aremore soft-touch
plastics inside, plus the centre console looks a lot
tidier thanks to the integrated sat-nav touchscreen.
ThisMatch Editionmodel comeswith satellite

navigation as standard,whileDAB radio, heated seats
and adaptive cruise control are all included,which
makes the lower list price look evenmore tempting.

Driving 4.4/5
THEGolf features the same 2.0 TDI diesel engine
as theA3 Sportback. There’s 148bhp and 340Nmof
torque on tap, so the VWalso showed theA 200d a
cleanpair of heels in our acceleration tests, although
it didn’t pull out as big a gap as theAudi.
Wemanaged0-60mph in8.5 seconds,which

was three tenths faster than theA-Class and a tenth
upon VW’s claimed0-62mph time. TheGolfwas half
a second ahead through the gears from30-70mph,
thanks in part to the faster shifts of theDSG twin-
clutch automatic gearbox.However, theA3was even
quicker, due toAudi’s decision tofit different ratios
to themechanically identical S tronic transmission.
While theGolfwasmarginally slower, therewas

little to separate it from theA3 in corners. Both cars
use theMQBplatform to great effect, and like the
Audi, the VWwasmore agile and responsive than
theMercedes. Turn-in is quick, there’s good feedback
through thewheel, and like theA3, theGolf features
anXDS electronic diff lock.When this intervenes it
does so smoothly, adding to the sense of security.
Take it easy, and theGolf is equally capable.

Our car’s largerwheels didn’t upset the ride too

severely,while the standard 16-inchwheelswill
deliver a very comfortable ride, particularly on the
motorway. The suspension soaks upbumpswell
around town, too, and the car doesn’t crash as
harshly into potholes as theMercedes,while
standard front and rear parking sensors are
more useful than theA-Class’s reversing camera.

Ownership 3.7/5
THE fallout from theDieselgate emissions scandal
continues to harmVW’s image, but lookpast the
controversy, and the currentGolf should go a long
way to restoring the brand’s reputation.Ourmost
recent residual figures show that the family car range
is still appealing – theMatch Edition is predicted
to hold on to 47.4 per cent of its value after three
years,which ismarginally ahead of theA3 tested
here, although theA 200d is better still.
TheGolf finished 30th in ourDriver Power

2015 satisfaction survey –way ahead of theA-Class,
which ranked outside the top 100, but a fewplaces
behind theA3.However, Volkswagen’s franchised
network fared poorly in our dealer survey, coming
a lowly 30th out of 31, and last of the VWGroup
manufacturers that ranked in the chart.
In termsof safety, theGolf is an excellent

performer: it’s equippedwith seven airbags as
standard and achieved afive-star EuroNCAP crash
test rating. ThisMatch Editionmodel also features
adaptive cruise control and tyre pressuremonitors,
while a space-saver sparewheel is locatedunder the
boot floor. Auto highbeam is a £140option,while
the samekitwith dynamic highbeam is £540.

Running costs 4.5/5
AT £24,840, theGolfMatch Edition costs £820
less to buy than theA 200d Sport, but you’d have
to add at least £2,910worth of options to spec the
Mercedeswith the VW’s standard sat-nav,DAB
radio, adaptive cruise control andheated seats.On
the other hand, adding leather, a reversing camera
and climate control bumps the VWupby £2,695.
CO2 emissions of 117g/kmare slightly better

than theA3’s, although theA-Class has cheaper
company car costs, despite its higher list price.
We returned respectable 48.2mpg economy

in theGolf on test, although thatwas only slightly
ahead of theA 200d, so both cars have a range of
around530miles. Volkswagen’s two-year service
plan is half the price ofMercedes’ schemeover
the sameperiod,while a lower insurance
group ratingwill help running costs, too.

Testers’ notes
“If you’re having doubts about buying a diesel
Volkswagen, you really don’t need to worry. The
Dieselgate scandal involves models that are no
longer in production, and VW’s current TDI unit
meets all current EU emissions legislation. Plus,
in real-world driving, the 2.0-litre diesel is a great
performer, with strong pace across the board,
whether you choose a manual or DSG auto
box, and economy is on a par with its rivals’.”

James Disdale Road test editorJame
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Volkswagen Golf

Spec
SAT-nav comes as
standard on high-
spec new Match
Edition model,
while 380-litre
boot expands to
1,270 litres with
rear seats folded

On the road
GOLF is smooth and refined, and while it trailed A3
slightly on pace in our tests, it handles superbly.
It looks as classy as ever inside and out, too, and
Match Edition brings plenty of equipment inside

Park assist
ALL three cars can be upgraded
with hands-free parking aids.
VW’s set-up looks a bargain at
£150 as it uses the standard front
and rear sensors, while Mercedes’
system costs £675 and the
Audi’s set-up is a hefty £835.
The A-Class gets a standard

reversing camera (below), which
features a wide-angle setting for
help with tight manoeuvres.

Gearboxes
USUALLY, adding an auto has a
detrimental effect on emissions.
Sure enough, the A3 and Golf see
increases of 11g/km and 2g/km
respectively, but the Mercedes’
seven-speed auto cuts the CO2
output. The figure drops from
111g/km for the six-speed manual
to 103g/km in our test model.

Option packs
MERCEDES bundles kit such as
LED headlights and adaptive
cruise into Premium and Premium
Plus packs, which cost £1,695
and £2,995 respectively.
The A3 and Golf also have

options packs, but there is more
scope to add extras individually.

CO2/tax
117g/km
£30 or 21%

Practicality
Boot (seats up/down)
380/1,270 litres

Performance
0-60/30-70mph
8.5/7.9 seconds

Braking
70-0/60-0/30-0mph
50.2/31.4/10.8m

Running costs
48.2mpg (on test)
£53 fill-up

Testers’ notes
“Somemight say the Golf is boring to look at,
but it has a classless nature that ensures it’s
just as much at home parked outside a golf
club or posh hotel as it is on a grotty high
street or in a supermarket car park.”

Sean Carson Senior road testerSe
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On the road price/total as tested
Residual value (after 3yrs/36,000)

Depreciation
Annual tax liability std/higher rate

Annual fuel cost (12k/20k miles)
Ins. group/quote/road tax band/cost

Cost of 1st/2nd/3rd service

Length/wheelbase
Height/width

Engine
Peak power/revs
Peak torque/revs

Transmission
Fuel tank capacity/spare wheel
Boot capacity (seats up/down)

Kerbweight/payload/towing weight
Turning circle

Basic warranty (miles)/recovery
Service intervals/UK dealers

Driver Power manufacturer/dealer pos
Euro NCAP: Adult/child/ped./stars

0-60/30-70mph
30-50mph in 3rd/4th

50-70mph in 5th/6th/7th
Top speed/rpm at 70mph

Braking 70-0/60-0/30-0mph
Auto Express econ (mpg/mpl)/range

Govt urban/extra-urban/combined
Govt urban/extra-urban/combined

Actual/claimed CO2/tax bracket

Airbags/Isofix/park sensors/camera
Automatic box/stability/cruise ctrl

Climate control/leather/heated seats
Metallic paint/xenon lights/keyless go

Sat-nav/USB/DAB radio/Bluetooth

1st 2nd 3rd

*LEDs. In red = equipment fitted to our test car. Insurance quotes from AA (Tel 0800 107 0680 or www.theAA.com) for a 42-year-old living in Banbury, Oxon, with three penalty points. Residual values provided by CDL VIP Data.

Lexus CT 200h Sport
PRICE: £25,495 ENGINE: 1.8-litre 4cyl, 134bhp

LOOK at the bare figures, and company car users could save a
packet over our diesel test cars
with the hybrid CT 200h. Sport
trim brings nav, Bluetooth
and a sunroof. Just don’t
expect any driving fun with
your 94g/km emissions.

BMW 118d Sport auto
PRICE: £24,795 ENGINE: 2.0-litre 4cyl, 150bhp

THE 1 Series was recently facelifted, and the 118d diesel is as
efficient as the A 200d. You also get
a decent amount of kit, including
DAB radio, while the rear-
wheel-drive layout and agile
responses mean it’s a lot
more involving to drive.

RIVALS
Other options in
this category...

d company car users could save a
cars
ort
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Results

Figures
INSURANCE
THE Volkswagen
sits five insurance
groups lower than
the A-Class, in
group 16, and
seven below the
A3 Sportback.

BOOT SPACE
IT’S level pegging
with the Audi for
boot space when
the back seats are
in place, but the
Volkswagen edges
ahead by 50 litres
with them folded.

ACCELERATION
GOLF and A3
have different
gear ratios, with
the Volkswagen
trailing in our
acceleration tests.

EXTRA KIT
OUR Match Edition
costs £100 more
than the standard
Match, but adds
over £1,100 worth
of standard kit,
including parking
sensors, cruise
control, heated
seats and sat-nav.

POWER
THE 2.0-litre TDI
in the A3 (as well
as the Golf) is
14bhp up on the
A 200d’s diesel,
and has 40Nm
more torque, too.

SERVICING
MERCEDES’ £24
monthly service
plan can span two
to four years, but
it works out more
costly than either
rival’s scheme.

EMISSIONS
A LOWER CO2
figure means the
A 200d dips under
£1,000 a year for
Benefit in Kind
for lower-rate
business users.

SERVICING
ALL three cars
have condition-
based servicing,
where the on-
board electronics
determine when a
dealer check-up
will be needed.

REVS AT 70MPH
LONGER sixth gear
means that the
A3 is spinning at
200rpm less than
the Golf at 70mph.

EQUIPMENT
LEATHER is the
brand’s Artico
synthetic trim.
LED lights and
ambient interior
lighting are in
the Premium
pack, and keyless
go is part of the
Premium Plus pack.

Volkswagen Golf
2.0 TDI (150) DSG
Match Edition

£24,840/£26,670
£11,774/47.4%
£13,066
£1,041/£2,082
£1,200/£1,999
16/£592/C/£30
£288 (2yrs)

4,255/2,637mm
1,452/1,799mm
4cyl in-line/1,968cc
148/3,500 bhp/rpm
340/1,750 Nm/rpm
6-spd auto/fwd
50 litres/space saver
380/1,270 litres
1,375/580/1,500kg
10.9 metres
3yrs (60,000)/3yrs
Variable/223
22nd/30th
94/89/65/5 (2012)

8.5/7.9 secs
3.1/4.4 secs
6.6/8.6 secs/N/A
133mph/2,100rpm
50.2/31.4/10.8m
48.2/10.6/530 miles
54.3/68.9/62.8mpg
11.9/15.2/13.8mpl
157/117g/km/21%

Seven/yes/yes/£165
Yes/yes/yes
£415/£2,115/yes
£540/£820/£365
Yes/yes/yes/yes

Audi A3 Sportback
2.0 TDI (150)
Sport Nav S tronic

£25,965/£29,930
£12,126/46.7%
£13,839
£1,088/£2,176
£1,274/£2,123
23/£685/C/£30
£159/£309/£159

4,310/2,636mm
1,425/1,785mm
4cyl in-line/1,968cc
148/3,500 bhp/rpm
340/1,750 Nm/rpm
6-spd auto/fwd
50 litres/£255
380/1,220 litres
1,320/560/1,600kg
10.7 metres
3yrs (60,000)/3yrs
Variable/121
13th/25th
95/87/74/5 (2012)

8.1/7.5 secs
3.1/5.1 secs
7.1/10.2 secs/N/A
135mph/1,900rpm
51.6/35.8/10.0m
45.4/10.0/499 miles
53.3/68.9/62.8mpg
11.7/15.2/13.8mpl
167/119g/km/21%

Seven/yes/£345/£275
Yes/yes/£225
Yes/£1,115/£295
£550/£1,250/£425
Yes/yes/yes/yes

Mercedes
A 200d
Sport DCT

£25,660/£28,350
£12,471/48.6%
£13,189
£922/£1,844
£1,207/£2,012
21/£561/B/£20
£24p/m

4,299/2,699mm
1,433/1,780mm
4cyl in-line/2,143cc
134/3,200 bhp/rpm
300/1,400 Nm/rpm
7-spd auto/fwd
50 litres/repair kit
341/1,157 litres
1,485/525/1,500kg
11.0 metres
3yrs (unlimited)/3yrs
Variable/136
11th/21st
93/81/67/5 (2012)

8.8/8.4 secs
3.2/3.9 secs
5.8/7.9/10.6 secs
130mph/1,900rpm
54.8/35.8/10.8m
47.9/10.5/527 miles
61.4/83.1/74.3mpg
13.5/18.3/16.3mpl
158/103g/km/18%

Seven/yes/£675/yes
Yes/yes/£425
Yes/man-made/£995
£575/£1,695*/£2,995
£495/yes/£420/yes

VOLKSWAGEN
THE Dieselgate scandal
is giving Volkswagen’s
corporate reputation a hammering,
but look beyond the headlines and it’s
still building great cars – and the Golf
remains a front-runner in the class. It
delivers executive-style quality at a
great-value price, while this Match
Edition is generously equipped. Add an
engaging chassis and punchy diesel,
and it edges ahead of its rivals here.

★★★★★★

AUDI
LIKE the Golf, the A3
Sportback provides a
more involving driving experience
and punchy performance than the
A-Class, while it edges further ahead
with its more spacious cabin, better
dash layout and more practical boot.
However, only a badge snob would
overlook the price difference between
the Audi and the VW, especially as
the former comes with less kit.

★★★★★★

MERCEDES
THE A 200d is an
improvement over the
model it replaces, and thanks to its
low emissions it’s the best choice for
company car buyers keeping an eye
on the bottom line. However, while it
looks sporty, it’s not very entertaining
to drive, and the Mercedes’ lack of
space remains an issue. Consider, too,
that you get less kit than the cheaper
Golf, and the A-Class finishes third.

★★★★★★★
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Pictures: Otis Clay Location:WildTracks Activity Park, Newmarket, Suffolk (wildtracksltd.co.uk)

Toyota Land Cruiser
D-4D Invincible
Price: £54,895

Engine: 2.8-litre 4cyl, 174bhp

0-60mph: 12.7 seconds

Test economy: 35.8mpg/7.9mpl

CO2: 194g/km

Annual road tax: £265

Land Rover Defender
110 Adventure
Price: £43,495

Engine: 2.2-litre 4cyl, 120bhp

0-60mph: 17.7 seconds

Test economy: 23.0mpg/5.1mpl

CO2: 295g/km

Annual road tax: £505
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New Toyota Land Cruiser is cleaner than
ever, but we get it dirty in a bruising test
against legendary Land Rover off-roader

ssppllashash

NOWthatwinter is uponus,what better time to test two of
the best 4x4s in the business? The Toyota LandCruiser and

LandRoverDefender are steeped in history and have traded on
their unstoppable off-road ability for decades. However, these
cars have taken very different paths towhere they are today.
The LandCruiser hasmoved from functional 4x4 to luxury

off-roader over the years, and themost recent updatemeans its
2.8-litre four-cylinder diesel is cleaner than ever. In contrast, the

Defender has stuck to its utilitarian roots, but time is catching up
with it and the end of production is looming. To see the 4x4 off
in style, LandRover has launched the Celebration Series – three
models designed to showcase its versatility. The Autobiography
is the upmarket version, theHeritage nods to the car’s history,
while the Adventure tested here highlights its off-road prowess.
Sowhich of these cars delivers a superior driving experience

on and off-road?Weheaded for the hills to find out.
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MODEL TESTED: Toyota Land Cruiser D-4D Invincible auto
PRICE: £54,895 ENGINE: 2.8-litre 4cyl, 174bhp

THEToyota LandCruiser is now in its 65th year
of production, yetwhile the originalmodel

was amilitary development of theWillys Jeep, the
current car hasmorphed into a full-size luxury 4x4.
The latest updates see the addition of a six-speed

auto gearbox, plus a Euro6-compliant 2.8-litre diesel
with improvedperformance and efficiency over
the 3.0-litre it replaces.Herewe test the seven-
seat Invincible flagship,which costs £54,895.

Styling 3.0/5
THERE aren’tmany cars on the road that are bigger
than the Toyota LandCruiser. It’s as long as the
Defender but substantiallywider, and its boxy shape
gives it plenty of presence. Thenose is adornedby
chrome-finishedheadlamps that feature super-bright
LEDdaytime running lights,while the clusters
merge rather awkwardlywith the vast five-bar grille.
Further back, there are bulgingwheelarches,

chunky roof rails and thick running boards – the
latter are essential to help smaller occupants climb
inside. At the back are large LED tail-lights that are
visible from the driver’s seat,while the big tailgate is
still side-hinged, even though–unlike theDefender
– it doesn’t carry a sparewheel.Overall, the Toyota is
imposing, yet it’s hardly an attractive-looking car. Its
chunky body andbulging details seemovercooked
when compared to the simple, utilitarianBrit.
Inside, the LandCruiser delivers the kind of

old-school luxury that’s reminiscent of the Lexus
LS600h. Thankfully, there are plenty of grabhandles
to help you get in, and once there, you’re greeted by
plush leather andwood trimon thewheel anddash
in this top-spec Invinciblemodel. It’s designed to
give anupmarket feel, although it does look a bit
chintzy anddatednext to rival luxury 4x4s’ interiors.
There are beige, black andbrown leather options,

although the latter pair are likely to bemore resilient
and easier to keep clean. The dashboard design,
meanwhile, ismessy,with anumber of buttons
anddials. Someof these are obscured by the large
steeringwheel,while the centre console looks rather
cluttered due to the two air vents sitting on top
of the infotainment system, the air-con controls
beneathand four-wheel-drive functionsbelowthese.
The vast array of buttons at least proves that the

LandCruiser iswell equipped. There are auto lights
andwipers, adaptive cruise control, climate-controlled
front seats, heated rears and electric operation for the
rearmost seats. Rear occupants get separate climate
controls and aBlu-Ray player,with a fold-out screen
set into theheadlining, yet thishasanaftermarket feel.

Driving 3.1/5
WITHakerbweight over 2.1 tonnes and a 174bhp
2.8-litre four-cylinder diesel providingpower
through a conventional auto box andpermanent
4WD, it’s no surprise that the LandCruiserwas
sluggish in our performance tests. Even so,we
managed0-60mph in 12.7 seconds,whichwas the
same as Toyota’s claimed0-62mph time, and the
carwaswell ahead of theDefender at our track.
There’s plenty of body rollwhen accelerating,

although there’s evenmoremotionunder the brakes,
as the soft suspension sees thenose dive for the
tarmac. Still, a braking distance from70-0mphof
59.5metres iswell ahead of the LandRover’s here.
On the road, the Toyota is a soft, comfortable

cruiser. There areComfort,Normal and Sport

modes for the suspension, yet the latter only adds a
bit of firmness anddoesn’t really tie the car down in
corners. The suspension soaks upbumpswith ease,
althoughmotorway expansion joints cause the 4x4
to bobup anddown. There’s plenty of body roll in
bends,which only encourages you to take it easy,
while the steering is very light for such a large car.
Head off the beaten track, and the LandCruiser

performswell. It has a host of electronic aids,
including crawl control for climbing anddescending
steep slopes, active height control and an automatic
terrainmonitor. The biggest limitations on its ability
are the shallower approach anddeparture angles
than theDefender,while the low-set running boards
can easily be caught on terrain you’re crossing.
You also get road-biasedBridgestoneDueler tyres

as standard,which limit just howadventurous you
canbe.However, fit amore aggressive tread, and
only the LandCruiser’s sheer sizewill prevent it
from travelling as far as theDefender off-road.

Ownership 4.0/5
THELandCruiser hasn’t been tested by EuroNCAP
just yet, but it comeswith plenty of safety kit as
standard. Aswell as the off-road tech, there are seven
airbags, a blind spotmonitor, rear trafficmonitor,
lane change assist and adaptive cruise control.
Toyota’s dealers have a strong reputation – they

placed secondonly to sister brand Lexus’ network
in ourDriver Power 2015 survey. That’s a far better
display than LandRover’s garagesmanaged. And
just like every other Toyota, the LandCruiser gets
a five-year, 100,000-milewarranty,while the car has
a legendary reputation for toughness and longevity.

Running costs 2.7/5
OUR top-spec Invinciblemodel costs £54,895,which
is £11,400more than theDefender 110Adventure.
However, it’s packedwith luxury equipment, and
even if you saved some cash andwent for the
lower-spec Icon (£48,395) or Active (£35,895-
£39,295), you’d still getmore kit than in its rival.
Running costs are high, but not as steep as they

are for the LandRover.Wemanaged 35.8mpg
economyon test,whichwas close to the brand’s
official figure, andwhile CO2 emissions have been
reduced, 194g/kmstillmakes for expensive tax
costs. Companyusers paymore for the LandCruiser
thanks to its higher list price. Even so, service costs
are reasonable, and a 51 per cent residual rating
is good, although theDefender is likely to be
more desirable over timedue to its exclusivity.

Toyota Land Cruiser

Testers’ notes
“The Land Cruiser has a similar heritage to the
Defender, but the two cars couldn’t be more
different today. The Toyota features upmarket
touches that you’d find in luxury Lexus cars –
indeed, in somemarkets, the Land Cruiser has
been marketed as a Lexus. There’s something
surreal about negotiating muddy tracks in such
an opulent machine, and it makes you think twice
about heading for the most extreme terrain.”

James Disdale Road test editorJame

Interior
LAND Cruiser’s
cabin doesn’t use
the best-quality
materials, and
wood on gearlever
and doors looks a
little bit chintzy
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Toyota Land Cruiser CO2/tax
194g/km

£265 or 36%

Practicality
Boot (seats up/down)

621/1,151 litres

Performance
0-60/30-70mph
12.7/13.7 seconds

Braking
70-0/60-0/30-0mph

59.5/39.3/10.6m

Running costs
35.8mpg (on test)

£93 fill-up

Space
REARMOST seats fold up and down
electronically, yet they don’t provide a
huge amount of space. Maximum boot
capacity of 1,151 litres is decent, though

Testers’ notes
“On the road, the Land Cruiser feels like an
old-school 4x4. While it’s easy to drive, the
soft, spongy suspension, lazy six-speed
gearbox and woollen dynamics make it
a car that likes to be driven sedately.”

Dean Gibson Dep. road test editorDean

Practicality 3.6/5
AS you’d expect, the LandCruiser has a huge carrying
capacity. There’s a 621-litre boot,while the back seats
fold for 1,151 litresof space.Andalthoughaccess is
tricky in tight spots thanks to the side-hingeddoor,
it can be locked into place to stop it slamming shut.
The rearmost row is easy to operate thanks to

the electric assistance.When inplace, the back
seats are nobigger than you’dfind in aKia Sorento.
The LandCruiser’s sheer sizemeans it’s tricky to get
onboard, yet youhave running boards and grab
handles to help you in. Storage isn’t particularly
good, though, andwhile the steering is light
and the car is easy to drive, youneed to be
aware of its dimensionswhenmanoeuvring.
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MODEL TESTED: Land Rover Defender 110 Adventure
PRICE: £43,495 ENGINE: 2.2-litre 4cyl, 120bhp

Handling
ON the road, the
Defender is far from
elegant, with heavy
steering and chunky
tyres blunting agility,
yet it’s super off-road
– where it takes on
all terrain with ease

Practicality 3.4/5
ACCESSING theDefender is tricky, as there are no steps (running
boards canbe added for £614) and the grabhandles inside are
mountedhigh above the doors. Seats are upright but comfortable,
although thenarrowbodycuts into shoulder room.There’s auseful
storage bin between the front seats, yet no glovebox or door bins.
The second rowof seats flips forward tomakemore boot space,

but the third row is best accessed from the back door. There’s a
fold-down step to help you in, and the seats can be put in place
easilywith two levers. Boot space is vast, although thenarrowback
door limitswhat you can get inside. At least the roof barsmake it
easy to strap larger itemsdown,while steps at the backhelp access.

THELandRoverDefender name arrived in
1990, but themodel can trace its ancestry all

theway back to the 1948original. Its utilitarian
rootsmean it hasn’t kept pacewithmodern car
development, and the threat of tightening legislation
ensures itwill soon stopproduction. But LandRover
has launched three special editions to celebrate the
endof theDefender’s production run, andherewe
test theAdventuremodel in long-wheelbase 110guise.

Styling 4.5/5
WHILE the Toyota’s size gives it presence, there’s no
mistaking a LandRoverDefender for anything else
on the road. The collection of square shapes, straight
edges, ripply bodypanels and exposed rivet heads
screams function over form; and thanks to the car’s
limited development, it’s narrow compared to its
rival. This is only emphasised by theAdventure car’s
off-road additions, such as the Expedition roof rack.
Aswell as the rack and rear access ladder, the

Adventure gets all the trimmings you’dfindonone
of LandRover’s G4Challenge off-roaders. There’s a
front skid plate, underbodyprotection along the
sides and a snorkel air intake,while a black bonnet,
wheelarch extensions, roof and rear door help the
car to stand out. You also get an exclusive set of
alloys fittedwithGoodyear off-road tyres, plus
retro badges front and rear, although the standard
LEDprojector headlamps add amodern touch.
OurDefender comes inwhite, orange or dark

grey, butwhichever schemeyougo for, the car
looks like it’s ready to head out on the toughest
off-road terrain you canfind. Climb aboard, and the
LandRover’s black interior is in stark contrast to the
opulence found in the LandCruiser. There aren’t
manybuttons because there isn’tmuch equipment,
although the switches on showare big and easy
to use, even if you’rewearing thick gloves.
Heated seats and air-conditioning are standard,

plus you get anAlpine stereo –which includes
Bluetooth and aUSB connection. But apart from
that and someheritage badging on the centre
console, there’s precious little kit to playwith.
Still, the leather seats are comfortable,which

makes up for the crampeddriving position,while
the carpetedfloor and suede-effect headlining
add a classy touch. The cabin is verywell built,
too,withno squeaks or rattles to be heard.

Driving 3.0/5
THEDefender uses a 2.2-litre diesel sourced from the
Ford Transit, and as soon as youfire it up, it’s clearly
designed to produce power at the expense of
refinement. It’s pretty raucouswhen you rev it, and
youneed to do this to get any sort of acceleration.
The chunky gearlever needs a fair old shove

tomove intofirst,while every shift through the
ratios is accompanied by anasty clunk from the
transmission. There’s a low-range box for off-
roading, but even the standard ratios are pretty
short, and the combination of a lower power output,
laboured shifts and sluggish throttle responsemeant
theDefenderwasfive seconds slower than the
Toyota from0-60mph,with a timeof 17.7 seconds.
Its acceleration from30-70mphwas even less

impressive, at 22.1 seconds,while its90mphtopspeed
should only be attempted if you’ve got a lot of space
andno sense of fear, as theDefender’s chunky tyre
tread blocks squirmaround at speed. Brakingwas

equally disconcerting, as the LandRover posted
a stopping distance of 72.1metres from70mph.
At least the car has ABS to help you come to a halt.
In everyday use, theDefender is physical to drive.

Aswell as theweighty gearbox, there’s a stiff clutch
pedal and the steering is heavy, even though it’s
power assisted. The large turning circlemeans you
execute seven-point turnswhere regular cars take
three, and you can easily endupon the other side
of the roadwhen turning out of a T-junction. This
lack of lock is further exacerbated by the fact you
sitwith your right shoulder pinned to the door
thanks to thenarrowbody, so youhave to tuck
your elbow inwhen turning from lock to lock.
However, once you’re fully in tunewith the

Defender’s quirks, it’s surprisingly enjoyable,
with its physical nature only adding involvement
to every drive. Plus, you soonget used to the
road, transmission and enginenoise.
Head off-road, and theDefender comes into its

own. The sawtooth tread on theGoodyear tyres offers
lots of traction,while thenarrowbodymeans it can
head further afield than the Toyota. You’re also less
concerned about gettingknocks andscrapesdue
tohowrugged the car is. The longer 110-wheelbase
model can bottomout on some sharper peaks,
but overall the LandRover is simply unstoppable.

Ownership 3.5/5
WHILE theDefender’s go-anywhere attitudemakes
it feel like itwould survive an apocalypse, safety kit
is limited. You get anti-lock brakes and electronic
stability control, but there are no airbags or advanced
safety systems.Theonlyoption isan£80speed limiter.
Anotherminuspoint isLandRover’spoor customer

service. Its dealers placed 24th in ourDriver Power
2015 satisfaction survey –well behind Toyota’s, in
second– and amajor criticismwas the cost of
servicing. Yet theDefenderhas a thrivingaftermarket
scene,with specialist garages able to offer servicing,
spares andaccessories for less than themainnetwork.

Running costs 2.6/5
THEDefender Adventure costs £43,495 to buy, and
it’s off-road-ready out of the box. The only options
are the three colours,while the 90 shortwheelbase
is the sameprice as the 110 testedhere. Everyday
running costs are higher than for the LandCruiser.
We averaged 23mpgon test, although thatwasn’t

far behind LandRover’s claimed economy. Top-band
road tax is £505ayear andservicing canbecostly, too,
yet insurance prices are reasonable in this company.

Testers’ notes
“Land Rover has launched three Celebration
Defenders. Our Adventure is limited to 600
examples and is offered in 90 and 110 Station
Wagon guises. The Heritage model, inspired by
the original Series I, comes in 90 Hard-Top, 90
Station Wagon and 110 Station Wagon forms and
is limited to 400 cars. Only 100 Autobiography
versions will be made, all 90-wheelbase, with
its £61,845 price unlikely to put buyers off.”

James Disdale Road test editorJame

gan y
steering and chunky
tyres blunting agility,
yet it’s super off-road
– where it takes on
all terrain with ease
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Toyota Land Cruiser vs Land Rover Defender Road tests

!

HEADTO
HEAD

Land Rover Defender

Cabin
MINIMALIST cabin is part
of the Defender’s charm,
yet clunky gearlever is a
chore to shift between
ratios. Upright seats are
relatively comfortable
despite the lack of
shoulder room, although
access to them is tricky

Off-road
LAND Cruiser has a host of
electronics to keep moving
off-road, but while it’s very
capable, it does feel huge and
has limited ground clearance
compared to the Land Rover.
The narrower body and

steeper approach and departure
angles make the Defender truly
unstoppable, yet the shorter
wheelbase 90 is better still.

Rear access
NEITHER car is easy to get into,
but the Land Cruiser has grab
handles and running boards to
boost access. You get to the
rearmost seats in the Toyota by
clambering past the second row.
In the Defender, you need to get
in via the back door, although
there is a step to help you.

Running costs
WHILE the Defender is cheaper
than the Land Cruiser to buy, it
costs more to run. Road tax is a
hefty £505 a year (Toyota buyers
face a £265 bill), while 23mpg
economy on test was nearly
12mpg behind its rival. At least
insurance prices are lower.

CO2/tax
295g/km
£505 or 37%

Practicality
Boot (seats up/down)
762/1,019 litres

Performance
0-60/30-70mph
17.7/22.1 seconds

Braking
70-0/60-0/30-0mph
72.1/43.1/14.1m

Running costs
23.0mpg (on test)
£80 fill-up

Testers’ notes
“Drive a Defender, and you’ll soon realise
that you’ve become part of a motoring cult.
Everywhere we went in the Adventure, we’d
get a wave from fellow Defender drivers, no
matter what age or state their car was in.”

Sean Carson Senior road testerSea
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Toyota Land Cruiser vs Land Rover Defender Road tests

On the road price/total as tested
Residual value (after 3yrs/36,000)

Depreciation
Annual tax liability std/higher rate

Annual fuel cost (12k/20k miles)
Ins. group/quote/road tax band/cost

Cost of 1st/2nd/3rd service

Length/wheelbase
Height/width

Engine
Peak power/revs
Peak torque/revs

Transmission
Fuel tank capacity/spare wheel
Boot capacity (seats up/down)

Kerbweight/payload/towing weight
Turning circle/drag coefficient

Basic warranty (miles)/recovery
Service intervals/UK dealers

Driver Power manufacturer/dealer pos.

0-60/30-70mph
30-50mph in 3rd/4th
50-70mph in 5th/6th

Top speed/rpm at 70mph
Braking 70-0/60-0/30-0mph

Approach angle/departure angle
Breakover angle/wading depth

Minimum ground clearance
Auto Express econ (mpg/mpl)/range

Govt urban/extra-urban/combined
Govt urban/extra-urban/combined

Actual/claimed CO2/tax bracket

Airbags/Isofix/park sensors/camera
Auto gearbox/stability/cruise control
Climate control/leather/heated seats

Metallic paint/xenon lights/keyless go
Sat-nav/USB/DAB radio/Bluetooth

In red = equipment fitted to our test car. Insurance quotes from AA (Tel 0800 107 0680 or www.theAA.com) for a 42-year-old living in Banbury, Oxon, with three points. Residual values provided by CDL VIP Data.

1st 2nd

Figures

What do you think?
Tell us about your car
www.autoexpress.co.uk/driverpower

discounts
Facts, figures and advice
powered by carbuyer.co.uk

Deals &

LAND ROVER
IN every measurable
way, the Defender 110 is
outperformed by the Land Cruiser, yet
what it lacks in performance, economy
and running costs it more than makes
up for with character. This Adventure
model makes you feel like a survivalist
even on a trip to the shops, and while
it’s a physical car to drive, it’s also
immensely satisfying. Plus, it’s
likely to be an appreciating asset.

★★★

TOYOTA
THE Land Cruiser is one of
the few luxury SUVs that
can still perform well off the beaten
track. Its size means it’s spacious for
seven, and the level of standard kit is
good enough to rival the best from
Range Rover. But the cabin design
looks and feels dated, while the on-road
driving experience is soft and wallowy.
Its diesel is more efficient than the
Defender’s, but it’s still a slow car.

★★★★★

LAND Rover’s Celebration
Series models are in big
demand, and their limited
numbers mean you’ll
struggle to find discounts
– even on the £61,845
Autobiography model.

If you’re tempted by the
Defender, there’s plenty
of choice on the second-
hand market. Hard-Top van
and pick-up bodystyles are
available, but the Station
Wagon is the version to go
for, in either four-seat 90
or seven-seat 110 long-
wheelbase guise.

Early examples can be
bought for as little as £3,500,
but the more you can afford,
the better. The best choices
are the 2.4 and 2.2-litre
diesels, with the former
starting from £12,500 for
a 2007 Defender 90. A 110
will be £1,000 more, while
2.2-litre models arrived in
2011 and start at £19,000.

Standard kit is sparse
on all models, although
XS trim does add luxuries
such as part-leather heated
seats, electric front windows,
central locking and air-con.

If you want more, then
companies such as Twisted
offer modified Defenders
with new wheels and
upgraded trim. Prices can
rocket up to Range Rover
levels very quickly, however.

Land Rover
Defender 110
Adventure

£43,495/£43,760
N/A
N/A
£3,198/£6,396
£2,540/£4,234
12/£569/M/£505
£266/£411/£284

4,785/2,794mm
2,182/1,790mm
4cyl in-line/2,198cc
120/3,500 bhp/rpm
360/2,000 Nm/rpm
6-spd man/4WD
75 litres/full size
762/1,019 litres
2,064/986/3,500kg
14.4 metres/N/A
3yrs (unlimited)/3yrs
12,000 miles (1yr)/130
29th/24th

17.7/22.1 secs
6.2/7.4 secs
15.0/18.6 secs
90mph/2,300rpm
72.1/43.1/14.1m
49/36 degrees
150 degrees/500mm
314mm
23.0/5.1/379 miles
20.8/29.1/25.5mpg
4.6/6.4/5.6mpl
329/295g/km/37%

No/no/no/no
No/yes/no
No/yes/yes
No/LED/no
No/yes/no/yes

Toyota Land
Cruiser D-4D
Invincible auto

£54,895/£55,595
£28,216/51.4%
£26,679
£3,913/£7,826
£1,632/£2,720
41/£899/J/£265
£199/£269/£199

4,780/2,790mm
1,880/1,885mm
4cyl in-line/2,755cc
174/3,400 bhp/rpm
450/1,600 Nm/rpm
6-spd auto/4WD
87 litres/full size
621/1,151 litres
2,425/565/3,000kg
11.6 metres/0.35Cd
5yrs (100,000)/1yr
10,000 miles (1yr)/181
8th/2nd

12.7/13.7 secs
4.9 secs (kickdown)
8.8 secs (kickdown)
109mph/2,100rpm
59.5/39.3/10.6m
32/25 degrees
136 degrees/700mm
215mm
35.8/7.9/685 miles
30.7/44.8/38.2mpg
6.8/9.9/8.4mpl
211/194g/km/36%

Seven/yes/yes/yes
Yes/yes/yes
Yes/yes/yes
£700/yes/yes
Yes/yes/yes/yes

RESIDUALS
DEFENDERS fall
outside of the
usual depreciation
cycle, but the
Adventure edition
is likely to be
desirable used.

BOOT SPACE
CAPACITIES are
approximate
and measured to
the roof; standard
third row seats cut
into the load area.

PERFORMANCE
ALTHOUGH the
Defender is a slow
car, there’s no
arguing with its
off-road ability. Yet
the Toyota can
wade through
deeper water.

OPTIONS
ADVENTURE
model is based on
XS trim and has
around £6,000 of
extras included.
Only option from
factory is white,
orange or dark
grey paint, none of
which is metallic.

SERVICING
TOYOTA’S service
costs are fixed
across the
country, so you’ll
pay the same
at any of its
181 dealers.

TURNING CIRCLE
THE Land Cruiser
has a large turning
circle for a normal
car, but it’s
positively taxi-
like compared
to the Defender.

ECONOMY
WHILE 35.8mpg
economy isn’t
great, the huge
87-litre fuel tank
means you can
easily travel
from London to
Edinburgh and
back on one fill-up.

Results

Land Rover Defender
DUE: 2018 PRICE: £25,000 (est)
ENGINE: 2.0-litre 4cyl, 180bhp

NOT so much coming soon than coming
eventually is the Defender’s replacement.
Land Rover has revealed a number of
interesting design studies, but the new
car will need to be very special to match
the outgoing model’s legendary status.

COMINGsoon
Is it worth waiting
for this model?

uotes from AA (Tel 0800 107 0680 or www.theAA.com) for a 42-year-old living in Banbury, Oxon, with three points. Res

★★★ ★★★

Land Rover Def
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ENGINE: 2.0-litre
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Our cars Living with a Honda CR-V

LesleyHarris
Lesley_Harris@dennis.co.uk

SECONDREPORT Practical, stylish compact
SUV fails to live up to its fuel-efficient promiseHonda CR-V

“I was hoping the Honda CR-V would achieve
45-50mpg. But sadly that’s not been the case”

FILLINGup the car – it’s one of those
chores that everyone seems tohate.

If you’re likeme, then you try to put it off
until you’re practically running on fumes.
I spend enough time taking testmodels
to forecourts, so I’d really like a car that’s
economical enough forme to steer clear
of the pumps.Unfortunately, that’s not the
casewith theHondaCR-V onourfleet.
It’s long been recognised that claimed

economyfigures fromcarmanufacturers
are sometimes difficult to attain in the real
world. Indeed, there are plenty of instances
of test cars I’ve driven that have failed to
get anywhere close to their officialmpg.
And in light of recent headline-hitting
scandals, buyers are evenmore on their
guardwhen choosing anewmotor.
So, I hadhighhopeswhenHonda

said that theCR-V,with its new,more
efficient 1.6 i-DTEC engine, should deliver
55.4mpg economy. Ever the optimist, Iwas
hoping to achieve 45-50mpgbased on the
performance of similar cars I’ve had in the
past. But sadly that’s not been the case.
It’s not for lack of trying, either.My

featherlight right foot has been assisted by

anECOmode that’s activated via a big green
button on the dash. Turn it on, andnot only
does it cut throttle response, it also adds a
greenhalo around the large central speedo
that fades in andout depending onwhether
you’re driving like an eco saint or sinner.
But even on long runswith the fuel-

savingmode active, I’ve struggled to
achievemore than ameasly 38.5mpg.
This drops even further, to a paltry 33.7mpg
onmy commute into central London.
And as a result, I’ve seen farmore ofmy
local petrol station staff than I’d like.
Don’t getmewrong, there’s a lot to like

about theCR-V. It’s certainly practical, with
lotsof roomforfiveadults, plus ithasoneof
the biggest boots in its class,which is easy to
load.Our range-topping EXmodel gets the
luxury of an electrically assisted power
tailgate,which opens from the key fob.
However, don’t expect it to rise in a

hurry – it takes 10 seconds to lift fully and
another 10 to shut again, so justmake sure
youdon’t use itwhen youwant a quick

getaway from the rain, because you’ll get
wet! Climbbehind thewheel, andwhile the
CR-V is a breeze to drive, thefiddly and fussy
infotainment system is irritating. It’s left
me cold and frustrated at times, as even
simple tasks, such as trying to turn off the
traffic information, haveme reaching for the
manual – it really shouldn’t be that difficult.
The touchscreen also looks cheap and

is very slow to respond– it feels like you
need to use a lotmore force thannecessary
for such a slick-looking system.Not only
is it annoying, but itmeans you’re paying
less attention to the road as youhave towait
and see if your input has actuallyworked.
As for trying to pairmy smartphone

with the in-carWi-Fi for Internet access?
Well this has just never happened,with the
systemconstantly scanning and failing
miserably to connect. I’mno technological
whiz and can certainly livewithout some
of the car’s gadgets, but having traffic
info butting into TheArchers?Now that’s
something I’mnot prepared to livewith...
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CO2/tax
139g/km

£130 or 25%

Practicality
Boot (seats up/down)

589/1,627 litres

Running costs
38.7mpg (on test)

£60 fill-up

Essentials

Verdict

HondaCR-V1.6
i-DTECEXauto4WD

On fleet since: August 2015

Price new: £34,710

Engine/power: 1.6-litre 4cyl, 158bhp

CO2/tax: 139g/km/£130

Options: Metallic paint (£550)

Insurance*: Group: 25 Quote: £562

Mileage/mpg: 6,325/33.7mpg

Costs? None so far

Any problems? None so far

*Insurance quote from AA (0800 107 0680)
for a 42-year-old living in Banbury, Oxfordshire,

with three penalty points.

THE CR-V started out on a good note,
and I still like its spacious cabin and
useful seat folding mechanisms. But
the poor economy and assorted
infotainment niggles mean its shine
has started to wear thin, especially
as there are so many talented
rivals in the compact SUV class.

★★★★★

WEDON’T The infotainment
system is fiddly to use and can
be distracting at times. Lesley
hasn’t been able to pair her phone
for Wi-Fi Internet access, either

WE LIKE ECO mode adds a
green halo around the speedo,
which shines brighter the more
efficiently you drive. We haven’t
found CR-V very frugal, though

O
tis

Clay

NEED TO
KNOW
CR-V comes with
an electrically
assisted power
tailgate, but it
takes its time to
open. Still, car
is easy to drive
and handles well

Second opinion
“Our CR-V features Honda’s latest nine-speed
auto gearbox. Like rival manufacturers, Honda has
introduced it to help reduce emissions at higher
speeds, while the extra ratios mean the 1.6 i-DTEC
isn’t over stressed in this relatively large car. The box
shifts smoothly up and down the gears if you leave it
to its own devices. You can only get the nine-speed
with the 1.6 i-DTEC diesel and four-wheel drive,
though, and with EX trim costing £34k, it’s expensive.”

James Disdale Road test editor

ugh

Jame

Economy
RETURN of 38.7mpg is
disappointing; infotainment
apps are difficult to use;
comfortable seats provide
good support, though
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Second opinion
“You feel connected to a Caterham,
so it’s hard not to fall for its charms.
It’ll never rival an S-Class for luxury,

but it’s proving practical.”

Dean Gibson
Deputy road test editor

but

Dea
DepDepDepDepDepDepDepDepDepDepDep

WHENyoubuy intoCaterham
ownership, it’s not like any other car

purchase. Your relationshipwith the factory
is incredibly close – so close, in fact, that you
can go and see your car being built, or even
choose how involved in its construction you
want to be, just like I did in Issue 1,397.
But the connection toCaterhamdoesn’t

stop once your Sevenhas beendelivered.
There’s a host ofmade-to-measure upgrades
and adjustments available,which iswhy I
booked our 270S in for some tweaks at
Caterham’sworkshop inCrawley,West
Sussex to tailor it tomy tastes, combined
with its first service. (There are seven
official service centres across theUK).
In themonth since I took delivery, the

270Shas rackedupmore than 1,500miles.
So,with the initial service designed for the
1,000-milemark, itwas overdue a check-up.
There are nofluids to change orfilters

to replace during the £160first service; it’s
a simple (if pricey) spanner check to ensure
theSeven isfightingfit.After anhour togive
the car the once over, resulting in a clean bill
of health, senior technicianMarkRider
started to tweak the suspension, as part of
what Caterhamcalls its ‘flat floor’ set-up.
Costing £179, this isn’t tomake the car

racier. Instead, itworkswith our brief to see
howusable theCaterham is as a road car.
The idea is tomatch the individualweights
of the two front corners, so the tyres are
pressing downequally on the road. This
means it brakesmore effectively, and steers
more sweetly. Plus, adjusting the vertical
angle of thewheels to the road (called
camber) and their alignment (referred
to as its toe) should result inmore grip,
better turn-in and improved overall feel.
To get the perfect set-up,Mark rolled the

car on to the super-sensitive scales anddid

“There’s a host of made-
to-measure upgrades and
adjustments available to
improve performance”

all theworkwithme installed in the driver’s
seat, so itwill nowhandle just right forme
when I’m taking it out on the open road.
Suspension tuning canbe a black art, as

setting the ride height at each corner alters
theweight distribution. As everything is
interconnected, it takes years of experience
to get it spot on, butMark races his own
Caterham, so it’s clear he knowswhat he’s
doing.Withme in the car, the Sevenweighs

just 634.5kg in total – a third of some
mid-size crossovers – andwith thatmass
nowspread equally over thewheels, the
results are incredible. It shows just how
responsive the 270S is to somemild tuning.
Evenwithnopower-steering, the carnow

takes less effort to turn, floatingover bumps
and through corners, and stops straight and
truewhen youhave to brakehard.Withno
ABS to rely on, that’s extra peace ofmind.

Sean Carson
Sean_Carson@dennis.co.uk
Se
Sean

SECONDREPORTMaker’s custom tuning gives 270S awelcome boost
Caterham Seven

‘Flat floor’ tuning makes
Seven more responsive,

and it turns in eagerly
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We’ve told you about our cars
Now tell us about yours
www.autoexpress.co.uk/driverpower

Fleetwatch

Our fleet
INDEX

Kia Sorento
WHEN you’re faced with a 20-hour round trip with two young children
over the holiday period, you need a car that makes life as easy as possible.
And editor Graham Hope is happy to report that our Kia Sorento fitted
the bill on his epic trek from south-east London to Montrose in Angus.
With the rearmost seats folded down, there was plenty of space in

the 605-litre boot for luggage and gifts. Then on arrival, the seats went
back up again to allow Graham to ferry his parents around as well.
The Sorento dealt with the 1,200 miles, mainly on the motorway and

often in heavy rain, with comfort and assuredness, and averaged 31.4mpg,
with around £160 spent on fuel. In contrast, flight tickets from Gatwick
to Aberdeen for a family of four over the holiday period were over £500,
and Graham would have faced a car hire bill from Aberdeen Airport, too.
One welcome addition to the Sorento for this trip was a new NextBase

Click 9 Lite Duo Deluxe DVD player (£379.99), which ensured his kids
didn’t get too restless. It was straightforward to set up and worked well.

AudiRS3Sportback
Issues 1,388, 1,399
CaterhamSeven270S
Issue 1,397
CitroenC4Cactus
Iss 1,365, 1,374, 1,385, 1,395
Fiat 500X
Issues 1,393, 1,403
FordMondeo
Issues 1,373, 1,378, 1,389
HondaCivicTypeR
Newarrival
HondaCR-V
Issue 1,395
JaguarXE
Issue 1,398
Kia Sorento
Issue 1,395
LexusNX300h
Issues 1,377, 1,394, 1,402
Mazda2
Iss 1,370, 1,381, 1,386, 1,397
RangeRover Sport
Issues 1,356, 1,363,
1,382, 1,393, 1,403
Renault Twingo
Issues 1,368, 1,387, 1,402
SEAT Ibiza
Newarrival
SkodaOctavia Scout
Issues 1,382, 1,392
SsangYongTivoli
Issue 1,401
SuzukiVitara
Issues 1,379, 1,388
ToyotaVerso
Issues 1,381, 1,391, 1,401

Mazda 2
OUR Mazda 2 was left out of action at the end
of 2015, due to a grinding noise under braking.
We booked the supermini in to MKG 3000
Mazda in Twickenham, west London, to see
what the problem was. It transpired that the
front brake pads had worn out, and even
though the car has covered 14,000 miles, we
were still surprised this happened so soon.
We put the excessive wear down to the trials

of stop-start London traffic, plus the fact its
MX-5-inspired handling encourages you to
push this supermini harder than some rivals.
News reporter Lawrence Allan borrowed

the 2 for a trip to Warwickshire, to pick up his
2016 project car – a Toyota MR2. Some twisty
lanes on the return journey meant the Mazda’s
peppy petrol engine and engaging handling
were almost as much fun as the mid-engined
Toyota, although our test car’s firmer ride and
wind noise weren’t a joy on the motorway.
It still remains one of our favourite small

cars, thanks to its sharp design and efficiency,
with a decent 45mpg on the trip computer.

Pete
G

ibson Sorento’s big
boot swallowed
luggage and gifts
for epic family
trip north of
the border

Essentials

Verdict

CaterhamSeven270S
On fleet since: November 2015

Price new: £26,495

Engine: 1.6-litre 4cyl, 135bhp

CO2/tax: N/A/£230

Options: SV chassis (£2,500),

limited-slip diff (£995), Sport suspension

(£795), 15-inch alloys (£595), half

hood (£195), side screen armrests

(£95), lowered floors (£395), Black

pack (£195), decal pack (£295)

Insurance*: £1,500

Mileage/mpg: 1,541/33.2

Any problems? None so far

*Insurance quote from AA (0800 107 0680)
for a 42-year-old living in Banbury, Oxfordshire,

with three penalty points.

SIMPLY optimising what’s already
been built has had a dramatic effect on
our 270S. The flat floor set-up we had
focuses on small changes, proving
there’s nothing else quite like it, and
showing how keen Caterham is to help
its customers get the most from their
cars. I hope to do just that with mine.

★★★★★

WEDON’TWith its exposed
interior, our extreme 270S lets
in water, so we’ll have to watch
the trim’s condition. Picking stones
from your seat gets tiresome, too

WE LIKE Running a Seven in
winter has its drawbacks, but the
sense of occasion on every drive,
and the way it dissects a country
road with the feedback it gives,
is really something to savour
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THISWEEK’S
HOTKIT

Products
Cat
Dow
Got a query?
Cat_Dow@dennis.co.uk

@AE_Consumer

ALL SMILES
BabyCam relays image of your child to compatible
Garmin sat-nav, so you can keep eyes on the roadav, yo p eyes

Bestprotection forboot
I’M trying to buy a boot liner for mySkoda
Octavia Estate, but the only ones I can find
don’t fully cover the sides. I want coverage
up to the parcel shelf. Any suggestions?
Jo Wileman, E-mail

BOOT liners are a great way of protecting
your car’s interior, and in our Issue 1,346
group test, the Boot Buddy (above) was the
Best Buy, as it provides coverage for the floor
and sides. Prices for your Octavia start at £93.
Call 01299 822230 for further information,
or log on to www.boot-buddy.com.

Shifting scourermarks
TO get rid of bird droppings, I recently used
a scourer on my car’s bonnet. I can see the
marks where I rubbed. Will these go away
or have I damaged the paintworkfor good?
MickMunts, E-mail

ALL car paint comes with a base coat, then a
clear coat on top. The marks you can see are
probably in the clear coat and can sometimes
be polished away. Try applying Farécla G3
Professional Scratch Remover (Issue 1,309)
– and invest in some Simoniz Insect and Tar
Remover for shifting bird lime in the future.

Fastwax fordetailing
SINCE becoming a parent, I no longer have the
time to detail my car. I didn’t really enjoy doing
it, but liked the results. Is there anything
that I can use to speed up the process?
Shuhel Ali, E-mail

THERE’S no fast solution, but Bilt-Hamber’s
double speed-wax (www.bilthamber.com)
is our current favourite, and comes with a
sponge applicator and microfibre cloth. The
speed at which it shifted water was barely
diminished over our six-week test (Issue
1,371), so you won’t need to use it as often.

NOW CAR CAM TECH
KEEPS TABS ON TOTS

IN-car cameras are the latest technology trend,
but Garmin’s new offering doesn’t monitor the
road ahead. Instead, the babyCam keeps a
close eye on children in the back seat.

It’s designed to help prevent parents having
to take their eyes off the road and turn around
to check on their kids. You’ll need a compatible
Garmin sat-nav to link the system with; you then
toggle between maps and the rear seat view.

The camera can be mounted to a front or
rear headrest to allow for child seats facing
in either direction, and it has a wide angle to
monitor multiple children. It can be powered
from the car’s 12V socket or by two AA batteries.

Depending on the spec of the sat-nav that’s
paired with the camera, the new device also
responds to voice commands. This allows
the driver to keep both hands on the wheel
at all times. The Garmin babyCam will be
available to buy from Friday (15 January).

NEW PRODUCT
Garmin babyCam
Price: £159.99

Contact: 0808 238 0000, www.garmin.com/uk
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Know an event coming soon?
Contact Cat_Dow@dennis.co.uk

BRIGHT
IDEA
Sealey’s hi-vis
multi-bit set
(left) comprises
34 pieces; new
American Pro
tool chest has
three drawers
featuring ball
bearing runners

news,
deals&
events

HI-VIS BIT SET A BRIGHT IDEA

Hi-tech new Scalextric
set to spice up action
IF you didn’t get a Scalextric set
for Christmas then fear not, as Hornby
has announced the next generation
of its Scalextric ARC system for 2016.

ARC Air (above) features a new
powerbase with vibrating wireless
controllers. It can be retro-fitted
to existing tracks, plus there’s a
companion app, which makes play
more involving and throws up different
racing scenarios. Priced at £74.99, it’s
due out on Friday (15 January), with
more details at www.scalextric.com.

Cutting-edge tech for
Thinkware dash cams
THINKWARE dash cams are set to get
Super Night Vision and Time Lapse tech.
The new settings were revealed on the
brand’s revolutionary X330 and X350
models, launched earlier this week.

Like GoPro and Sony cameras, the
devices use Ambarella chipsets, which
produce high-quality video. Later
in the year, the entry-level F50
edition will launch with full HD.

Thinkware’s F750 took a podium
place when tested in our Issue 1,365
dash cam test back in April 2015.

New British Motor
Museum set to open
THE new British Motor Museum in
Gaydon, Warks, is set for a grand
reopening on Saturday 13 February
following its £1.1m refurbishment.

An introductory gallery within the
new visitor centre will welcome car fans
of all ages. Visitors will still be able to
get close to the exhibits, but the display
is promised to be much more immersive
than before. New projects, interactive
shows and entry to the Collections
Centre will be included and tours
can be booked upon arrival. Visit
heritage-motor-centre.co.uk for more info.

SEALEY’S latest range of tools will help
you work faster on your car in 2016,
with the 34-piece multi-bit set the
pick of the bright new hi-vis line-up.

The toolkit features WallDrive
Metric technology, which has been
configured to provide the best delivery.
Sealey claims tests have shown it serves
up almost 30 per cent extra torque
handling power – perfect for this time

of year, so you can finish the job more
quickly and get back into the warm.

In terms of bit selection, the set
is close to our Issue 1,377 group test
winner – Halfords’ Ratchet Screwdriver
and Bit Set – although the Sealey is
a much pricier option in comparison.

Still, it does get a stylish carry case
with the new hi-vis colour scheme. The
bright green finish helps make tools

unmissable, especially in the
failing light of wintry conditions.

Also joining the new range is
the American Pro three-drawer
portable tool chest, which features
smooth ball bearing runners and
locking hasps for a padlock. Add
a top handle, and the newcomer
can be used as a mobile toolbox
as well as a garage storage chest.

NEW PRODUCT
Sealey AK760 Multi-Bit Set and American Pro tool chest
Price: From £83.94

Contact: 01284 757500, www.sealey.co.uk

IF your car has simple halogen bulbs, you may find they
don’t provide the visibility of more advanced xenon, LED or
laser lights. Retro-fitting isn’t allowed, either; as the light
beams are different, this can invalidate your insurance.

One solution is Halfords’ new +130 halogen bulbs. The
Brilliance range gives equivalent brightness without changing
the beam pattern – thus keeping you and other road users
safe. It claims a 60-metre longer beam to pick out road
markings and signs more clearly. Halfords is running a
buy one get one free offer until the end of March, too.

NEWPRODUCT
Halfords +130 Brilliance bulbs
Price: From £30

Contact: 0345 504 5353, www.halfords.co.uk



Be a safer driver.

Tyre Pressure Monitoring Systems

PSI
TYRE PRESSURE
MONITORING

MEASURE
UP TO 116 PSI

BLUETOOTH
LINK UP

Drive safely with Tyre Pilot from Snooper, the
new wireless Tyre Pressure Monitoring System.
Tyre defects contribute to over 3% of all motorway accidents and are the
most common form of fault relating to an accident. Fitting a tyre pressure
monitoring system and keeping your tyres correctly inflated has the
following benefits:

• Improves fuel economy
• Reduces accidents and blow-outs
• Lessens vehicle aquaplaning
• Improves stopping distances

Tyre Pilot STP116 Features
• Monitors tyre pressures up to 116 PSI
• Displays pressure and temperature in realtime
• Alerts to pressure drops and temperature rises
• Supports up to 8 wheel sensors.
• Stand Alone PND device.

Available from:

For more information call 0333 240 1000. Performance Products Ltd, Cleaver House, Sarus Court, Manor Park, Runcorn, WA7 1UL. Terms and conditions apply. Performance Products Ltd reserves the

right to amend, change or remove any offers if it deems such action necessary. Offers cannot be used in-conjunction with any other offer.

£179.99*
From only

inc. 4 wheel sensors

Or call 0333 240 1000 for more information.

@snooperuk YouTube @Snooper UK

Part of

Electronics EMEAsnooperuk

www.snooper.co.uk

www.snooper.co.uk
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Appof theweek

books,
apps&games

Bugatti 57 – The
Last French Bugatti

BMW M5: The
Complete Story

OffroadLegends: Sahara

TomTom Curfer

Barrie Price (Veloce, www.veloce.com)

Price: £45 (hardback) Rating:★★★★

James Taylor (Crowood, www.crowood.com)

Price: £25 (hardback) Rating:★★★

Available for: iOS, Android

Price: Free Rating:★★★

Available for: iOS, Android

Price: £79 Rating:★★

THIS concise history charts the
development of the Bugatti 57.
Along with the single-seater racer
and endurance sports car versions
– from 1934-39 – the book looks
at some of the bespoke coachbuilt
bodies available at the time. It will
delight past owners, and is a must-
read for those lucky enough to be
considering buying or restoring one.

THERE was arguably nothing
cooler in BMW’s line-up than
the M5 before the i8 stole the
show. Author James Taylor’s
complete biography details the
car’s journey, looking at its racing
career, plus its launch in various
markets. A comprehensive guide
if you’re considering buying, but
the technical depth is bit dry, so
it’s too much for casual readers.

WE’VE always liked the
simple 2D game, Offroad
Legends, but the new
Sahara version doesn’t
really bring any more to
the original than a desert
background. There’s no way
to upgrade the vehicles in
this latest free app, so it’s a
case of crash, reset, repeat.

THIS app comes with a dongle to connect to
your OBD port and lets you keep real-time
tabs on your driving style, and log stats. It
offers lots of data, but looks pricey when the
likes of Dash, which is free, can be paired
with alternative dongles for less than £10.

Minitest

Cat Dow

Get a grip on car grime
with a clay mitt or cloth

YOU need to dip this clay mitt in water
with a touch of car shampoo before use.
You can use the same weak solution as
a lubricant, although water works, too.

The soft microfibre on the other
side of the cloth is convenient for
wiping down to check your progress.
Yet it needed 11 wipes of the clay
surface with two rinses until it
matched the finish of the Farécla
mitt. It also left a white residue,
which was disappointing.

Clay mitts don’t tend to use
elastic wrist cuffs so as to maximise
working area, but we can’t help feeling
that this product needs something as it
repeatedly slipped off during our test.
Rating:★★★

NEW PRODUCT
CödeClean
Luxury Clay Mitt
Best price: £26.40

Contact: 0800 048 8863, codeclean.co.uk

STILLTHEBEST
Farécla G3 Body
Prep Clay Mitt
Best price: £12.99

Contact: 0345 504 5353, www.g3pro.com

NEWCLOTH
Paragon Clay Cloth
Best price: £22.95

Contact: 01892 784732,

www.paragonmicrofibre.com

“Unlike clay bars,
clay cloths or mitts
can be washed to
shift any deposits”

CLAYING your bodywork
can remove the contaminants
washing leaves behind, and
provide a better surface for wax
to bond to. But it takes time.

Clay bars are like blocks of
Blu-Tack and cover small areas
of the car; they will soon fill up
with contaminants and need
replacing. Clay cloths or mitts
cover a larger area in one sweep,
and can be washed to remove
the deposits they pick up.

CödeClean has launched a mitt
with rubberised formula on one
side and soft microfibre on the
other. We tested it against fellow
newcomer Paragon Microfibre
Clay Cloth, plus our current
favourite clay bar alternative,
Farécla G3 Body Prep Clay Mitt.

The products were rated for
their ability to lift microscopic
dust and dirt with minimal
wipes. And prices were from
a range of sources as we went
to press. Farécla stays on top
with its performance and value.

THIS mitt continues to deliver superior
performance. While it’s not quite as
effective as a clay bar, it took only
three wipes to deliver a great finish.

Best results are when it’s twinned
with G3 Bodyshop Detailer as lube,
and it saves time with claying. It’s
also the best value product here, at
half the price of its rivals, although
the mitt can slip off smaller hands.
Rating:★★★★

THIS is a cloth rather than a mitt,
and we found it easier to grip than
rivals. You’ll need to dunk it in water
before use to help it glide across
the paintwork in an attempt to
lift dirt and contaminants.

However, we found it barely
picked anything up, even after
20 wipes. It doesn’t help that
there are no instructions provided.
Rating:★★
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ODDLY for a car-focused retailer, Halfords supplies this torch with a
mains charger only. It was also the first to fall, some time before the
claimed four hours, even though we cycled the lithium batteries
several times. Still, it has an excellent beam that penetrates a long
way, plus gives a wide, even spread for close work. It also boasts five
modes – 100, 50 and 30 per cent power – and two flashing speeds.

Halfords Advanced Ultra
Bright LEDTorch
Price: £39.99 Light test: 2 hours

Contact: 0845 057 9000, www.halfords.com
Rating:★★★

RECOMMENDED THIS rechargeable product is the latest in a line of
great small torches from LED Lenser. At under 10cm long, it can be kept
on a key ring or slipped into a pocket with the clip, but it still packs a
punch. The bright LED can be adjusted with one hand, giving a long-
distance beam or a wide spread for under the bonnet. It comes with
a USB lead, but you’ll need adaptors for mains and in-car charging.

LED Lenser M3R
Price: £46.99 Light test: 3 hours

Contact: 01344 876222, www.ledlenser.co.uk
Rating:★★★★

RECOMMENDED DURONIC’S flashlight was the distance runner here,
as it was still going after 24 hours. At 30cm and packed with nickel-
metal hydride cells, it was the biggest choice, which no doubt helped.
The light was good, particularly over a distance, yet there were wider
beams for close work. Like our winner it has a power save mode. Mains-
only charging holds it back; a small 12V inverter will get round this.

Duronic Rechargeable LED
Flashlight RFL903C
Price: £26.99 Light test: 10 hours plus

Contact: www.duronic.com
Rating:★★★★

BEST BUY NOT the cheapest option, but it’s the complete package.
This comes with a spare lithium-ion power pack, as well as standard
alkaline batteries. The USB charge lead has mains and 12V adaptors,
plus a neat cover for the socket. It oozes quality, with a sliding collar
letting you shift the bright LED easily between wide and narrow beams.
And this top performer was still working at the end of our 10-hour test.

Coast Rechargeable MP7R
Price: £57 Light test: 10 hours plus

Contact: 01858 410551, www.bbb-leisureproducts.co.uk
Rating:★★★★★

BEST BUY NOT the cheapest option, but it’s the complete package.NOT
This comes with a spare lithium-ion power pack, as well as standard

Coast Rechargeable MP7R

RECOMMENDED DURONIC’S flashlight was the distance runner here,C’S
as it was still going after 24 hours. At 30cm and packed with nickel-
metal hydride cells, it was the biggest choice, which no doubt helped.

ide

Duronic Rechargeable LED
Flashlight RFL903C

The light was good, particularly over a distance, yet there were wider
beams for close work. Like our winner it has a power save mode. Mains
only charging holds it back; a small 12V inverter will get round this.

Lig plu

Contact: www.duronic.com
Rating:★★★★

ODDLY for a car-focused retailer, Halfords supplies this torch with aLY
mains charger only. It was also the first to fall, some time before the
claimed four hours, even though we cycled the lithium batteries

Halfords Advanced Ultra
Bright LEDTorch
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Kim Adams

Verdict

Rechargeable torches tested Products

RECHARGEABLE TORCHES
We test eight winter essentials that you can keep fully powered up in the glovebox

PRODUCTGROUPTEST 13 | 1 | 2016
Everyweek, we extensively test all the latest car kit from tyres to trim cleaners.
Log on towww.autoexpress.co.uk to look through our huge online test archive.

A TORCH is a glovebox essential, but
all too often the batteries are flat when you
need it. Yet buy a rechargeable torch, and
you can keep it ready to go, topping it up
in-car every few weeks via the 12V socket.

Modern LEDs (light emitting diodes)
and battery technology give these torches
impressive light output and durability on
a single charge – more than enough to
deal with that night-time breakdown or
to fetch help. The best also offer mains
charging and adjustable beams to suit
close-up working or distance for walking.
So which is the one to light your way this
winter? We charged eight to find out.

Howwe
tested them

CENTRAL to this test is the beam and
how long it lasts. We wanted a bright,
adjustable light and timed how long
each torch delivered a usable beam
after we’d charged and drained the
batteries several times. In-car charging
was essential, with a mains option a
bonus, plus we wanted a low-power
mode to prolong battery life.

Extras like phone charging, spare
power packs and cases were taken into
account, plus we looked at how easily our
torches could be placed under the bonnet
without rolling. Our final factor was price,
taken from a range of online sources.

A DEBUT win for Coast, which delivers a
great package with one of the best beams
on test and truly impressive durability. The
keenly priced Duronic gets on the podium
on its debut, too, mixing a good distance
beam with mighty stamina. In third place
is the LED Lenser keyring torch, which
outperformed many much larger choices.

1. Coast Rechargeable MP7R
2. Duronic Rechargeable LED

Flashlight RFL903C
3. LED Lenser M3R

THIS flashlight from the
maker of our Issue 1,302
wind-up torch Best Buy is
nothing if not versatile. It
comes with red and white
diffusers, allowing it to be
used as a night light and
an inspection lamp, plus
it can charge mobile phones
via supplied adapters. There’s
also a steel window breaker
on one end. The light itself
is charged via the 12V USB
adapter supplied. All handy
enough, plus there are two
power-save modes to add
to the appeal, but the light
isn’t adjustable, making for
a decent, but narrow beam.

VentusSuperLite
Price: £49.95 Light test: 4 hours

Contact: 01273 736896,

www.ventusfreeenergy.com
Rating:★★★

IT’S a bit unfair putting this
thumb-sized Ring torch up
against far more accomplished
and expensive rivals. Like the
Sealey, it lasts a long time but
usable light is more restricted.
It’s not helped by the fact there
isn’t much light in the first
place, and what there is is
focused in the centre. It’s self-
contained with no leads and
will fit most 12V sockets, but
even at under £5 that lack of
light limits its usefulness.

Ring
Rechargeable
CarTorch
Price: £4.79 Light test: 4 hours

Contact: 0113 213 2000,

www.ringautomotive.co.uk
Rating:★★

PRICE does the MAG-TAC no
favours in this company, but
it’s a top design with a mighty
light output. Oddly, it can’t be
adjusted, but it’s wide with
good penetration and no
dark patches. MAGLITE has
also gone its own way with
charging, as this is done via a
dock – usefully shaped to fit a
cup-holder – with both mains
and 12V adaptors for the USB
lead. The repeated clicks to
cycle through the modes –
including a power-save setting
– take a little getting used to,
but this remains a class act.

MAGLITE
MAG-TACLED
TRM4RE4L
Price: £94.99 Light test: 5 hours

Contact: 0116 234 4646,

www.burton-mccall.co.uk
Rating:★★★

THERE’S something old school
about this Sealey torch. Even
though it has a 1-Watt LED, it
lacks the punch of most rivals
here. And that beam – with
its bright centre but not much
light elsewhere – doesn’t
adjust. The 12V plug is built
into the aluminium casing,
which may not suit all car
sockets, and we’d have liked
to have seen a charging light.
On the plus side, it’s very easy
on the pocket and it has great
stamina with usable light
lasting around six hours,
but staying lit much longer.

Sealey LED019
Price: £12.13 Light test: 6 hours

Contact: 01284 757500,

www.sealey.co.uk
Rating:★★★
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Buying cars
New and used buying advice

Martin
Saarinen
Got any car queries?
Martin_Saarinen@dennis.co.uk

@AE_Consumer

YOUR VIEWS ON YOUR CARS

2015 Results
GS Factfile

Bars show where model
finished out of 200 cars in
our 2015 survey. The lower
the rating the better91.12%

OVERALL SCORE

Years: 2012 to present CO2: 141g/km

Fuel economy: 46.3mpg (3.5 V6 Hybrid)

Best features: Reversing camera, sat-nav,
heated and cooled seats, DAB radio, USB port

Prices: From £22,400

RELIABILITY
BUILD QUALITY
RUNNING COSTS
PERFORMANCE

ROAD HANDLING
RIDE QUALITY

EASE OF DRIVING
SEAT COMFORT
PRACTICALITY
IN-CAR TECH

25
12
79
31
78
10
24
19
119
16
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New and used buying advice

YOUR VIEWS ON YOUR CARSYOUR VIEWS ON YOUR CARS

Lexus GS Mk4
YOU TELL US... Exec is smooth and solid, but not very practical

How do you rate your car?
Tell us what you think
www.autoexpress.co.uk/driverpower

“A VERY comfortable car
to own; it’s smooth, quiet
and relaxing to drive.”

“The choice of three
different driving modes
really allows you to get the
most from the 3.5-litre V6.”

“The perfect commuter;
great mpg and all the kit
to keep me comfortable.”

“It costs me a mere £20 a
year to tax something that’s
a true BMW 5 Series rival.”

“The quality of service from
my Lexus garage has been
superb from day one.”

“I did over 200,000 miles in
my previous GS, and think
this one will do the same.”

“I HAD to change my driving
style to get the full benefits
from the hybrid drivetrain.”

“The automatic wipers
aren’t the best I’ve seen.”

“My GS suffers from
the occasional rattle.”

“On one occasion the
nearside brake was stuck
on for some reason.”

“The electric seat has
started to make a noise.”

“I’ve noticed the paintjob
is starting to look worn
out on my car.”

“I would like to see a
larger luggage area in
the future GS models.”

Q

Q

Q

A

A

A

ShouldVWpay for repair?
MY 2011 VW Golf recently started to misfire.
The local garage found a small piece of metal
had dislodged and damaged the engine. But
VW won’t reimburse me for the repair because
I used an independent garage. Is this fair?
Robert King, E-mail

UNFORTUNATELY, Volkswagen’s right; it’s
under no obligation to pay for the work of its
competitors. A goodwill gesture is usually
based on continual use of manufacturer-
approved garages and services, where
it can guarantee the quality of work.

Will VEDchangeaffectme?
I’M still confused about the changes to the
vehicle excise duty (VED) rates, due in 2017.
Will a car I registered before 2017 be taxed
more heavily under the new system?
John Davenport, E-mail

THE new VED bands apply only to cars
registered from 1 April 2017 onwards.
Those that were registered before this date
will remain in the current VED system, which
the Treasury has confirmed will not change.
So you’ll continue to pay tax at the same
rate for your car under the new system.

Supermarket fuel quality
MY neighbour keeps telling me that petrol
sold at supermarkets is of a lesser quality
than what you get from regular fuel stations.
Is there any truth behind this?
JonathanSimpson, E-mail

ALL fuel sold in the UK has to pass through
strict testing governed by the European
Committee for Standardisation. There will be
variations in quality from different sources,
but the octane rating affects performance
more than where the fuel is bought from.
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FROM £3,500 Look beyond dieselgate, as hatch is still a great buy
BUYER’S GUIDE:VolkswagenGolf

CONSIDERING all the negative press
surrounding Volkswagen at the moment,
it’d be easy to assume you should avoid its
products, new or used, at all costs – but
don’t be too hasty. Whatever’s been done
in the lab, the brand still produces cars that
are strong, safe, good to drive and well built.

One of its best models is the Golf, and
we’ve always rated the Mk6 version highly
– enough to crown it our Car of the Year
in 2009. We’ve also named it Best Compact
Family Car three times at our annual New
Car Awards, so while VW’s current woes
could steer you away from this classy
hatch, we’d say don’t dismiss it so lightly.

History
THE sixth-generation Golf reached the UK
in January 2009, in three or five-door hatch
forms. There were three trim levels (S, SE
or GT) and four petrol engines (79bhp 1.4,
121bhp or 158bhp 1.4 TSI and 101bhp 1.6),
plus a 2.0 TDI diesel in 108bhp or 138bhp
guises. The GTI hot hatch appeared in May

2009, while a month later the 168bhp
GTD diesel arrived – but both blend great
performance with surprising economy.

An ultra-frugal 1.6 TDI debuted in
September 2009; in BlueMotion form it
claimed 62.8mpg. Yet within weeks, VW
had raised the bar, launching a 99g/km
74.3mpg BlueMotion model. The 261bhp
Golf R appeared in October 2009, the Match
replaced the SE in May 2010, and the GTI
Edition 35 debuted in September 2011.

Which one?
THE TSI and TDI are zesty and economical;
the regular 1.4-litre petrol is lacklustre but
fine if you’re in no hurry. You’ll get more for
your money if you buy a petrol-engined Golf,
and the DSG dual-clutch auto transmission
is one of the slickest around – which is why
(unusually) CO2 emissions don’t vary much
between manual and automatic boxes.

Entry-level S trim features remote central
locking, powered front windows, a four-
speaker stereo and air-con. Twist adds alloy
wheels, four more speakers and sports

suspension. SE (later Match) brings powered
rear windows, Bluetooth, cruise control,
an auto-dimming rear view mirror, parking
sensors front and rear, as well as automatic
lights and wipers. The GT gets sportier trim,
17-inch alloys and sports suspension.

Alternatives
A KEY rival to the Golf is its Audi A3 sister car.
It uses the same platform and mechanicals,
but has an even plusher cabin. Meanwhile,
the BMW 1 Series comes in a variety of
bodystyles, is extremely well built and has
some of the most efficient engines around.

Matching the VW on image if not
practicality is the MINI; rear seat access is
awkward and the boot is small, but it’s good
to drive and well built. If practicality is more
important, don’t overlook the Ford Focus;
it’s a cracking car that’s great to drive, well

equipped and reliable. Plus, with supply
plentiful, it’s far cheaper than the Golf. The
Vauxhall Astra and Peugeot 308 major on
value, but aren’t as solid or good to drive.

Verdict
USED Golfs have always been in demand,
and the emissions scandal seems to have
made no difference; trade expert CAP says
there’s been no slide in values. That’s good
news for sellers, but not if you’re buying, as
you’ll have to dig as deep as ever to secure
one of these understated family cars.

With three or five-door hatches and a
roomy estate, plus a wide range of engines
and trims, it’s no wonder this is one of the
UK’s favourite cars. Yet as our Driver Power
survey shows, you need to buy with care;
build quality may be strong, but the Golf
isn’t always as reliable as you might think.

“Used Golfs have always been in demand, and the
emissions scandal seems to havemade no difference”

NEED
TOKNOW

Cracked pistons have been
reported on the 1.4 TSI,

although this can be tricky
to check before you buy.

NEED
TOKNOW

Some 2.0 TFSI engines
have had ignition coil
pack failures, which

can lead to misfiring.

NEED
TOKNOW

While S models feature a
space-saver spare wheel,

posher Golfs get only
a tyre mobility kit.

Richard Dredge
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Recalls

13
2013

12
2012

11
2011

10
2010

09
2009

Insurance
group

OUR VIEW

YOUR VIEW

CO2/tax
114-129g/km

£30-£110

Performance
0-60mph/top speed

9.3 seconds/130mph

Running costs
57-65mpg (2.0 TDI 140)

£59 fill-up

Pe
0-60

9.3 seGolfMk6

How much?

Partwatch

Running costs

OWNERS can choose between fixed-interval or variable
servicing. The former requires maintenance every year or
10,000 miles; the latter every year or up to 18,600 miles,
depending on how the car’s driven. All Mk6 Golfs have
reached their third birthday, so are eligible for cut-price
servicing. A minor check-up is £149; a major one £299.

All diesels need a fresh cambelt every four years or
130,000 miles (at £399); the 1.4 and 1.6-litre petrols
also have a belt, but there’s no set schedule. Instead,
it’s checked at each service and replaced only when it’s
showing signs of wear. The brake fluid should also be
renewed after three years, then every two years, at £59.

GOLFS that have covered upwards of 150,000 miles can
be bought for £3,500, but to get your hands on a car with
fewer than 80,000 miles on the clock, you’ll need to stump
up at least £4,800. That buys a 1.4 S; for an equivalent
1.6 TDI S, be prepared to spend at least £5,500.

Diesels outnumber petrols by about two to one, while
autos account for around one in four of the cars available.
If you want the latter, you’ll pay at least £5,000 – this will
secure a 2009 (59-plate) 2.0 TDI SE that’s done 120,000
miles or an 09-plate 1.4 TSI SE with 70,000 miles.

THERE have been three recalls for the sixth-generation
Golf, including the current emissions campaign, which
will bring a mixture of software and hardware fixes.
You can check whether a specific car is affected at
www.volkswagen.co.uk/owners/emissionsinfo.

Before this, in December 2011, 2.0 TDIs built up to that
point were called back over fuel leaks. The first Mk6 recall
came in December 2009. DSG models made up to August
2009 could suffer a loss of drive due to a software glitch.

Interior
WITHIN the mid-sized family hatch
market, the Golf has long set the
benchmark for cabin quality and
clarity. That’s certainly the case here;
the car feels fantastically solid and
everything is beautifully laid out.
Boot space is left trailing by some
rivals, though, with a 350-litre load
bay expanding to only 1,305 litres.

Phone
ON some early
examples, the

Bluetooth phone
system wouldn’t

recognise most types
of mobile; it can

be sorted now, but
the fixcan be pricey.

Cabin
SQUEAKSand

rattles from inside
the Golf aren’t

unknown. It’s often
simply down to the

backof the rear seat
not being properly

latched, though.

Suspension
CREAKSfrom the

front underside
are down to the

suspension bushes
drying out. And the

noise is usually most
pronounced when the

weather is warm.

Alarm
CHECKthe blipper, as
the alarm system can

be temperamental,
going off for no reason.

It’s usually simply
a question of getting

the ECU’s software
updated by a dealer.

Contacts
Official

www.volkswagen.co.uk

Forums
www.golfmk6.com/forums

www.clubgti.com
www.golfgtiforum.co.uk

http://uk-mkivs.net
www.volkswagenforum.co.uk

www.vwaudiforum.co.uk
www.golfgti.co.uk

THE Golf Mk6 finished a disappointing
129th in our Driver Power satisfaction
survey in 2014. But last year, it was up
to 89th. The car was ranked 83rd for
build quality, 88th for handling, 96th
for ride quality, 99th for ease of driving
and 90th for practicality. Its lowest
score was 186th for reliability, which
will really disappoint VW bosses.

ALISON Jupp from Coventry owns a Golf
1.6 TDI. She said: “This is my third Golf
and the best yet. The engine is quiet and
economical and the car’s quick enough.

“It’s comfortable and practical,
it feels very safe and it’s been reliable
so far. My dealer is excellent, too,
so I suspect I’ll buy a fourth Golf.”

ThankstoImperialCar
SupermarketsinHampshire
fortheloanoftheGolfpictured.

Contact 023 8098 6917

imperialcarsupermarkets.co.uk

Prices for 2010 2.0 TDI. Dealer figures from Listers VW Worcester
(listers.co.uk/Volkswagen/Worcester). Independent prices from
Euro Car Parts (eurocarparts.com). *From wingmirrorshop.co.uk.

Fuel CO2 Annual
economy emissions road tax

Model
1.2TSI 7-11 49-51mpg 129-134g/km £110-£130
1.4TSI 16-17 44-45mpg 144-145g/km £145
2.0TSI GTI 35 38-39mpg 170g/km £205
R 36 33mpg 195-199g/km £265
1.6TDI 12-18 62-74mpg 99-119g/km Free-£30
2.0TDI 19-24 57-65mpg 114-129g/km £30-£110
2.0TDI GTD 30 53mpg 139g/km £130

Dealer price Independent price

Part
Front brake pads (axle set) £40.84 £27.66

Brake discs (pair) £71.60 £57.48
Door mirror glass (electric) £18.10 £21*

Front wiper set £45.71 £20.70

Model
1.2TSI 105S3dr £8,450 £7,595 £6,875 £6,250 N/A
1.4S/Twist 3dr £7,995 £7,195 £6,495 £5,875 £5,250
1.4TSI GT 5dr £12,650 £11,295 £9,995 £8,995 £7,995
1.6TDI 90S5dr £9,995 £8,295 £7,475 £6,750 £5,995
2.0TDI 140 GT 5dr £13,150 £11,750 £10,500 £9,395 £8,350
2.0 GTD 5dr £17,095 £15,095 £13,450 £11,950 £10,550
GTI 5dr £16,195 £14,295 £12,695 £11,250 £9,895

Values
courtesy

ofG
lass’s

G
uide

Tom
W

ood
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SEATAlhambra
FOR:Spacious seats, easyaccess
AGAINST:Shortonkit, boot space

FordGalaxy
FOR:Good todrive,plentyon themarket
AGAINST:Bland looks, tight rear space

RenaultGr. Scenic
FOR: Lowsecond-handprices, roomycabin
AGAINST:Handling, sluggishengines

£12,000 to spend on a roomy, seven-seat MPV
Contact:Lawrence_Allan@dennis.co.uk

Dear Lawrence, I run a childminding service and
need a seven-seat MPV with plenty of space. What
would you recommend for around £12,000?

Kelly Naysmith, E-mail

Carhunter

CA
R
S

IN
TER
IO
R

R
ELIA
B
ILITY

ALHAMBRA gets a logically laid-out, easy-to-use dash,
although S models are sparsely equipped. Seats fold
easily and have a strong mechanism, but when they’re
all in place, the 267-litre boot isn’t the biggest available.

WHILE its layout is pretty conventional, the Galaxy’s
tall shape results in generous headroom. The rear
seats are a little cramped yet usable for small adults,
although the back row doesn’t fold right into load space.

THE dash in the Grand Scenic has a high-quality feel, with
a digital screen containing most of the dials. This spacious
car has generously sized seats and lots of storage areas,
too. Rear seats fold flat and the middle row is removable.

THE Alhambra didn’t feature in Driver Power 2015, and
MPVs didn’t score well generally. However, owners
seem to be fairly happy with reliability, although
air-con and central locking issues aren’t uncommon.

THE Ford Galaxy did chart in Driver Power 2015 – way
down in 159th. There’ll be a huge choice on the second-
hand market, but as many are used as minicabs, beware
of high-mileage cars with tired clutches and gearboxes.

IT was the top performer here in Driver Power 2015: the
Grand Scenic ranked 78th, having come fourth in 2013. But
reliability and build quality were areas of concern, while
there have been reports of timing belts failing early.

THE SEAT Alhambra is the sister car to Volkswagen’s
Sharan, and is generally better value second-hand.
They don’t look much different – and neither is
especially exciting – but it’s all about the cabin.

Inside, the SEAT is similar in size to Ford’s Galaxy,
and the seats are roomy and easy to fold. It’s decent
to drive, and has a five-star Euro NCAP safety rating,
seven airbags and Isofix mountings all-round. We
found a 53,000-mile 11-plate 2.0 TDI S for £11,795.

FORD’S Galaxy is one of the best-selling MPVs in
the UK, and that means there are plenty of good-
value examples on the second-hand market. It’s
large, the seats are flexible and the wide door
openings mean kids can clamber in with ease.

The Galaxy is good to drive for an MPV, and also
has a five-star Euro NCAP rating and window airbags
for the third row seats. Our search revealed a 2011
2.0 TDCi Ghia with 60,000 miles for £10,695.

INTRODUCED in 2009, Renault’s Grand Scenic offers a
versatile cabin for a great price, but it’s nowhere near
as spacious as the other cars here. The dCi diesels are
your best bet, although the 1.5 struggles when loaded.

The cabin offers a high seating position, while the
middle row seats are roomy and can be removed. All
the seats feature Isofix mountings, and again, the car
gets a five-star NCAP rating. We spotted a 2012 1.5 dCi
Dynamique TomTom with just 10,300 miles for £11,995.

THEALL-ROUNDCHOICE THEDRIVERS’ CHOICE THESTYLISHCHOICE
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Best buys From SUVs andMPVs to regular saloons, hatches and estates, we count down the finest family buys

TOPFIVEBest familycars
VolvoXC90
Years: 2015 to date Best engine: 2.0-litre 4cyl diesel, 222bhp
Insurance group: 33 Economy/CO2: 50mpg/149g/km

WHY? The brilliant new XC90 SUV is our reigning Car of the Year, and ushers in a new, more
upmarket era for Volvo. The exterior is suitably classy, with sharp lines and distinctive T-shaped
‘Thor’s Hammer’ LED headlamps adding plenty of style. It’s the same with the high-quality
interior, which has a cool and minimalist design. Plus, the car has technology and comfort to
worry premium German rivals. The XC90 is also very practical, as it’s a genuine seven-seater
with neat storage touches. It’s relaxing to drive, and handles better than you might expect, while
the D5 diesel is the pick of the range with its punch and efficiency. It’s pricey, but well worth it.

From£45,750 (new)

SkodaSuperb
Years: 2015 to date Best engine: 2.0-litre 4cyl diesel, 148bhp
Insurance group: 18 Economy/CO2: 68.9mpg/108g/km

WHY? The Superb has always been the king of big-car space and value, but the Mk3 model is by
far the most convincing yet. It makes even the new VW Passat look dull due to its sharp, angular
styling, while the cabin is solidly built and there’s acres of room. The Skoda is still a competent
car to drive, even if a Mazda 6 is more agile, plus the 2.0-litre diesel is an excellent all-rounder.

From£18,640 (new)

Mazda6
Years: 2013 to date Best engine: 2.2-litre 4cyl, 148bhp
Insurance group: 21 Economy/CO2: 72.4mpg/104g/km

WHY? The Mazda 6 rounds out our top five, and has many tricks up its sleeve, including being
one of the best-looking saloons and estates on the market. Inside, it can’t quite match the VW or
Skoda for quality, but there’s plenty of kit and decent space. The Japanese car’s big draw is its
driving experience – it’s remarkably agile for a car of this size and the diesel engine is great.

From£19,595 (new)

CitroenC4Picasso
Years: 2013 to date Best engine: 1.6-litre 4cyl diesel, 118bhp
Insurance group: 20 Economy/CO2: 74.3mpg/100g/km

WHY? Arguably the best car in Citroen’s range, the C4 Picasso adds style, charm and intelligence
to the mid-size MPV sector. The futuristic design helps it stand out, while the classy cabin features
good storage. Its big boot and three clever individual rear seats are useful, too. The C4 isn’t as
sharp to drive as a Ford C-MAX, but smooth ride and efficient engines make it a top family car.

From£18,270 (new)

VolkswagenPassat
Years: 2015 to date Best engine: 2.0-litre 4cyl, 148bhp
Insurance group: 19 Economy/CO2: 70.6mpg/106g/km

WHY? It now trails its Superb sister car, yet VW’s latest Passat still has plenty going for it. Under
the business-like skin is a truly upmarket and classy model, and while space is a bit down on the
Skoda, there’s still enough room for five adults and a large boot. You also get a more composed
drive in the VW, with optional adaptive dampers providing strong body control and a smooth ride.

From£22,320 (new)

1st
NEW
ENTRY

2nd
FALLER

5th
FALLER

For more of our top cars, visit autoexpress.co.uk/best-cars

4th
FALLER

3rd
NEW
ENTRY
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Get a Quote Online

warrantywise.co.uk

If your car goes wrong, you could be faced with wallet busting repair bills. Not toIf your car goes wrong, you could be faced with wallet busting repair bills. Not to 
mention the hassle of dealing with the garage and being without your motor formention the hassle of dealing with the garage and being without your motor for 
days, or even weeks on end.

An award-winning car repair plan from Warrantywise gives you total peace ofAn award-winning car repair plan from Warrantywise gives you total peace of 
mind when your car goes bang! All of our plans include car hire, hotel & onwards All of our plans include car hire, hotel & onwards 
travel expenses as well as recovery as standard. You can also take your car to anytravel expenses as well as recovery as standard. You can also take your car to any 
VAT registered garage in the UK or Europe for repairs!

Prices start from just £19 per month.
Best of all its been designed by motoring
consumer champion, Quentin Willson. Designed by Quentin WillsonQuentin Willson

Watch Quentin’s Guide
warrantywise.co.uk/guide

WORRIED ABOUT EXPENSIVE CAR

REPAIR BILLS?

Terms and conditions apply. Accurate at the time of printing.

Simply the Best in the Business

QUENTIN VIDEO GUIDE
Watch as motoring expert, Quentin Willson,
explains the benefits of a used car warranty.

THEO IS WARRANTY WISE
Warrantywise are delighted that Theo Paphitis has
done the wise thing and protected his jaw-dropping
Maybach with a Warrantywise warranty.

Read the full article at: www.warrantywise.co.uk/theo
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All the action from the world of motorsport
Sport

Stephen Errity
Stephen_Errity@dennis.co.uk

GT season starts with Dubai 24h

Brit aces lead Ford GT comeback
■ Priaulx, Franchitti signed up
■ Historic Le Mans win the aim

Porsche legend
for Goodwood

RICHARD Attwood, winner of the 1970
Le Mans 24 Hours, will be reunited with
the car he drove to victory when he
takes the wheel at the Goodwood
Members’ Meeting this March.

This year’s event is celebrating Group
5 sportscars of the seventies, including
Attwood’s Porsche 917 (pictured), the
iconic Ferrari 512 and the Lola T70.

It takes place from 19-20 March and
a limited number of tickets are available
to the public from www.goodwood.com.

OVER 100 GT and touring cars will take to
the Dubai Autodrome circuit in the UAE this
weekend for the first major endurance race
of the 2016 season – the Dubai 24 Hours.

The event marks the international debut
of the new Mercedes-AMG GT GT3 racing
car, two examples of which will be run by
the experienced German team Black Falcon.

Several of the latest Audi R8 GT3s are
also entered, including one from British
squad Optimum Motorsport, with drivers
Flick Haigh, Ryan Ratcliffe and Joe Osborne
joined by Audi factory ace Frank Stippler.

Silverstone-based Mercedes team Ram
Racing, which finished on the podium last
year, returns with Paul White, Tom Onslow-
Cole and Thomas Jaeger in the cockpit.

FORD has announced Brits Andy Priaulx
and Marino Franchitti, plus German

Stefan Mücke and Frenchman Olivier Pla,
as its four drivers for the full 2016 World
Endurance Championship (WEC) season.

The quartet will be driving the new Ford
GT racing car, making its European debut
at the Silverstone round of the series on 17
April. They’ll be joined by two more yet-to-
be-announced drivers for Le Mans in June.

This year is the 50th anniversary of Ford’s
victory over Ferrari with the original GT40 at
the 24-hour classic, so the brand is going
all-out to repeat the feat. Its Italian rival will
be racing the new 488 GTE car, with Brits
Sam Bird and James Calado at the wheel.

“Make no mistake, we are racing to win,”
said Dave Pericak, Ford Performance global
director, at the announcement last week.

“To compete at this level, you need
the best car, the best team and the best
drivers. We’ve selected Stefan, Olivier,
Andy and Marino to drive the Ford GT to
take on the very best in the world.”

Scottish driver Franchitti, the brother
of retired IndyCar champion Dario, is an
endurance specialist and has raced at Le
Mans on five occasions, as well as winning
the Sebring 12-hour race in the US in 2012.

Mücke has multiple WEC victories under
his belt for Aston Martin, while Pla raced for
the ill-fated Nissan team at Le Mans last
year and Priaulx is a triple World Touring Car
Champion for BMW. The Guernseyman has
also won the Nürburgring 24 Hours and
stood on the podium at Le Mans in 2011.

Ford WEC team principal George Howard-
Chappell, who’s led teams to victory at Le

■ FAB FOUR
(l to r) Pla, Mücke,
Priaulx and
Franchitti have
been charged
with racing the
new Ford GT

■ ARABIAN NIGHTS Dubai event takes place
against a stunning backdrop of skyscrapers (left)

Twin turbo EcoBoost V6-powered GT
racer boasts extreme aero at the rear

Mans on three occasions, said: “It doesn’t
get any more competitive than Le Mans,
but that’s what makes winning so special.

“Everything has to be perfect and even
then, you still need luck on your side to
cross the line first. The GT has been built
to return to Le Mans and these drivers all
know what it takes to compete against
the toughest competition in the world.”

Tickets for Silverstone’s round can be
bought now from www.silverstone.co.uk.
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Motoring’s most outspoken and
opinionated columnist sounds off

On lengthy daily
drives between
Christmas and
New Year, I played
spot the police car –
and didn’t see one New Focus RS

Detroit show

100

It’s here at last... and we have the definitive
verdict on Ford’s 345bhp four-wheel-drive flier

All the stars, scoops, interviews and gossip
from the first major motor show of 2016

From superminis to supercars, it’s
the ultimate guide to save £££s

MONTHSago, Iwaswheeled into the
TV studios of a global broadcaster and

asked to comment onUKpolice forces
cracking down– allegedly – onmiddle-lane
hoggers. Then in the same studio in late
December,my viewswere sought on
another law enforcement blitz, this time
against drivers usinghand-heldmobiles.
My comments onboth dayswere similar:
Crackdowns against hazardous offences
are fine. But they’re almost impossible to
implement, because police officer numbers
aremassively down– at a 40-year low,
according to some insiders. And aswe
exclusively revealed in Issue 1,403, full-time
trafficcopjobs inEnglandandWalesdropped
from5,327 to 3,742 between 2010 and 2015.
Police force accountantswork on the basis
that from2010-2020, their funding is being
slashed by around40per cent. The few
remaining traffic cops can onlywork one
shift per day/night. Theyhave courts to
attend andofficework to complete. Factor
inholidays, training courses, sick leave,
shortages of vehicles and fuel etc, and it’s
safe to conclude that on some–perhaps
most – days/nights only a fewhundred
patrol cars and officers are ‘policing’ almost 40million vehicles .
With all this inmind, onmy lengthy daily drives in Englandbetween
ChristmasEveandNewYear’s Eve– thebooziestweek in the calendar– I
played spot the police car. And I didn’t see one! In turn, officers dealing
with drunkor druggeddrivers/riders,middle-lanehoggers,mobile
phone offenders or tailgaterswere also conspicuous by their absence.
True, a tabloidnewspaper revealed thaton31December, twouniformed
officerswere spotted inside their car in London. Trouble is, eyewitness
accounts allege theywere kipping coppers snoring thenight away in
the vehicle,whichhad its engine running to keep it toasty and, for good
measure,was parked on apavement. Around the same time, a senior
Manchester copwasfilmedusinghis hand-heldmobilewhile driving.
It’sbad.Copsaredemoralisedandhavegonemissing.And,ontheabove
evidence at least, on the rare occasions a fewdo appear on the streets,
they’re behaving lazily or illegally.Nowdesperate firms andprivate
organisationswhoneedmore frontlineofficerson theirpatch
areopting to foot the bill for them.How longbeforeUKhome
owners and car users in cop-free areas are forced to do the same?

Join the debate now... www.autoexpress.co.uk/opinion
Back chat

Mike
Rutherford

Do you agree with Mike?
Have your say at facebook.com/autoexpress @The_Rutherford
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